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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

With the exception of Pearl Harbor and September 11, 2001, Americans have not been attacked by

an enemy on our own soil. Unlike countries in Europe during World War II, America has never been

occupied by a military force or locked down under martial law. We have never seen soldiers in

armored vehicles patrolling the streets, warning us to stay in our homes or face arrest — or worse.

Beginning in 1776, when our freedom-seeking founders wrote the Declaration of Independence

and stood their ground from Lexington and Concord to Saratoga and Valley Forge,  and then came

together to create a constitutional Republic dedicated to protecting individual and minority rights,

the United States of America has deQned and served as a beacon for liberty for people around the

world.

This summer, we watched soldiers patrolling the streets of Sydney, Australia, with helicopters

overhead blaring warnings to a stunned, locked-down people to stay in their homes in the name of

the public health.  We have watched hundreds of thousands of people, young and old, gather

together again and again in the streets of Paris, London, Rome, Athens and Berlin.

They are marching against authoritarianism, the kind of Orwellian authoritarianism embodied in

government issued vaccine passports that punish citizens for simply defending the right to make a

voluntary medical decision for themselves and their minor children,  a decision about whether to

be injected with a biological pharmaceutical product that can cause serious reactions,

injure,  kill  or fail to work.  The signs they carry say:

“No forced testing, no forced vaccines”

“Stop the dictatorship”

“Hands off our children”

“My body is mine”

“Big Pharma shackles freedom”

“No to the Pass of shame”

“Better to die free than live as a slave”

In what has become a prophetic primal scream for liberty, governments are ordering the police to

break up the largely peaceful demonstrators  [ooding the big cities and small villages of western

Europe, the Qrst populations to organize massive public protests against old fashioned tyranny

dressed up in 21st century clothes.

The people of Europe were the Qrst to stand up for freedom during this government-declared public

health emergency because they know how tyranny begins. They know what it looks like and they

remember what it feels like. They remember and are declaring, “Never again.”

In America, We Have Taken Our Freedom for Granted

Most Americans living today do not remember World War II or, if they do, it is through what their

parents or grandparents told them about it. World War II was not fought on American soil.

Americans went to war in Europe to stop the slaughter of millions at the hands of an authoritarian

fascist government commanding the Army of the Third Reich that killed in the name of the public

health and safety,  even an authoritarian communist government slaughtered many more millions

during a “Reign of Terror” in the Soviet Union.

Most American children today are not taught what happened in China after World War II, when the

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) implemented the Great Leap Forward and the Great Proletarian

Cultural Revolution. Those militant ideological cleansing campaigns imprisoned and killed tens of

millions of citizens because they criticized or opposed authoritarian government policies.

In America, we have taken our freedom for granted because, while we have been willing to Qght to

defend the freedom of others, we have never been called upon to defend it in our own backyard.

Most Americans have never imagined we would experience a serious threat to autonomy and

freedom of thought,  speech,  conscience  and assembly.

So deep has been our trust in the laws and cultural values which have, for the most part, ensured

fundamental freedoms in our country, that we never believed it could happen here.

But the last 20 months have changed everything. Many Americans have begun to understand that

tyranny can be disguised to look like safety, even as many others still cannot bring themselves to

believe it.

America’s Move Toward Authoritarianism

Striking fear into the hearts and minds of the people, the move toward authoritarianism in America

began with government o_cials suddenly telling us — even children as young as 2 years old — that

we could not breathe fresh air or enter public spaces without a mask covering our face.

Millions of American workers judged to be “nonessential” lost the ability to earn a living so they

could eat and pay rent during “[atten the curve” lockdowns we were told would only last a few

weeks but, instead, went on for months.  Anyone who criticized government narratives about

the origin of SARS-CoV-2 virus  or questioned social distancing restrictions was immediately

publicly shamed and censored.

Any doctors who tried to provide early treatment to COVID-19 patients by repurposing safe and

effective licensed drugs and nutritional supplements to help their patients survive the infection

were also publicly shamed and censored.

After the FDA granted PQzer and Moderna an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)  in December

2020 to distribute their liability-free experimental mRNA COVID-19 vaccines in the U.S.,

public health o_cials enlisted big corporations to launch a hard-sell national vaccine advertising

campaign targeting all Americans over the age of 12.

Anyone who asked questions or challenged the hard sell was immediately censored on social

media.  State governments and employers were encouraged to threaten workers,  especially

health care workers and emergency responders, with loss of their jobs for refusing the

vaccine.  Private businesses were encouraged to deny unvaccinated citizens entry to

restaurants, stores and other public venues.

By the end of July 2021, the Department of Veteran Affairs directed all VA health care workers to be

fully vaccinated or lose their jobs.  In early August, the Department of Defense announced that all

military service members must be fully vaccinated when the FDA o_cially licenses a COVID-19

vaccine or lose their jobs.

Suddenly, on August 23, 2021, the PQzer mRNA vaccine was licensed without a public meeting of

the FDA Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee (VRPBAC) and full

disclosure of the scientiQc data supporting licensure.

By the end of August, about 176 million Americans had been “fully” vaccinated, representing 53.6

percent of our population of 333 million people,  which is the third largest in the world. And studies

had conQrmed that the SARS-CoV-2 infection mortality ratio (IFR) in the U.S. remains at less than

1%.

Federal Government Declares War on Unvaccinated Americans

But the executive branch of the US government was not happy. Federal health o_cials had publicly

set the goal of persuading 90 percent of Americans to get the COVID vaccine,  although it is clear

now that the real goal all along was a 100 percent vaccination rate: no exceptions and no questions

asked.

At the beginning of September 2021, the politics of persuasion gave way to an iron-Qsted approach

using the heel of the boot of the state to try to club 100 million unvaccinated Americans into

submission. On September 9, 2021, the president of the United States followed the advice of top

public health o_cials and, in effect, declared war on unvaccinated Americans.

He scapegoated and placed all the blame for the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic on the unvaccinated,

even though federal health o_cials admit that fully vaccinated people can still get infected and

transmit the virus to others;  and even though breakthrough COVID infections,

hospitalizations and deaths in fully vaccinated people are on the rise;  and even though evidence

shows individuals who have recovered from the infection have stronger natural immunity than

those who have been vaccinated;  and even though o_cials at the World Health Organization now

say that the SARS-COV-2 virus is mutating like in[uenza and is likely to become prevalent in every

county — no matter how high the vaccination rate.

The president told 100 million unvaccinated Americans that “our patience is running thin” and

issued an Executive Order that every person working for the executive branch of the federal

government — more than 2 million people — must get fully vaccinated or lose their jobs.  That

order also applied to about 17 million health care professionals working in medical facilities that

accept Medicare and Medicaid.

There is no option for executive branch employees to get tested — the rule is get vaccinated or be

Qred. It is interesting that the order does not apply to workers in the judicial branch or legislative

branch, which includes members of and staffers in Congress.

The president also ordered the Department of Labor to issue a rule that carries penalties of $14,000

per violation to force private companies with more than 100 employees to get their workers fully

vaccinated or be tested weekly. He also called for all teachers and school staff in all schools to be

fully vaccinated.

The next day, the director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Dr. Anthony

Fauci, criticized the president for not going far enough.  Fauci said the government should give

Americans no option but to get injected with the biological product that some describe as a

vaccine, others characterize as a genetic therapy or cell disrupter biological, and others allege is a

bioweapon made in a lab in China with U.S. funding.

Then Fauci said all children must be vaccinated or denied a school education  and all

unvaccinated people must be banned from getting on an airplane.  At the same time, a Virginia

congressman introduced the Safety Travel Act that would require travelers getting on a plane or

Amtrak train in the U.S. to show proof of COVID vaccination or a negative COVID test within 72

hours of boarding.

Destroying the Lives of Those Who Dissent

Today, people in some cities are being denied entrance to restaurants and stores if they can’t prove

they have been “fully” vaccinated.  Doctors are refusing to provide medical care to the

unvaccinated.  Hollywood entertainers are celebrating the deaths of unvaccinated people, saying

they deserved to die, and are calling for the unvaccinated who get COVID to be denied admission to

hospitals for treatment.

Judges are separating children from mothers who have not gotten a COVID shot.  In[uential

scientists are insisting lawmakers make it a hate crime for anyone to publicly criticize scientists

and government health o_cials.

Dissenters are told they are “selQsh”  and characterized as an enemy of the state  for simply

defending the human right to informed consent to medical risk taking.  The normalizing of the

ritualistic persecution of Americans who are refusing to give up the right to autonomy — which is

the Qrst and most fundamental human right — is underway. The Orwellian message is: The life of

any person who dissents from government policy must be systematically destroyed.

Demanding obedience, government health o_cials characterize public health policies that

segregate, discriminate and turn people against each other as “the good.” Yet, a lot of Americans

instinctively know segregation and discrimination are not good. They know that persuading a

majority of citizens to scapegoat a minority of citizens to cover up the failures of government is

allowing evil to triumph.

Dissenting Americans, both vaccinated and unvaccinated, Qll the ranks of every socioeconomic

class, every political party and every faith-based community. They understand the meaning of the

warning that, “The only thing necessary for triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing,” and they

are not going to stand by and do nothing.

When government threatens to take away an individual’s right to employment, education, health

care and the ability to enter a store to buy food, enter a hospital or travel on public transportation,

there is no other word for it but tyranny.

Weaponizing a Virus and a Vaccine Against the People

This virus, which has a 99% survival rate, and this leaky vaccine, which fails to reliably prevent

infection and transmission in the fully vaccinated, has racked up a record-breaking more than half a

million vaccine adverse event reports in the U.S. alone.  It will not be the last virus and vaccine to

be weaponized against the people in the name of the greater good.

That is because forced vaccination is the tip of the spear in a culture war that has been going on for

much longer than the 40 years that I have been a vaccine safety and human rights activist publicly

warning that this day would come.  It is a war that will cause more suffering until enough of

us refuse to be siloed and, instead, join together to change dangerous laws that abuse the trust and

good will of the people.

Every single American, whether you have been vaccinated or not, should stop to re[ect upon what

is happening in our country. Think about what liberty means.

Imagine What Life Will Be Like in the Future

Imagine what life will be like in the future if you cannot leave your home without being harnessed to

a government-issued digital ID, which contains personal information about your body and your life,

and is hooked up to an electronic surveillance system that records and controls every move you

make.

Imagine if you are a health care worker and your medical license is taken from you for refusing to

get a government-mandated vaccine, which is a public health policy being implemented in

Washington, D.C.,  a city where doctors can now vaccinate children as young as 11 years old

without the knowledge or consent of their parents.

Imagine if you cannot hold any type of job or enter a grocery store to buy food to feed your family,

or enter a drug store, cafe, gym, school,  cinema, museum, park or beach without showing proof

you’ve been vaccinated. 

Imagine if you are denied entrance to a doctor’s o_ce or lose your Medicare and Social Security

beneQts because you don’t have the vaccine passport, a suggestion made recently on national

television.

Imagine if you cannot get on a plane or bus to visit your children or elderly parents because federal

government o_cials have exercised authority over inter-state commerce and banned the

unvaccinated from crossing state borders, an action that some proponents of forced vaccination

are urging the current administration to invoke.

Imagine if you cannot get a driver’s license, Qle your taxes, open or access your bank account or

use a credit card to make a purchase if you fail to produce the required vaccine paperwork stamped

by the government.

Imagine if you or your child have already suffered a previous serious vaccine reaction or have an

underlying in[ammatory immune disorder that increases your risk for being harmed by

vaccination,  but doctors refuse to see you because you are unvaccinated — which is already

happening in America — and you are denied admission to a hospital for a life-saving operation.

Forced Vaccination Was Always the End Game

If you think that the vaccine passport is only about this virus and this vaccine, think again. Forced

vaccination was always the end game both before and during this pandemic and the proof of that

lies in the decades of federal legislation and federal agency rule making paving the way for what we

are experiencing today.

Right now, forced vaccination is the quickest means to what the World Economic Forum

transparently describes on its website as “The Great Reset.”  You, your children and grandchildren

are the commodity, and in the name of the greater good, you are expected to obediently allow

others to “reset” your lives in all kinds of ways without making a sound.

The government-issued passport allowing you to function in society is just the Qrst step on the

slippery slope to what will be many more requirements and restrictions on your freedom in the

days, months and years to come. The question is: Will you allow yourself to be used and abused by

those currently holding the power to do what they want to do to you, or will you defend your God-

given right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness?

This pandemic of deception and incompetence has stolen from our daily lives the peace and joy we

deserve to have, leaving too many of us confused and paralyzed by fear, divided from our family

and friends, crippled with anxiety and despair, allowing hopelessness to rule our days.

We Can Refuse to Live in Fear and Push Back

It doesn’t have to be like this. We can refuse to be psychologically manipulated so we are unable to

engage in rational thinking and are crippled by fear. We can push back against the authoritarians

taking away our freedom and trying to divide us.

We can do it the way that all successful social reform movements before us have done it: through

actively participating in local, state and federal government and by engaging in nonviolent civil

disobedience,  if that becomes necessary.

Instead of allowing ourselves to be separated from one another, we can stay connected and meet

together in small groups in our homes and neighborhoods. We can develop personal relationships

with our elected o_cials at every level of government — from our local sheriff and elected

members of local school boards and city and county councils, to our elected state and federal

legislators.

If we don’t like the way the people we have elected are governing, we can vote them out, or run for

o_ce ourselves and help change the laws.

We can talk to the young men and women serving in our community police departments and the

U.S. military to remind them of how important it is to value and protect human rights and civil

liberties, so that if they are ever called upon to implement authoritarian rule, they will make the right

choice.

Above all, we can be self-disciplined and make rational decisions that do not lead to violent

confrontations, because that kind of behavior only plays into the hands of those, whose ultimate

goal is to take away autonomy and more individual freedoms in the United States.
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Forced Vaccination Was Always the End Game
Analysis by Barbara Loe Fisher

In America, we have taken our freedom for granted because, while we have been willing to Qght to defend the freedom of others, we have never been

called upon to defend it in our own backyard. Most Americans have never imagined we would experience a serious threat to autonomy and freedom

of thought, speech, conscience and assembly

"

When government threatens to take away an individual’s right to employment, education, health care and the ability to enter a store to buy food, enter

a hospital or travel on public transportation, there is no other word for it but tyranny

"

It doesn’t have to be like this. We can refuse to be psychologically manipulated so we are unable to engage in rational thinking and are crippled by

fear. We can push back against the authoritarians taking away our freedom and trying to divide us

"
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During the civil rights movement of the 1950s and ‘60s, the most profound statements were made

by those who sat down in the front of the bus, or in a chair at a segregated restaurant or other

public place, and simply refused to move.

Heroes Standing Their Ground and Helping Us Through This

There are restaurant owners in New York City who are refusing to follow orders directing them to

discriminate against and deny service to the unvaccinated.

There are veteran health care workers on the front lines caring for patients during the pandemic,

who are being Qred for supporting informed consent rights,  and giving up their careers to stand

on principle. Many of them suspect that the next cruel order they will be told to obey is to deny life-

saving medical treatment to unvaccinated patients.

There are corporate CEO’s and union leaders who are refusing to bow to political pressure to require

rank and Qle workers to get the vaccine or risk losing their jobs.

There are courageous doctors and scientists, who have never spoken out publicly before who are

risking their careers by demanding that mass vaccination policies be backed up by good

science;  who are challenging the government’s narrative that natural immunity is not as good

as vaccine-acquired immunity;  who are criticizing the long-term safety of mRNA vaccines,  and

who are providing convincing evidence that the SARS-CoV-2 virus did not spontaneously jump out

of a bat but was genetically engineered by scientists in biohazard labs.

There are state lawmakers, who are listening to the people and refusing to vote for the passage of

forced vaccination laws that perpetuate the illusion that vaccine passports are the only solution to

ending the pandemic.

These Americans are rejecting authoritarianism. They are heroes, and they are on the right side of

history.

They and many other brave Americans are helping us make our way through this time of fear,

oppression and suffering when the cultural values and beliefs that have guaranteed freedom in this

great country of ours are being tested.

Restoring the Spirit of Freedom to the Center of Our Culture

I believe we will come together and pass this test. We will act responsibly to protect our liberty. We

will restore the spirit of freedom to its rightful place at the center of our culture. 

We will do it because we know that if the state can tag, track down and force individuals against

their will to be injected with biologicals of known and unknown toxicity today, then there will be no

limit on which individual freedoms the state can take away in the name of the greater good

tomorrow.

You can choose to be a hero wherever you live. You can choose to reject the ugly call to shame and

punish your friends, family members, neighbors, colleagues and fellow citizens for defending the

human right to autonomy and protection of bodily integrity, which is the essence of the informed

consent ethic. You can choose freedom over fear.

Be the one who never has to say you did not do today what you could have done to change

tomorrow. Do it for yourself, your children and grandchildren, and for all the generations to come.

It’s your health, your family, your choice. And our mission continues: No forced vaccination. Not in

America.

Help Support Vaccine Awareness Week

The 12th Annual Vaccine Awareness Week from September 26 to October 2, 2021, will feature

important information about vaccine science, policy and law that you can share with your family

and friends.

With every donation you make during Vaccine Awareness Week, you can help support the legal

right to make an informed, voluntary decision about vaccinations. During this week, we’ll match

your donations up to $100,000 to the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), a nonproQt

charity advocating for vaccine safety and informed consent rights since 1982.

Donate Today

With aggressive efforts by government working with pharmaceutical corporations and medical

trade groups to mandate COVID-19 vaccines and partnering with Silicon Valley and corporate

media to censor public conversations about vaccination and health, it is critical for you to act now

to protect your legal right to make informed, voluntary vaccine choices.

Thankfully, NVIC provides the public with independent, well-referenced information on vaccines and

advocates for the inclusion of vaccine safety and informed consent protections in the public health

system.

Last year, NVIC sponsored the groundbreaking 5th International Public Conference on Vaccination:

Protecting Health & Autonomy in the 21st Century.

The conference featured 51 speakers from around the world talking about the coronavirus

pandemic and defending liberty in late 2020, just before the government granted vaccine

manufacturers an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) to distribute experimental COVID-19

vaccines in the U.S. You can watch or listen to the conference for free here.

Resources Where You Can Learn More

NVIC Advocacy Portal — Become a registered user of this unique free online

communications network that electronically connects you directly with your own

legislators and emails you action alerts with talking points so you can be an effective

vaccine choice advocate in your state.

You can use it to inform your legislators about why it is necessary to protect vaccine

exemptions and your legal right to make voluntary vaccine decisions for yourself and

your children.

Ask 8 Vaccine Information Kiosk — Download brochures and reports on vaccination

and how to recognize vaccine reaction symptoms, as well as posters and web badges

that you can share with your family and friends. Access the illustrated and fully

referenced “Guide to Reforming Vaccine Policy & Law” to educate your legislator

when you advocate for vaccine informed consent rights.

State Law & Vaccine Requirements — You can easily obtain your state’s current

vaccine policies and laws here.

Vaccine Reaction Reporting — Search for and read descriptions of vaccine reaction

reports made to the federal vaccine adverse events reporting system (VAERS). Make

a vaccine reaction report to NVIC.

Cry for Vaccine Freedom Wall — Read real life stories from people who have been

threatened, bullied and sanctioned for trying to make voluntary decisions about

vaccination for themselves or their minor children. Post your own experience.

Guide to Flu & Flu Vaccines — This “Mini Guide to in[uenza & Flu Vaccines” is a brief

summary of facts about in[uenza and in[uenza vaccines.
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The United States has trampled on the [ag and the statue of liberty, issuing a federal mandate that requires people to receive a

“vaccine” as a condition for employment and for a normal life and coexistence. We are witnessing the largest scam in the history of

the human race, where vaccine-injured people who have received the experimental gene therapy injections are Qlling up our hospitals,

while the government and the media lie to the American public and blame the non vaccinated. When Fauci lied about the death toll in

the United States and the WHO characterizes COVID-19 as a pandemic, he began the strategy designed to manipulate the masses.

Since then the corrupt oligarchy has been transformed into something much greater, the dominance of the minds, the control of

thought and an extreme deprivation of freedoms.

Almost everything related to COVID-19 Plandemic has been illegal, from requiring people to wear masks, blocking and approving new

drugs and vaccines for a disease that already had protocols such as those recommended by Dr. Mercola to treat COVID-19 . In return,

people are killed in hospitals with aggressive treatments and ventilators to count more deaths from covid knocking on the door of

more "vaccine." People defend freedom, they defend health, but they are discriminated against. Scientists and doctors who are raising

the alarm are being pushed aside by false messages CDC, FDA, NIH, AMA, and hospital and university administrators. They lie by

saying that unvaccinated people and people who have recovered from Covid do not have natural immunity, they are dangerous and

should be excluded from their rights and freedom. The passport is another madness consistent with the 8-month “protection” of the

“vaccine” that Dr. Fauci assigns to said biological weapon. Now in Israel every 6 months. We are facing booster injections, we are

facing a planned genocide.
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4,600+ DOCTORS, SCIENTISTS ACCUSE COVID POLICYMAKERS OF ‘CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY’ The Physicians Declaration,

created by physicians and scientists during the Rome COVID Summit, accused policymakers of forcing a “one-size-Qts-all”

treatment strategy, resulting in “needless illness and death.” The Declaration states:

“The Physicians’ Declaration was Qrst read at the Rome COVID Summit, catalyzing an explosion of active support from medical

scientists and physicians around the globe. These professionals were not expecting career threats, character assassination,

papers and research censored, social accounts blocked, search results manipulated, clinical trials and patient observations

banned, and their professional history and accomplishments altered or omitted in academic and mainstream media.

“Thousands have died from COVID as a result of being denied life-saving early treatment. The Declaration is a battle cry from

physicians who are daily Qghting for the right to treat their patients, and the right of patients to receive those treatments —

without fear of interference, retribution or censorship by government, pharmacies, pharmaceutical corporations, and big tech.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/4600-doctors-scientists-accuse-cov..  (09/27/21)
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Thank you for your excellent posts, Gui.  I'm glad that the doctors are becoming outspoken against these crimes against

humanity.  The Physicians and Medical Scientists' Declaration is an inspiration to read.
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Thank you Gui.  I think Dr. Mercola is right to call a spade a spade.  This is war.  I wish I could remember the quote someone

said on how you respond to war vs battle.  Maybe it's in one of the hundred tabs I have open. Fauci is ridiculous, but what a

game he's playing banking on "the vaccine is the only way" and $3120 for 5 days of remdesivir for vaxxed or unvaxxed" - the guy

wins either way, he's playing Russian roulette with our lives and failed therapies while spreading misinformation and applauding

censoring.  I'm astounded how people are following his tunnel vision approach.

I did learn, though, that many equate this to the Spanish Flu.  WHY?  This is not the Spanish Flu, who is spreading that?  Like

many childhood diseases, things went away (biolab viruses included) upon the advent of sanitation, better foods (and you can

tell those who are constantly eating 'fast foods' which scares me) and knowledge about supplements. The data on here over the

past 18-ish months has been unsurpassed.  We know so much, but the gen pop does not - the gen pop is being fed information

that is like fast food, unhealthy and possibly deadly.  

I only know one person who was kept out of the hospital when, with how bad her lung condition got, even I was scared.  But she

trusted her doctor (was given Ivermectin & a nebulizer with steroids) and said she thought she was going to die, but around day

12, it started lifting.  My friend's younger daughter (40's) had it at the same time and simply took ivermectin, she did not get as

sick as my good friend.  The only other things I've seen are shocking and scary.  My daughter said that recently, the people

going in to our local hospital have no chance of coming out alive if put on a ventilator.  They've all been dying.  This would

encompass my husband's co-worker - 45 - 5 children.  My heart bleeds for them.  Because of sepsis, I want to know if he was a

victim to remdesivir.  I know, I'm like a dog with a bone, but I need to know.
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Hi do you have the link for the Physician’s Declaration? I can’t see it here and Google (natch) doesn’t bring it up on Search.

Thanks
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Hi Patriciacngg. THOUSANDS OF PHYSICIANS AND MEDICAL SCIENTISTS SIGN “ROME DECLARATION” IN PROTEST, LAUNCH

NEW INFORMATION PLATFORM. globalcovidsummit.org/.../welcome-to-the-global-covid-summit   PHYSICIANS DECLARATION

 GLOBAL COVID SUMMIT – ROME, ITALY - International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists - September, 2021 -

[UPDATE: as of 7pm ET on 9/27 over 5,200 doctors & scientists have signed the Rome Declaration. Please join us by reading

and signing below.] doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org
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Awareness has been growing for years, the regular run of the mill Vax's don't work as advertised. While apparently this

awareness is causing headaches for those in charge of the o_cial narrative & has been growing for some time now.

Unfortunately there does not seem to be a large enough mass of awareness among the general population as a whole to take

on this current monster. While a substantial number of people are aware, more are needed to break through the false fears & the

misdirection peddled by the vast network of o_cial channels.

We who have been exposed to a larger data pool have been asking for years why are such mass vaccination rates & number of

vax's given & are not performing as advertised? Most of all, as with this Grand Experimental Jab, WHY DO THE UNVACCINATED

HAVE TO GET A VAX OR A JAB TO PROTECT THOSE WHO HAVE HAD ONE? WHY DO WE HAVE TO HAVE 100% COMPLIANCE

FOR SOMETHING WE DON'T KNOW WHAT IS IN IT, OR WHAT ANY LONG TERM SIDE AFFECTS CAN OR WILL BE? WHY DO

THOSE WHO HAVE A SUPERIOR NATURAL IMMUNITY BEING FORCED TO TAKE A JAB WHEN DATA IS SHOWING IT

INTERFERES & SHORT CIRCUITS THIS NATURAL MORE COMPLETE IMMUNITY?

WHAT ARE THOSE WHO CAN NOT TAKE A VAX OR JAB FOR WHATEVER REASON SUPPOSED TO DO, & JUST WHAT DO THOSE

BEHIND THIS INTEND FOR US?  It was asked the other day where are the protest in the States? They are here, but as far as

Legacy Media goes they are limited as to what they show & people here are in the dark about anything pushing back here,  in

Europe, Israel, the Aussie's, & so on. Barbara has covered the battle Qeld extremely well & big round of thanks for information

needed to be taken into the streets & homes to push us all back into sane territory's.
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Hi, Gui. I know you read my posts. From the beginning (or close to it), I've been calling this covid idiocy; Insanity, PsyOps, Fraud,

Hoax, The Twilight Zone, The Matrix...We are now into The Matrix Reloaded! It's interesting; as I watch videos and read articles

from top doctors, scientists, researchers and lawyers, that they now seem to be repeating the terms that I've used all along.

IMHO, we need to take our focus off "covid" (the NOTHING virus) and focus on the existential threat of what lies ahead. The

wheels of the great reset/NWO have already been set in motion. If we don't somehow, persuade the masses to get up, stand up

and speak up, for their God-given rights...there will be nothing left!

I predict (my "predictions" are usually quite accurate) that within a few more days, PQzer's DEATH JAB will be injected into the

arms of millions of small children (5 to 11)! What kind of parent would ever consent to such evil and offer up their child as a

sacriQce on the alter of Big Pharma?!!! This entire civilization has become a total cesspool of evil!
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RETSBEW, grateful for your comment and for the necessary information that you provide us on the situation in Canada. Yes, we

are seeing that more and more scientists and doctors are joining in the need to serve the Hippocratic Oath. Some

considerations of the manifest: WHEREAS, it is our utmost responsibility and duty to uphold and restore the dignity, integrity, art

and science of medicine; WHEREAS, there is an unprecedented assault on our ability to care for our patients;

WHEREAS, public policy makers have chosen to force a “one size Qts all” treatment strategy, resulting in needless illness and

death, rather than upholding fundamental concepts of the individualized, personalized approach to patient care which is proven

to be safe and more effective; WHEREAS, physicians are increasingly being discouraged from engaging in open professional

discourse and the exchange of ideas about new and emerging diseases, not only endangering the essence of the medical

profession, but more importantly, more tragically, the lives of our patients;

RESOLVED, that the political intrusion into the practice of medicine and the physician / patient relationship must end.

Physicians, and all health care providers, must be free to practice the art and science of medicine without fear of retribution,

censorship, slander, or disciplinary action, including possible loss of licensure and hospital privileges, loss of insurance

contracts and interference from government entities and organizations - which further prevent us from caring for patients in

need. More than ever, the right and ability to exchange objective scientiQc Qndings, which further our understanding of disease,

must be protected.
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A big problem is the unvaccinated are helpless due to the fact that if we get Covid, most of us don’t have a doctor that will treat

Covid. We need to push for approval of Covid treatment and educate the doctors on how to treat it.
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Thank you Tracy, for bringing to this website testimonies of what is happening as a result of the mismanagement of the proper

procedures and protocols to save lives. Yes, this is a war against freedom and more and more scientists and doctors denounce

corruption in government institutions and the political and medical tyranny of Bidem.

Dr. Lee Merritt, a renowned surgeon, from the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS), says that his

predecessors in the AAPS saw the corruption of AMA. In 1943, several physicians and surgeons parted ways with the AMA to

form the AAPS Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, as the former aligned itself with the government.

Merritt tells Alan Keyes during his "Let's Talk America" show on Brighteon.TV that people need to have situational awareness of

what is happening in the world right now. “We need to realize the situation. THIS IS A WAR, IT'S NOT JUST A VIRUS, ”says

Merritt. "If you think you are Qghting a virus, you will be a victim." ... “We no longer see doctors taking oaths to their patients and

doing their best for them. They are taking an oath to the CDC, NIH and CDC guidelines, and it works with money. "

https://brighteon.tv/
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Thank you JUST you have compiled realistic information that includes many because they reveal the injustices that are being

committed in the US and throughout the world. Many of these questions you ask could be clariQed by helping people make good

health decisions. Perhaps that way the institutions would be respectful of the truth and would not apply a medical and political

tyranny that forces vaccination, with the threat of losing one's job or the freedom of social coexistence. It is weak to get tyrants

to respect people's health because the goal is fascism by an unscrupulous globalist elite who love power and money.

However, with good management of the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986, where NVIC cooperated in its approval.

The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), which is operated jointly by the FDA and CDC, does not offer su_cient

guarantees because although this law requires physicians and other vaccine providers to report hospitalizations, injuries, and

deaths to VAERS and serious health problems after vaccination, it is estimated that less than one to ten percent of all

vaccine-related health problems are reported to VAERS. If your doctor does not report a serious health problem that you or your

child has after vaccination, you have the ability to report a suspected vaccine reaction to VAERS on your own. On this page you

can report: www.nvic.org/reporting-systems.aspx
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Yes, RANDY, you have to your credit a series of predictions that unfortunately come true. Yes, it seems that The Matrix Reloaded

may be the scene we are seeing with a devastating transhumanis and a Qght between vaccinated and unvaccinated and those

of us who know about the events are looking for an environment where our lives have meaning and are not threatened by

unscrupulous tyrants They only aim at power and money. The wheels towards Great Reset are well greased with this false

pandemic, growing transhumanism and mass vaccination even of children. They are already doing it with adolescents and

pregnant women with fatal results for the health of adolescents, mothers and babies.

The Qght to prevent vaccination for children who are not at risk from Covid, with very serious pathologies, must continue:

Pediatricians could prescribe COVID shots to children under 12 as an off-label medication — despite the fact that the vaccine is

unapproved for that age group. “Even though the vaccine has not yet been granted either an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)

or a license for children under 12, it’s clearly being used for younger children,” Mary Holland, CHD President

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/mary-polly-covid-vaccines-children..  CHILDREN’S HEALTH DEFENSE DEMANDS

IMMEDIATE SUSPENSION OF PLANS TO GIVE COVID VACCINES TO CHILDREN

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-immediate-suspension-covid-vac..  URGENT: D.C. PARENTS, HELP US PROTECT

CHILDREN FROM BEING VACCINATED WITHOUT PARENTAL CONSENT

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/dc-parents-help-protect-children-v..
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This is what happens these days to good doctors who take their oath seriously:  

www.medscape.com/viewarticle/958916?uac=82184HJ&faf=1&sso=true..
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A 12 minute drive down the road from my home will take me to the birthplace of a man who expressed the following words in

the presence of George Washington and Thomas Jefferson, future presidents of the United States, in speech delivered at St.

John's Church in Richmond, Virginia on March 20, 1775, a speech that sparked the American Revolution. His name was Patrick

Henry, and he himself would later  become Governor of Virginia. It is a speech that resounds in the minds of all freedom loving

peoples, and it began in part with these words:

"Should I keep back my opinions at such a time, through fear of giving offense, I should consider myself as guilty of treason

toward my country, and of an act of disloyalty toward the Majesty of Heaven, which I revere above all earthly kings..."  And ended

ended with these immortal words: "Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of chains? Forbid it,

Almighty God! I know not what course others may take, but as for me, give me liberty or give me death." And I will add here

these quotes re[ect why my son just left United Airlines after 25 years and is now looking for another job rather than submit to

tyranny.
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Guillermou says: in some friend message "Hi quinina. Barbara Loe Fisher is the president of the NVIC and is highly regarded by

Dr. Mercola. Please, be more empathetic, say you think the Qrst sentence of this article by Barbara Loe Fisher you think is .......

do not say it is false A big hug" Wow, you want me to be more empathetic for someone who can't even get the Qrst sentence in

her article correct. Someone who has written many articles and who is President of the NVIC should at least be able to get their

facts straight if they are going to write and article that is going to appear in front of hundreds of thousands if not millions of

people who might use that article to form an opinion?

NO. You even asking me to say something else and not say it is false is WRONG on so many levels.   She should correct her

article.  Whoever proof read and edited her article should make sure it is Qxed. Dr. Mercola and or Dr. Mercola's staff should

have made sure that the Qrst sentence of this article was historically correct before allowing to to be posted on their site.  I

suppose  you want me to go edit my post and Qx that little problem quietly?  Nope. Not going to do it.   Calling you out on it.  

Someone should Qx her article.  To me if you start your article with a false premise then the rest of your article is based on a

false premise and therefore the rest of the article is highly suspect of being FALSE.  And that is why I pointed it out and why the

article should be Qxed.
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Hi, pjmauigirl, great doctor and great advocate for health and true science is Dr. Peter McCullough, Yes, wrongly sued by the

Texas-based health system Baylor Scott & White. Forced mass vaccination of Americans will be considered one of the deadliest

and costliest medical errors in history, said renowned pioneer in early treatment of COVID-19, Texas cardiologist and internist

Dr. Peter McCullough. Citing recent data from the US Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) and from Israel and

Britain, where COVID cases are multiplying among those vaccinated, McCullough, who is editor-in-chief of two journals

physicians and author of more than 600 peer-reviewed studies, including 46 dedicated to COVID-19, he said he is "deeply

concerned" about the future of the United States.

"Americans are going to endure the brunt of what will invariably be a failed mass vaccination program that will be considered

one of the deadliest, one of the most damaging and costly in human history," McCullough said. I am deeply concerned for the

future of America and also deeply frightened by the loss of freedom of expression and scientiQc discourse, ”McCullough said.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/doctor-covid-vaccination-program-most-deadly..
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Guillermou, GOOGLE: Senior US Army O_cer Calls Out the Lies by Joss Wynne Evans, AFFIDAVIT OF LT Col. THERESA LONG

M.D. IN SUPPORT OF A MOTION FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER. This was published by Patrick Byrne of

http://www.deepcapture.com   today ... I, Lieutenant Colonel Theresa Long, MD, MPH, FS being duly sworn, depose and state as

follows: 1. I make this a_davit, as a whistle blower under the Military Whistleblower Protection Act, Title 10 U.S.C. § 1034, in

support of the above referenced MOTION as expert testimony in support thereof. THIS IS A POWERFUL DOCUMENT THAT

EVERYONE SHOULD DOWN LOAD!
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PCAs... SDGs... Covid Lockdowns... masks... forced injections...  Everything is Connected!

www.corbettreport.com/everything-is-connected  ~

www.climatedepot.com/2021/09/04/study-in-journal-nature-covid-passport..  ~

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/09/28/credit-cards-with-carbon-limits-and..  Playing into the Hands of the Real [Eugenical

Ranchers] Terrorists Among Us [using their selective (and self selective) weapons of mass destruction]

www.garydbarnett.com/playing-into-the-hands-of-the-real-terrorists-amo..
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A powerful article and a powerful reply, Gui. It often feels we are preaching to the faithful BUT... I know in my heart that more

people are aware of the truth than I can possibly know. With the employment mandates, I say: sit back and watch this unfold. It's

just the beginning the great push back against the great reset. You can't take away people's right to their livelihoods without a

mass uprising of those people. I hope I am right that this is a turning point. ~Laura xooxoxo
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This certainly provides a fuller picture of the jab risks. And now we have autopsies too. xoxoox  Gagged Australian Nurses Form

Whistleblower Group to Expose What is Really Happening in Hospitals with COVID-19 Vaccine Injuries

vaccineimpact.com/2021/gagged-australian-nurses-form-whistleblower-gro..
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Thank you CokeCola777, an a_davit worthy of a very well documented doctor. THERESA MARIE LONG, MD, MPH, FS LTC,

MEDICAL CORPS, US Army is a great person who defends the health of the army and with a great academic and professional

preparation. She recounts the dangers of the "vaccine" against covid and precisely in section 31 she says: I have also reviewed

scientiQc data and peer-reviewed studies that discuss, analyze results and conclude that natural immunity is at least as good, if

not far superior to any Covid vaccine available at this time. I have also reviewed the a_davit of Dr. Peter McCullough in support

of and in connection with the Lawsuit Qled in this case and have reviewed the supporting data for him .....
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Thank you Laura, Yes, while all Americans are being aggressively pressured to be hit at "extreme speed." Tens of millions of

people have lost their jobs, thousands have committed suicide, and all that is being done is continuing to poison people.

Regaining freedom has been the name of the game for quite some time, and the process has reached a fever pitch when

desperate Americans agree to destroy their bodies in exchange for a little "new normal." What is the result, a new step to the

loss of freedoms and thousands of injured by vaccines. Terrible future imposed by the therania. People must come back from

hypnotism and defend health and freedom. FAUCI IS BEHIND EVERY PANDEMIC SINCE 1984. DR. JUDY MIKOVITS IN THE

VIDEO. tapnewswire.com/2021/09/dr-judy-mikovits-getting-closer-to-exposing-wh..
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I’m pretty sure the attack we are under right now trumps quibbling about BS, especially when the article disappears in 33 hours.

 BLF is trying to cite the extremes of what’s going on right now, obviously, and my problem is that citizens are being threatened

around the world BY THEIR OWN GOVERNMENTS.  However, I’m still working through 8:11 hours on the FDA committee

debate…  lol …
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Yes, Tracy. the governments their prey of the globalist elites, they no longer serve their people, they have lowered the [ag and

the statue of Liberty. BIDEN’S DRACONIAN COVID EXECUTIVE ORDERS ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL. “There is no provision in the

U.S. Constitution giving the federal government the legal authority to require businesses to require their employees to get a

vaccine. And, if even there were, this would be a legislative or law-making function, a power that the president does not have.

Certainly, a president can issue executive orders to members of the executive branch to implement a law, but executive orders

cannot be used to make law.” thenewamerican.com/bidens-draconian-covid-executive-orders-are-unconst..
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Hi Gui and All, good article and smart posts.  Also shout out to you for your never ending civility, support and compassion for

this community.  I appreciate your trusty leadership,    You state,  “Almost everything related to COVID-19 Plandemic has been

illegal, from requiring people to wear masks, blocking and approving new drugs and vaccines for a disease that already had

protocols such as those recommended by Dr. Mercola to treat COVID-19 .. “ heck ya, they commit the crimes and we are treated

like the criminals!  Wow, if that doesn’t tell us that we are living in Crazy Times, nothing will.  

I have a friend who is afraid to challenge authority, so naturally she joined them, with her own personal “Jab Patrol”, where she

is looking to track and treat the “jab-deQcient”.. under the  cover of being a paid care provider.  I have felt her sting and honestly

she’s relentless, they won over a good one.. It makes me so sad to know she has a confused and misguided mind that wants to

see people penalized for following their own conscience and opposing criminals and crimes against humanity.  

Moineau, The shocking and convincing link provided you will be useful for anyone like my misguided  friend who works in a

nursing home, and respects other healthcare workers.  

And Lovetosing, i love your posts keep them coming.  And I agree with you about quibbling.   Attacking fellow team members is

not productive and seems petty.  Let’s remember sometimes it’s not what you say, it’s how you say it.. None of us is perfect

apart.. but together - the body of truth shines and pulses with strength!  

God Bless!!
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JimHazz
Joined On 2/18/2009 9:18:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonderful comments.  I'm so gratiQed to know that 4600 doctors, scientists and other medical professionals have banded

together to oppose all this tyranny.  This is without question as close as we've ever come to tyranny in American in modern

times.  It's hard to believe.  I very much appreciate your comments.
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altierokgmail.com
Joined On 10/24/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RUSSIAN HACKER got into sputnick jab database. There ARE SENSORS in jab IDing peoples location and monitoring BODY

ACTIVITY DATA via 5G.  !!!   Gates patent 060606 for internal body sensors monitor body activity data to award cryptocurrency

for a task!!!!!! Slave/body/mind control. The graphene oxide in the jabs may interact with 5G. See document from scientists

called Spartacus the best on covid. At the end are speculation on graphene oxide and neural lace to take out or put in a persons

mind to love their abuse and servitude. website HAL TURNER RADIO SHOW       lewrockwell.com
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Very successful Dear Luvvvy, "heck ya, they commit the crimes and we are treated like the criminals! Wow, if that doesn’t tell us

that we are living in Crazy Times, nothing will." I feel your pain for the decision of her friend. Unfortunately they are happening in

the US and around the world, the menticide has taken effect and the multinational pharmaceutical companies rub their hands,

while they widen their pockets to Qll them with money from the fake vaccines and the diseases that they will have to attend to

for said vaccines.

While the deaths are happening and it will be probably the most tragic pandemic of the present and future. Scientists who

question the dominant paradigms that are built by elites based on a domain that only seek their beneQt. We must state the

obvious: genocide is deliberate; it is premeditated. There is no genocide without premeditation. RJ Rummel, researcher and

political scientist deQned the term "democide" as "the murder of any person or people by their government, including genocide,

politicide and mass murder".
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Nat
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We have fallen prey to a plan that has been in the making for several decades, if not longer. There are groups of people and institutions

that want the world to themselves and on their terms. Now that the plan has been set in motion, there is no turning back. It is win or

lose for both sides. At this stage, there are many under the spell of the psychological warfare that has been waged but the time will
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lose for both sides. At this stage, there are many under the spell of the psychological warfare that has been waged but the time will

come when these people realise that they have been duped. There will be a lot of angry people. I am of the belief that it is now or never

for us to take the Qght to the perpetrators of this crime. They have to know that we won't be beaten. The Australian government has

taken the precaution of passing a bill that enables them to bring in third party peacekeepers (UN), should our police and armed forces

not be able to keep us in line or become sympathetic to our plight.
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Hi laislica, you have to press "See all references" and a pdf will open
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Yes, Nat, and the plan is FORCED VACCINATIONS. On September 26, PQzer CEO and President Albert Bourla predicted that life

will return to normal within a year, but annual COVID vaccines will likely be needed. Bourla's prediction echoed that of Moderna

CEO Stéphane Bancel, who when asked last week for his estimate of a return to normal life, told the Swiss newspaper Neue

Zuercher Zeitung that the COVID pandemic could end. in one year.

The objective is to increase the beneQts of PQcer and Moderna with the suffering and deaths of the vaccinated and to make life

and coexistence of the unvaccinated impossible. Read the CHD article. PFIZER, MODERNA EYE WINDFALL PROFITS AS COVID

BOOSTER ROLLOUT BEGINS. One analyst predicted COVID boosters alone will bring in about $26 billion in global sales next

year for PQzer — who splits proQts with BioNTech — and around $14 billion for Moderna if the shots are endorsed for nearly all

Americans. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pQzer-moderna-proQts-covid-boost..  (09/27/21)
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This is horrifying, Nat, to know that the Australian government has passed a bill to facilitate the UN's plan - which has always

been behind this genocide.  I am sure the citizens in Australia do not want to involve the UN in their rights within Australia.
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Retsbew - for about 5 minutes we were pulled out of the UN and WHO ... I wondered why, I wondered what he saw that he said,

"no way, we're out of here."   Then found out he was one of the folks at the WEF.  At Qrst I was super suspicious.  Then it all made

sense.  I recall reading the inside of the Admiral C Nimitz museum in Fredericksburg, TX (best museum I've seen aside from

Smithsonian) - I believe it was Eisenhower who didn't want us apart of the world banking system.  Wouldn't it be crazy if it was

something like the Rothschilds heading all this?  Still, I'd wonder why.  Why the endgame when nature always does an S curve

and culls on her own.
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Retsbew, One World Government is deQnitely on the way and has been for a long time now.

healthimpactnews.com/2021/u-s-sovereignty-largest-naval-base-in-the-u-..
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Nat, the unelected bureaucrats in Brussels, the UN, will be the head of all regional governments.   Regional governments are

identiQed by memberships in these various trade unions/agreements.   The aussies are steps ahead of the rest of the world,

 primarily because of the inability of your citizens to unite due to lack of population and the vast distances between population

centers.   Gorilla warfare may be your only way out.  Many scholars and patriots and publications like the NEW AMERICAN

MAGIZINE (a publication of the JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY) have been sounding the alarm concerning the true agenda of the UN for

years.  Folks the great reset will be headquartered at UN headquarters worldwide.   Massive resistance is required...worldwide.

 thanks to all of you who continually show up here every day and inform and give support to the cause of liberty.   Thank you.
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Taking over the medical sector was one leg of the stool, so we go back at least 130 years, but likely longer.
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Someone suggested ID the australian police and starve them out, provide no services.
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in Australia we are facing the same things complacency rules the majority of people. However there are thousands that are willing to

stand up and Qght. All countries must do this or we will all be swallowed up into a nightmare. Thank you for your consistent

information about how to help our selves
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Yes, meldairene. The Australian federal government passed a new law that gives the country's law enforcement agencies more

online surveillance powers. The bill was approved by both the federal House of Representatives and the Senate on August 25.

The new legislation expands the power of law enforcement agencies, notably the Australian Federal Police (AFP) and the

Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC), in three different ways. 1 "Data interruption power". This means that the

AFP and the ACIC can modify or delete the online data of suspected criminals.  2 "Guarantee of network activity". This gives

AFP and ACIC the authority to monitor online accounts.  3 "Account Takeover Order" gives these law enforcement agencies the

power to take control of accounts online. www.theepochtimes.com/australia-passes-sweeping-online-surveillance-bi..  These

videos prove Australia is a tyrannical police state www.infowars.com/posts/these-videos-prove-australia-is-a-tyrannical-po..  .
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3speak.tv/watch  MORE THAN 3,000 DOCTORS AND SCIENTISTS SIGN DECLARATION ACCUSING COVID POLICY-MAKERS OF

'CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY.' Dr. Robert Malone reads the Global Covid Summit Declaration.
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Hi, Retsbew, more reinforcements for accuse covid policymakers of ‘crimes against humanity’... 4,600+ DOCTORS, SCIENTISTS

ACCUSE COVID POLICYMAKERS OF ‘CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY’. The Physicians Declaration, created by physicians and

scientists during the Rome COVID Summit, accused policymakers of forcing a “one-size-Qts-all” treatment strategy, resulting in

“needless illness and death.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/4600-doctors-scientists-accuse-cov..  (09/27/21)
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These are deep state war crimes .... all of it is fundamentally illegal under International Law ....but that no longer holds!  THIS is

about the history of the last 300 years ...particularly since 1871 Corporation Act when big banking families stole the USA and

then on took control Qnancially of the rest of the world ! THAT is being taken down ( as is China) ...deep state are simply the

puppets and militia of Rothschilds etc ! BUT we have a new Financial System ( thanks to JFK who devised it and was shot for

that ) called Quantum that denies access to wealth and accounts of elites who can't justify their ill gotten gains ! There is a good

article on this explaining the history on humansarefree!
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Not easy to wrap your head around these CRIMES, larger than anyone is focused on right now.

Stew Peters had Dr Jane Ruby on again, showing more images from that now infamous Berlin Corona Committee Conference

held Sept 20 at a German research center. This is is Part 1 of Jane Ruby's descriptions. Here's a link, is shorter show than most:

Stew Peters - "BREAKING: Worldwide Call to STOP VAXX NOW! Doctors, Scientists Reveal Findings 9/24/21" -

www.bitchute.com/.../M3yjwIpNfZdx  Stunning images, scary, no these microscope slides are showing INGREDIENTS are NOT

ON ANY DISCLOSURE.

Here's Part 2 of autopsy slides from the same Sept 20th conference:  "Stew Peters with Dr. Jane Ruby - Contents of the Vials

and Autopsy Results for Victims of the Jabs" - www.bitchute.com/.../dT77dppggIcY  - Jane describes what we are looking at in

their slides.
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Hi Retsbew - this is for Canadians and everyone else! Dr. Byram Bridle " THE VACCINES ARE GARBAGE" -

www.bitchute.com/.../I4nmWcbwura3  

And this interview: "Dr. Byram Bridle, leading viral immunologist and vaccinologist on COVID-19 death shots" -

www.bitchute.com/.../MB7R4z4JqCJj
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM
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NOBODY is "vaccinated" since there are no approved vaccines.The media is as criminal as the government and "health" industry.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Posting this a second time, This recent September 16 HIGHWIRE segment may turn everyone's head around, fassst! Del BigTree

interviews Dr Ryan Cole about what he's seeing in his pathology lab: IS THERE A COVID VACCINE / CANCER CONNECTION? -

www.bitchute.com/.../u4z9hU8nS8n4
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Retsbew, unfortunately, while it encourages the resistance, it achieve nothing if it does not get onto mainstream media outlets,

and I don't see that happening as control of the media is a big piece of the oppression puzzle. As long as the media is compliant

with this treason not a lot will change. And even if the facts are put in front of people, and heaven knows I have tried, they just

don't want to hear it. To admit they got it wrong makes them look foolish and that is something people are very reluctant to

accept. We need a real breakthrough. We need a big win to divide these monsters then bit by bit, defeat them. The only

long-term solution is to try everyone of these monsters and execute them. But that is never going to happen so, even if we win

this battle, they will be allowed to live and plan their next attack against humanity.
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Doubt the break will come from within the US. The Japanese health authorities are more likely than any other country to pull this

off, as they have a history of looking closer after a major run-in with Gardasil about 5 years ago. No longer mandated. And there

is no love lost between the Japanese and Chinese. Keep looking to the EAST.
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Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is what comes up with your Qrst link, rrealrose.  The second one is ok and shows slides of various foreign bodies in the

bloodstream after injection and the immune system response:-   “The parent channel of this video is unavailable at your

location due to the following restrictions:  Contains Incitement to Hatred. Please see the Community Guidelines for more

details. If this is your content then please check the Visibility tab for more speciQc information on this restriction.”
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Cabo, I assume you are NOT kidding?  - The Qrst links  - also on Rumble here is the Qrst link:

rumble.com/vmxenj-breaking-now-worldwide-call-to-stop-vaxx-now-doctors..  And the second one:

rumble.com/vn193f-never-before-seen-vaccine-victims-bodies-in-battle.h..  The HIghwire is here:

ugetube.com/watch/the-highwire-with-del-bigtree-09-24-21_Q5qS97pdK1iWj..  - doubt I got everything... Funny thing, Jonathan

Otto was airing his vaxxns secrets series, and he recently quipped that they kept coming back no way heavy handed censoring

could keep them from airing. Astounding, and here's the thing, the internet leaves a record of all those censorship efforts for

future lawsuits. Don't think it is going to matter whether or not their funding came from the Gates Foundation, Facebook, some

idiot billionaire in the UK or the White House budget.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM
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Since the shot eventually destroys your immune system, you'll have no choice but to take a monthly shot to stay alive.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the discussion about mRNA vaccines started, I immediately went to the websites of the companies that do the gene

therapies to try and learn what was involved. Most use a virus like the Adenovirus as a vector to get the instructions to the DNA.

It is used to treat some diseases when nothing else works. It is totally unapproved but allowed. As long as you can afford it (it’s

very expensive) they can manipulate your genes. There’s a problem with this mRNA technology. It becomes less effective with

each treatment.

For some people it is a one and done deal. For most people, follow-up treatments (booster shots???) are required. With each

follow-up treatment it becomes less effective. It states this right on the home page of most of these gene therapy companies.

While these vaccines aren't exactly gene therapy, you can see where they will become less effective. The more treatments you

receive the greater the chance of some other autoimmune disease develops. Six month boosters will turn in to 4 month

boosters which will turn into 2 months...etc....
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, ....strengthen your argument with info from the Spartacus Letter: www.theautomaticearth.com/.../spartacus      This

version is easy to read, no stupid BLACK BACKGROUND ON YOUR screen....
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

farmercist, jamNjim, and everyone - this recent September 16 Highwire segment may redirect your thinking, really fasssst! "IS

THERE A COVID VACCINE / CANCER CONNECTION?" - Del BigTree interviews Dr. Ryan Cole again, about what he is seeing in his

pathology lab and in his practice - www.bitchute.com/.../u4z9hU8nS8n4  - pay close attention to this immune system

discussion. Friggin crazy information is coming out.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I enjoyed that Bigtree video, rose ....... thank you Barbara Loe Fisher for a hard hitting "no punches pulled" article and farmercist

...... the booster shots are designed to hasten the mortality rate that SNAKE Gates and his fellow dramatist Dr Tony Baloney

Falsie, Qnd so disappointedly  small .... given enough time these villains will KILL us all
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our patience is wearing thin. The fake president is speaking to us as if we’re 7 year old children and like we don’t have a brain to make

our own decisions. I have a good mind and I can make my own decisions about my life. He supposedly got the booster yesterday. I’m

sure that it was saline. I would like to see him, Bill Gates, Fauci and a few others get the real clot shot. Shame on them for selling out

America. We the people won’t stand for it. We will dig our heels in and not give in to this atrocity. They are afraid of the Americans that

aren’t falling for their lies. They know that we know the truth
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it's unfortunate that most people are still too zoomed in to understand what is going on globally. The events of our lives,  the world

wars and all of the other wars with perhaps a few exceptions have all been planned in advance by the group of people who own the

world.  The evidence is everywhere that there is and has been a small group controlling world events for a long time. It bothers me to

hear her talk about the second war as though it was the "allies" versus the "axis". The two most obvious facts which show me that I'm

right: It's illegal to investigate alternative hypotheses to what happened in Germany in the 1940s. The chief negotiator for the "allies"

 was the brother of the chief negotiator for the "axis". This fellow was most likely the only German citizen to get a u.s. passport during

the war who hadn't left germany to try to save his life. All of the wars were created by this small group  for the proQt of this small

group.
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Gerry.Coogan
Joined On 12/8/2020 6:30:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please name these brothers of whom you speak.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was looking for information this morning off of a speculation on here and stumbled upon a crazy paper - I've written to the

author now, I wanted to know more about who was behind the murders of these presidents and wanted to know about

something I read inside the Admiral C Nimitz museum on one of the presidents who I thought was trying to get steer us away

from the world bank ... Man, so much of this is the stuff of science Qction, even asking why WTC building 7 fell gets you

frowned at.  Just buy the answer they give and stop asking questions!  LOL Didn't anyone see a problem with it?  How many

people are totally asleep at the wheel?  They put stuff out there, right in the open, and see how many people are awake enough

to see the answer.  And if you do see the answer, they say, "So what, we've brainwashed so many, no one will hear you."    Like

with the things you noticed about WWII.   In the end, it always comes down to Occam's Razor, doesn't it?  It's never more

complicated than that.
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heinecamp
Joined On 8/19/2010 7:32:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Years ago, I would have thought you nuts for saying this.  Now, after reading and researching on my own for a long time ... you

are correct!  Truth is stranger than Fiction.  People are so gullible and easily manipulated.  school curriculum, 24 x 7

programming via Hollywood, Television shows, and especially 'social media' like facebook.  Neighborhood group organizations

are often very communistic, under the guise of 'caring about our future together' or some such elevated phrase.  It's all meant to

shape our perceptions and reinforce certain beliefs.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

le_berger... I have traced this link back to the Anglo/French wars at the turn of the 19th century from which the Rothschilds

made their Qrst BILLION! WW1 and WW2 were created by European royalty and the evolving merchant bankers for proQt. Hitler

was supported by both the Brits and the Americans until 1942 but the Americans, via George Dubya's grandaddy, kept at it until

1944. The proQts were amazing.

Wars have not ever been about human rights, defence of the people etc. They have only ever been about one thing, money.

Check out the well-published facts of the American Civil war. A work of Qction. That war was not about freeing the blacks but to

make them migrate north to work as slaves in the huge industrial complexes that were being built. And of course, to destroy the

southern dollar. The mighty industrial northern dollar, backed by Lincoln's friends, had to win. And it did. In which school are

these facts taught?
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bank for International Settlements [private] ... International Monetary Fund [private] ... World Bank [private] ... Bank of England

[private] ... Federal Reserve Bank [private] . . .God's Chosen. . . See book You Gentiles, Maurice Samuel
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Truth can only be found within God’s word. Men will only deceive you! For those of you familiar with Bible prophecy, it was obvious that

forced vaccinations were coming, and the Mark of the Beast is the end goal of all of this. Once you accept this mark, your soul will be

damned for eternity. It’s coming soon. I am of the opinion that the Microsoft quantum dot tattoo will become this abominable Mark,

but this is just speculation. The Fear of The Lord is the beginning of Wisdom. So be wise...Fear God,  Repent, and put your faith in

Jesus Christ before it’s too late.  This is a battle for the souls of men, and without Jesus there is no hope!!! Get a KJV Bible, start

reading it, and leave the rest up to God.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Raythe4th, the mark of the Beast and the Great Reset, means going against the will of God. God perfectly provided the

world for humans to prosper. Good soil produces food when human beings exercise their God-given ability to "till and guard it"

(Genesis 2:15). God's intention is that people not only subsist, but have good things in abundance. "Be fruitful and multiply, Qll

the earth and subdue it" (Genesis 1:28). God gives people the ability to understand the natural world so that we can make use of

its resources (Genesis 2:20). Human labor and ingenuity are more than capable of developing God's creation to provide

abundantly for all people.

The rebellion of the Qrst humans (Genesis 3) had a catastrophic effect on all of creation, not only in its relationship with God,

but also in its ability to obtain provision and create wealth from the earth. The Fall shows that when we break our relationship

with God, we create Qnancial problems, along with all sorts of other evils. Because God is the source of blessings, letting go of

him undermines humanity's ability to Qnd provision and wealth. Achieving a better world is the goal and for this we must Qght

unscrupulous tyrants, Qghting for freedom.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The mark requires the giving up of free will conscientious choice, giving it to the beast system pretending to be 'Christian',

antichrist.  The answer is found in the pages of the King James Bible, & all these things foreshadowing & setting the stage.  Try

posting the identifying distinctives & details, though, & see who censors whom.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know a family, who have been friends for decades. I have been agonizing over how to put into an email, that they have fallen

for the big con (without upsetting or angering them). They are convinced that there is a deadly virus attacking us all and they

will only listen to the mainstream media/o_cials. The parents and their children are all "University Graduates"...MEANINGLESS!

I had been sending them important info for a few years; including reams of "covid" info. They have ignored most of what I've

sent them. I need to try to explain to them that I can not be "friends at a distance" and I can't be a part of anyone's life, who is

terriQed of the invisible boogeyman! As it turns out; the husband had prostate surgery (cancer) and is going in for radiation,

shortly. I'm going to have to hold off on that email. "It is much easier to fool a person; than it is to convince them that they've

been fooled"!
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ray, I think you'll understand this read; The Whore of Babylon

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/bionic-mosquito/the-whore-of-babylon/
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen

🙏🙏🙏🙏
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1 Corinthians 3:16-20 Don’t you know that you yourselves are God’s temple and that God’s spirit lives in you?  If anyone destroys

God’s temple, God WILL destroy him; for God’s temple is sacred and you are that temple! Do not deceive yourselves!  If any one

of you thinks he is wise by the standards of this age, he should become a “fool” so that he may become wise. FOR THE WISDOM

OF THIS WORLD IS FOOLISHNESS IN GOD’S SIGHT!  As it is written: “He catches the wise in their craftiness”, and again, “The

Lord knows that the thoughts of the wise are futile!” Basically, the apostle Paul wrote this over two thousand years ago, hence,

THE LIVING WORD! Take heed my friends, take heed!   Now is the time to remove the veil of lies and deception!    

🙏

 SEE and BE

the truth

🙏
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Big5092
Joined On 9/26/2021 4:39:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is usually one person in a comment section that brings the focus back to where it should be! Thank you.  Forums like this

are a great place to point people to the Lord.  Even correct understanding of the situation won't save people.  Men need to fear

God, not the jab or the absence of the jab.  This is a run up to the Trib.  Buckle your seatbelts and pray.  Jesus wins, we just have

to hold on, and hold on with joy!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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I posted this a few days ago, but it’s worth posting again for those who have eyes to see...

www.brighteon.com/47ab260a-e5df-4aaa-9a4a-97391112ab72
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM
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🙏

Thank you Ray

🙏

I watched what you’ve posted and I agree with you

🙏

We are God’s hands!  He allows Satan only so much evil

until Jesus returns in all of his glory

🙏

We never know the day,  “for he comes like a thief in the night”

🙏

  Godspeed my Mercola

 friend

🙏
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altierokgmail.com
Joined On 10/24/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are announcing the micro-needle patch or quantum dot tatoo jab with LUCIFERASE now. Supposedly gives better

 immunity.
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Kbarnhart
Joined On 9/28/2014 3:10:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is beyond World War III. This is Armageddon people! They have started forced vaccination in Israel.  In this country everyone

must serve 2 years in the military.  Recently they had a group of new recruits who were in training.  They worked them really hard then

during the day, then during  night at 2 am they came to their barraks, knowing they'd be exhausted and therefore easier to control and

started forcing vaccination on the 18 year old recruits.

This is not a vaccination!  There is something else in this poison death shot!  It is not about keeping us from getting sick with a

disease that only kills .05% of the population.  They are using it to kill off the old people (useless eaters) as Kissinger called them.  It

will kill many many young people as well.  But what it really does is weaken all of our bodies by messing up our DNA signalling.  It

changes us!  The real purpose of this stuff is to take our "humanity" away from us and begin the incorporation of A.I. into our bodies.

 We will be controlled. This poison death shot is the Mark of the Beast.

Take a closer look at Australia and what is happening there.  Look at Israel.  Look at the other events all around the world.  Everything

is an inversion of what is good.  America which stood for freedom and democracy is now set on a course for slavery and

totalitarianism! The police and military which were for protection are now used to force this agenda.  Schools are not about learning to

think, they are about indoctrination and manipulation.  The news media used to inform us, now they propagandize us.  

All of the Governments have been printing money like it grows on trees, this is about causing in[ation and bankrupting our countries

so our money will be worthless.   Whatever you do, OPEN YOUR EYES and see for yourselves! I would suggest you sit and pray.  You

already know this in your hearts but the problem is you don't want to accept it is true! I pray we wake up before its too late! I love you

all!
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ry91362
Joined On 4/6/2015 9:56:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My doctor said the vaccine is not the mark of the beast, but it is preparation for it. Something even worse is coming, but they

need this vaccine passport system to set it up. I believe he is right. I believe the end is near. Jesus said those days would be so

bad that not one person would survive, but for the sake of the elect those days would be shortened. I always wondered, what

could be so bad that no one would survive? Now I know— a virus pushed to mutate by constant vaccines, a new booster every

six months and everyone forced to take it— until that virus is so deadly no vaccine can control it and it literally can take all of us

out.

Viruses normally mutate to be less deadly, but a leaky vaccine can allow more deadly strains to survive. What happens when we

mandate leaky vaccines, a new one every year at least, to nearly every single person on the globe? I think a situation wherein no

one would survive but that God intervenes and shortens those days is not only plausible but inevitable. This is it. This is how we

manage to kill everybody. But before we do it is going to become illegal to obey the Ten Commandments. The Mark of the Beast

law will make being a Christian illegal. That is what this really is about. I know it sounds crazy— but so would all that is

happening now before it began to happen.
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kbarnhart, America's decline began in earnest when her population was educated to believe she stood for "freedom and

democracy ".  Democracy can never ever lead to freedom,  much less freedom's parent,  LIBERTY.   Words have meaning.  

Choose your words carefully.   Thanks.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kbarnhart... America stood for freedom and democracy? When would that have been? Were the 1960s national race riots, as

they were called but really they were protests, and the shooting dead of four unarmed students at Kent State university not get

taught in the school you went to? The American dream of an even and democratic society has never existed in its entire history,

hence today Americans have an ageing dictator hell bent on playing his part in establishing the Fourth Reich. What I wonder has

he been promised? Money? For sure. A seat at the big table of Totalitarian One World Government? As you plead to others to

open their eyes so you, too, must open yours. Truth can be a bitter pill but it is always our friend.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "money" is fake and is not being printed up by governments.  Of course we all know that the Federal Reserve is not a

government entity.  Origins in NYC, with a branch o_ce in Beverly Hills, another in Beverly Hells.
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altierokgmail.com
Joined On 10/24/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its mind body Qnancial control slave system. There are BIOSENSORS in jab react with 5G
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The timetable was clearly predictable by August, 2020, when mortality rates for the year in several countries proved that there was no

pandemic. It is also clear now that there will be a "solar [are" anytime soon that will shut off water, electricity, and the supply chain,

probably for years. After all, the show (aka. genocide) must go on, and the easiest way to get it done is by the zombies (aka, voluntarily

injected), who believed the o_cial narrative and assiduously wore their muzzles... For that matter, an unnamed entity bought an airport

in New Brunswick, Canada, and every day 5-6 UN planes land there. UN troops against the people? In the US, chances are, the troops

will be recruited from the illegals in return for a promise of citizenship. Of course, the morons will also be discarded, once their

usefulness wears out...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Again on Dec 14th, 2020 the death rate was lower than it was in 2019. Look how long it took the CDC to Qnally update the 2020

deaths! It was like June of 2021 before they published the 2020 death toll. It took them that long to cook the books to show

more people died than what actually did. I think they took the people in the nursing homes that died right after being vaccinated

in 2021 and added their deaths to the 2020 death toll. That's why it took them 14 months to update the CDC's death ticker that

used to get daily (at least weekly) updates. The CDC  took down the page on their website that shows the count for ALL causes

of deaths in April of 2020 because the death rate was already showing to be less than the previous 2 years at that same time

period. People (LIKE ME) were pointing this out so they took down that page on their website. 15 months later they Qnally

update the 2020 death tolls. Do they think we are really that stupid? This reeks of Communist China! Pure propaganda!
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim: The CDC faked mortality rates for the fall of 2020... And by June this year, plenty of people started dying as a result of

the lethal injections. And no, they are not "communists." "Communist" is used as a swear word or a label without anyone

knowing what it means. The CCP deQnitely cooperated with our monsters here in the attack on America, but this is a lot more

evil than even the worst communists have ever been!
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Think British Crown.  Who do you think the "Communists" are??? Just look at the real genocides of Russia and China.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

allunoisrong: you don't need to travel as far as that. California, Massachusetts, New York, or New Jersey will do. Of course, the

monsters behind the curtain are always the same.
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The center is based in the City of London, a one mile sovereign base of wierdos. That's where the main curtain is.You just

named subsidiaries.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

allunoisrong: Yes, the City of London started up in 1689 with William of Orange invited to be the king, but the perpetrators

(Rotschields, in this case) won their Qnal battle, when they bought up the English Stock Market in 1815, by announcing that

Napoleon won at Waterloo.
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altierokgmail.com
Joined On 10/24/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There ARE covid camps in the US. Or general detention centers. But 1 speciQc for covid is in centralia washington I think but

advertising for jobs. Illegal aliens afghan refugees for hire? While the military gave the data on americans in afghanistan to the

Taliban.
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bah6255
Joined On 8/4/2021 8:59:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astonished, do you have any evidence of the New Brunswick, Canada airport being purchased by an unnamed entity and the

presence of the UN planes and troops landing and being unloaded there?  I have tried to Qnd some evidence of this, but to no

avail.  I am in Canada and dismayed and disheartened by the ever-tightening noose around humanity's necks.

I just read the medical martial law rollout in New York and it sickens me.

 www.naturalnews.com/2021-09-28-new-york-initiates-medical-martial-law-..
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

altierokgmail.com: There are detention centers and there are death camps. Death camps are, in an Orwellian Newspeak, called

"Green Zones." Enforcement jobs are advertised all over the country. Today, NYC brought in the National Guard to replace

workers who refused to accept the lethal injection. Everything is on schedule, nothing to see here...
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AnnieRoseBlueberry
Joined On 8/3/2020 8:53:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This morning I will Qnally get my EMG at an area hospital, a procedure I was denied by a neurologist because of her sudden fear of

catching covid from unvaxxed patients, thus cancelling my appointment the day before the procedure, since I was unvaxxed. I could

have taken the worthless covid test, but refused, so was denied my appointment I had waited 3 months for. But I had to draw the line

and refuse to comply with the idiocy. Now, two months later I will Qnally start to get answers about my increasing neuropathy. But I will

have to wait a couple more months to consult with another neurologist over the results. There is a price we will all have to pay in order

to Qght against this tyranny. This was my line in the sand.

I also recently spoke up against discrimination being proposed by my local craft guild, where I serve on the board. There were those in

our membership who wanted to have a fun, in person weekend retreat, but only for the vaxxed. As board members discussed this and

it seemed that they were considering going along with it, I simply could no longer be silent. I will not live in a two tiered society.

Ultimately, we wisely decided that a large weekend group gathering was unwise with [u season approaching and cancelled the event.

But it is clear that there are those who are Qne with discriminating against the unvaxxed. Be Qrm in your resolve and be courageous. If

we don’t stand up to this tyranny, we will deserve what will happen to us and our loved ones.
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quiltingmatilda
Joined On 8/12/2009 8:35:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unvaxxed can have their own retreat.
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In true "Opposite World" fashion, the "vaxxed" (it's not a vaccine, people) are the danger. Stay away from them as they shed.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Annie, the next time they try this coercion tactic you should show them the real numbers. Read my reply to myself concerning

death rates among the infected today vs a year ago. Fewer people are getting infected but those that are getting infected are

dying at a rate 2 times higher than a year ago. That goes against everything they have been telling us. These vaccines were

supposed to reduce symptoms, hospitalizations, and deaths.  Instead, the opposite is happening. Infection rates are lower than

they were 11 months ago and the deaths from these infections has doubled.
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altierokgmail.com
Joined On 10/24/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jab does not stop infection or transmission. You can say so.
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ingab1412aol.com
Joined On 9/22/2020 3:51:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've signed up as a volunteer on Patrick Wood's website:  www.citizensforfreespeech.org  From now on, whenever I go out in public I

plan to wear a white rose (albeit artiQcial) - to commemorate Sophie Scholl.  Passive resistance is going to be the key if we are to stop

these awful monsters from destroying us.  Do check out Kyle Young's e-mail post (on his website) about Rudolf Steiner and his

prophesy about vaccines- eerily prescient about what is currently going on.  (Kyle posts in Dr M's comments as Secular Heretic).

I know people who still think this is all a 'conspiracy theory';  good god... !!  (actually, if there really is a benevolent power out there -

why is he/she/it/they not intervening to help us)?? I have a degree in Theology - although I stopped being a practising Christian before

I graduated;  am still on the journey to Qnd the 'truth' - whatever this might be)**.  What is it going to take for humanity to wake up

before it is too late??  Too many people still believe that there is nothing they can do (or are too indolent to think they can make a

difference;  for those who have open minds, I like to remind them about the power of the buzzing mosquito.. (can't remember who

originally said this)...

As someone who subscribes to the concept of reincarnation (even though I personally have no proof) - despite having written an

assessed essay on this subject for my degree), I do hope that this is my last life on this planet.  If not, I'd better pull my Qnger out and

go to my demise KNOWING that I tried to make a difference.. **I often wonder if there is such a concept as Absolute Truth versus a

truth that is current/prevalent in a particular time..??
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi ingab1412aol.com. yes, a future vision of Rudolf Steiner that is linked to transhumanism: A FUTURE VACCINE TO PREVENT

THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE SOUL AND SPIRIT. FROM THE FALL OF THE SPIRITS FROM DARKNESS (Bristol: Rudolf Steiner Press,

October 7, 1917

“The time will come - and it may not be too far - when very different trends will emerge in a congress like the one in 1912 and

people will say: It is pathological for people to think even in terms of spirit and soul. "Healthy" people will only talk about the

body. It will be considered a sign of illness for someone to come up with the idea of something like a spirit or a soul. People

who think so will be it is considered sick and, you can be sure of it, a medicine will be found for it. . . . The soul will be made

non-existent with the help of a drug. Taking a "solid point of view", people will invent a vaccine to in[uence the organism as

soon as possible, preferably as soon as it is born, so that this human body never even has the idea that there is soul and spirit.

paam.wildapricot.org/resources/Pictures/07%20RS-Traditional%20Childhoo..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Rudolf Steiner had a vision of transhumanism that has become one of the de facto ideologies of the Silicon Valley

establishment in the sense that it justiQes the culture of 'moving fast, breaking things and making as much money as possible'.

Technologies such as nanotechnology, synthetic biology, robotics, artiQcial intelligence and digital brain emulation will

transform what it means to be human.

They want nothing less than to liberate the human race from its biological limitations. As "transhumanists" see it, humans must

wrest their biological destiny from the blind of evolution ... Transhumanism of some kind is implicit in much of the

contemporary biomedical research agenda. New procedures and technologies emerging from research laboratories and

hospitals, be it mood-altering drugs, substances selectively erase memory, prenatal genetic screening or gene therapy, and as

we now see mRNA vaccines on the road to transhumanism and the death of the human soul
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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ingab1412aol.com, You said, "I often wonder if there is such a concept as Absolute Truth versus a truth that is current/prevalent

in a particular time..??" Please provide an objective, i.e. factually derived, i.e., reality-based, i.e this-world-and universe-based

deQnition of "Absolute Truth".  Given your theistic position, I presume that you subscribe to Metaphysical Dualism, as practically

all theists and mystics do, a fundamentally Platonic/Neo-Platonic concept, that holds that reality comprises two dimensions of

existence: one supernatural/immaterial, the other natural/material; and the former is inherently superior to the latter by the

former being "real reality" and thus the source of really true Truth, while the latter is inherently inferior, false, base, Qlthy, illusory,

a place of "false truths" BECAUSE it is natural/material.

The notion of "Absolute Truth" fundamentally derives from Plato's hypothesis of "Forms", and Plotinus's hypothesis of

"Emanations", a "Truth" that is transcendant, i.e., completely separate and independent from context, identity (nature), and

existence of facts (truths) here on this fully natural planet and in the fully natural universe. Fact is, in spite of the centuries of

rationalistic arguments and all of their [oating abstractions to the contrary, Metaphysical Dualism, and all of its derivatives, are

Qctive constructs due to the metaphysical impossibility of supernatural/immaterial existents; therefore, they are all invalid

concepts, and their contents are non-cognitive.

"Reincarnation" is another hypothesis. I can understand people subscribing to it for centuries because they observed cyclical

phenomena in nature; but they conceived, without physical evidence, therefore mistakenly, that they possess an internal,

immortal cyclical "essence" or "soul" that reincarnates in another human body or other life form on Earth, depending upon their

"karma" (reward or punishment for good or bad deeds in their previous lives).
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM
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May I be of some help regarding truth.  John 14:6 I am the way, the TRUTH and the life!  No one comes to the father except

through me! LUKE 18: 8 … However, when the son of man comes, will he Qnd faith in the Earth?” 1Corinthians 3:19 For the

wisdom of this world is foolishness in God’s sight!” I come from a state of true love and compassion for you and all of humanity

who are and have been perpetually deluged with lies and confusion from everywhere, everything and everyone! What are we to

do!  Where are we to go… to Qnd TRUTH and LIFE!

For starters, Jesus makes that perfectly clear but for those of us who, honestly, have di_culty wrapping our hearts and minds

around HIS supernatural, TIMELESS being, it’s a simple as it is hard…..faith!   No knowledge or wisdom be necessary to enter the

Kingdom of ETERNAL life!  Humility and FAITH!  I understand if you don’t have faith, PRAY FOR IT, unceasingly!  Matthew 7:7

“Ask and it WILL be given to you, SEEK and you WILL Qnd, knock and the door WILL be opened to you!” Eternity means NO MORE

“KARMA!” We don’t have to continue with this game of “ hide and seek!” or karmic cycles of reincarnation.  THIS IS WHY JESUS

IS ETERNITY! Acts 17:28 For in HIM we live and move and have our being!”

We all have grappled for eons about our true meaning and purpose of our lives. The reason this question has been so elusive to

so many scholars and for so long is because we have failed to live our true purpose!  God’s purpose for creating us in the Qrst

place! It’s not to gain wealth, power or wisdom… those roads lead to where we are right now!  Our purpose is to live as God

intended… simply to love one another, despite the evil among us and through us!  We are to KNOW God is within us!  Therefore,

we must act accordingly and know heaven on Earth! Please accept my humble attempt to guide you back to your North Star

💜
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

arthur-have you seen tinky holloway around these parts?
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will never comply.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me either. Even to the death. Mark 8:34-38 And when he had called the people unto him with his disciples also, he said unto

them, Whosoever will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow me. For whosoever will save his life

shall lose it; but whosoever shall lose his life for my sake and the gospel’s, the same shall save it. For what shall it proQt a man,

if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul? Or what shall a man give in exchange for his soul? Whosoever therefore

shall be ashamed of me and of my words in this adulterous and sinful generation; of him also shall the Son of man be ashamed,

when he cometh in the glory of his Father with the holy angels.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Can't women who are pregnant or plan to get pregnant opt out of vaccines? It used to be standard protocol for women planning to be

or are pregnant not to take any medications or vaccines. Same for lactating women who are breast feeding their baby. What happened

to those protocols? Here's an example of a baby dying from thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) right after her mother got the

2nd jab of PQzer vaccine: www.visiontimes.com/2021/04/30/covid-19-report-breastfeeding-baby-dies..

For everyone else, if you have to get vaccinated to keep your job make sure you tell them you are allergic to Polyethylene-Glycol.

Miralax is an OTC treatment for constipation and that is the ingredient that causes you to retain [uid in the intestines and softens your

stool. Tell them you have an allergic reaction to Miralax and that taking this vaccine could kill you. Here's an article explaining this:

 www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/bad-reaction-to-miralax-experts-say-t.. .

If anyone goes to a medical facility for anything (annual physical?) make sure you let everyone know you are allergic to

Polyethylene-Glycol and Remdesivir. They plan to make future [u vaccines with mRNA technology and combining that with the

covid-19 jab. So this will exempt you from both temporarily.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Don't forget to say "I have no health insurance" when they ask for it. That really blows their mind!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the answer I got to this statement about PEG is "having your throat close is better than death" - straight out of the mouth of

an allergist! This is the schpeil that the AMA has distributed out to their doctors. Good luck with that!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, jamNjim, crimes against children, adolescents and pregnant women is another of the maneuvers of the Pharmaceutical

MaQa with its insu_cient and manipulated trials, its alliance with the CDC and FDA and with the approval of the "great" Doctor

Fauci. In June, the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) published a bogus study claiming that Wuhan coronavirus

(Covid-19) "vaccines" are perfectly "safe and effective" for pregnant women to take. A few months later, the NEJM was forced to

issue a correction. The goal, of course, was to convince as many people as possible to read it to accept its false claims without

even thinking twice, simply because it was published in the "reputable" NEJM.

Steve Kirsch, founder of the Covid-19 Early Treatment Fund (CETF). “In summary, the CDC has no basis to recommend the

vaccine to pregnant women. Will the lack of evidence make a difference to the CDC recommendation? Of course, no. We will

experiment with the public, ”Kirsh added. The report by Shimabukuro et al. includes safety results for 35,691 v-safe participants

16 to 54 years of age who identiQed as pregnant and the Qrst 3958 participants who were enrolled in the v-safe pregnancy

registry.

“Among 827 registry participants who reported a completed pregnancy, 104 experienced spontaneous abortions and 1 had a

stillbirth. A total of 712 pregnancies (86.1%) resulted in a live birth, mostly among participants who received their Qrst

vaccination dose in the third trimester. Among live-born infants, the incidences of preterm birth (9.4%), small size for

gestational age (3.2%), and congenital anomalies (2.2%) were consistent with those expected on the basis of published

literature.. These are reassuring data based on reports from pregnant women mostly vaccinated in the third trimester.” More

side effects in the link. www.nejm.org/.../nejme2107070
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jamNjim
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Gui, nothing surprises me anymore except this one. I can't wrap my head around why anyone pregnant or planning to be would

get one of these experimental jabs. It's not a question of if this vaccine affects reproduction, but how bad it affects

reproduction!
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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jamNjim, Just say, "I refuse the vaccine", or any other drug. Period. You are not legitimately obligated to explain yourself to

ANYone, not even to your doctor(s). If anyone tries to physically force you to take it, Qght to the death there and then. You are

under attack, that person is an imminent threat to your life, and you have the right to self defense, including the right to use

deadly force.
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jamNjim
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Arthur, they can't Qre you if you have a legal exemption.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Here's some blatantly obvious simple math for everyone to ponder on. This is a dead giveaway that the vaccines don’t work. The

Covid-19 death and infection rates today as compared to the infectious and death rates from 11 months ago show the death

rate is going up while the infection rate is going down. According to PQzer’s own claims, these vaccines were never intended to

prevent infection. They were supposed to lesson symptoms and PREVENT HOSPITALIZATION/DEATHS! When you go to

worldometers coronavirus website you see the OPPOSITE!

If you look at Nov. 13th, 2020 we (the USA) had 183,789 infections and 1460 deaths from covid. For that week that was on par

for the average. That’s a 0.79% death rate for those infected. Fast forward to Sept. 15th, 2021 and we have fewer Covid-19

infections at 167,868, but we have MORE deaths at 2,544!! That’s a 1.5% death rate! So our death rate has now DOUBLED from a

year ago! What changed? We have over half the US population fully vaccinated. You can’t make this up. Go to worldometers and

see for yourself. These vaccines are deadly.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Helpful Rulings For Those Declining Vaccination...  

🛡

Hippocrates oath (-460 // 377): ′′I will not give anyone poison, if asked, nor take

the initiative of such a suggestion.′′  

🛡

 Code of Medical Conduct, Article 36: Article R4127- 36 of the Public Health Code: ′′ The consent

of the person examined or treated must be sought in all cases. When the patient, in a state of expressing his will, refuses the

investigation or treatment proposed, the doctor must respect this refusal after informing the patient of his consequences ′′

🛡

 Nuremberg Code (1947): ′′ The consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. The International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights resumed this ban against unintentional experimentation, in its 1966 text, which states: no one may be subjected

without his consent to medical or scientiQc experiment  

🛡

 Geneva statement for doctors (1948): ′′I will respect the autonomy and

dignity of my patient. I will not use my medical knowledge to infringe human rights and civil liberties, even under force. I will keep

absolute respect for human life, from conception. I will consider my patient’s health as my Qrst concern′′

🛡

 Helsinki Declaration (1996) signed by 45 countries including France: Article 25: ′′ The participation of persons capable of giving

informed consent to medical research must be a voluntary act. No person capable of giving their informed consent can be involved in

a search without giving their free and informed consent ′′ 

🛡

 Oviedo Convention (1997) signed by 29 countries including France):

Article 5: ′′ An intervention in the health Qeld may only be carried out after the data subject has given free and informed consent. This

person is given prior adequate information about the purpose and nature of the intervention, as well as its consequences and risks.

The data subject may, at any time, freely withdraw his consent ′′
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Thank you!  I took snapshots of your post as reference, since this all disappears in less than 48 hours.
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Gwyncann, Everything you present is true, for they all assert one's legitimate individual rights to self-ownership, personal liberty,

and bodily autonomy. However, in all likelihood, if you were arrested and brought before a judge for defying a court order to

receive a COVID injection (that situation is coming !), and you recited those declarations, codes, and the Hippocratic Oath, the

judge would laugh at you and tell you to shut up, assert that they have no authority in "his/her" court or in any US court, have the

bailiff gag you, charge you with contempt of court, and have you transported to a jail and put in a cage where you will be forcibly

masked and jabbed.

As far as I am concerned, government operators at the local, state, and federal level are willfully unreachable. They are  willfully

closed to facts and reason.

The reality is that every single person who takes seriously his or her legitimate individual rights that I mentioned above is on his

or her own. Each one of us will have to be prepared and fully willing to physically defend ourselves to the death by whatever

means we can get our hands on.

Yes, they will outnumber us, and murder us under the cloak of "law/mandates", in the name of "mask/vaccine enforcement".

Then they will have our dead bodies, but not our obedience.

And each of us will have won, not they, for we will have died as we had lived: on OUR terms, not theirs or anyone else's.

Those who are unwilling to Qght to the death against tyrants are choosing to consent to exist as slaves. They deserve every

terrible thing that happens to them.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM
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Gwyncann, all of this has been revoked. All of it. There are currently no laws, international or otherwise, that can be used. If they

existed don't you think they would be used. Why do you think the judiciary is hiding? Why are unions hiding? There is nothing

they can legally do. Who has the courage to bring these laws back and use them? Anyone you know?
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mnpearl
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:15:06 AM
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This is long but a good read.  centipedenation.com/transmissions/you-will-not-have-your-new-world-ord..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, a very thorough reading. This is also recommended: THE BIG TELL. By James Howard Kunstler. “The US health care

establishment was already imploding under the weight of embedded racketeering, and the mandated shots to workers will now

deliver the coup-de-grace. This is on top of the fact that the public’s trust and respect for doctors is starting to edge out even its

low esteem for the politicians who assist these racketeering operations.

The medical profession that took for its motto Qrst do no harm looks increasingly like an accomplice to mass murder —

suppressing effective early treatments of Covid, promoting the known iatrogenic Qascos of intubation and Remdesivir,

continuing to use the discredited PCR tests, and utilizing a VAERS system with such a defective website that doctors can’t be

bothered to even report harmful reactions to vaccines while the medical bureaucrats hide and game whatever data leaks

through their mighty Qlters. Not to mention developing the Covid-19 bioweapon in the Qrst place and then a toxic vaccine to

neatly Qnish the job.” www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/james-howard-kunstler/the-big-tell/  (September 28, 2021)
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SpiceOddity
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It is packed with facts, mnpearl, thank you for sharing it. Spartacus faces down the oligarchs in the same spirit as Gandalf the

Grey facing down the Balrog in Tolkien:  "You shall not pass!" As long as there are people possessed of courage, people who

stand for good, people who inspire others, I have hope that the world can bring down the enemies of We the People.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EVERYONE, both on Mercola and off, should read the "Spartacus Letter" link posted by mnpearl. Have an online medical

dictionary at the ready as you read. Look up terms as you read them...unfortunately most of the zombies getting "vaxxed &

boosted" will not be interested in reading it...takes too much effort...including unfortunately most of my own blood-kin. But

that's beyond my control. The "Letter" is easily the most comprehensive piece I've read yet on the C19 bioweapon and its

perpetrators, connecting MORE dots than I've read about before, or heard factually discussed...while the MSM and NPR

journalists prattle on, stuck in their vaccine-tunnel-vision-hypnosis as members of the "Trusted News Initiative"...
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eiggod8
Joined On 9/18/2009 8:16:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for posting this link mnpearl, I was about to do it myself.  As another mentioned, many pages of reputable sources

lending credence to the information, much of which we had been exposed to here.  Well worth the time to read it and share it.

Also by James Howard Kunstler, The Long Emergency, looking into our dystopian future.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Spartacus is not 100% accurate (who is?), but they are to the point regarding the outcome.
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mnpearl
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:15:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are welcome everyone.  Astonished, could you elaborate on what was inaccurate?  I am not a biology whiz and wouldn't

know where to start to challenge anything that was presented.  I've sent this off to my state Senator and Rep, and if there is

anything that is not correct, I would like to let them know.  Thanks.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So the State doesn't want me to participate in their Super Fun Society anymore, as if we haven't been poisoned and sickened enough!

So no more [ying around the world and going to Disneyland. No more ordering Big Steaks in restaurants. No more sucky sports

events. No more Hamilton. No more Miley Cyrus concerts. No Dave Grohl. That's okay! See you on the other side!
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gaw9735, You would know better than I. He's your relative or friend, not mine.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pray for the people of France as they plan massive protests throughout the country starting on October 4.  This is a full on revolt

against the French Government and will end up being a take down of the government.  The French when in this mode are unstoppable.

 When Americans become totally fed up...the same will happen here.  There are pockets of it everywhere....We see it with the 4,000+

signatures of medical personnel.  The horrible death count and the lies are being exposed daily...and we will see the page turn.  Have

hope.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let’s hope and pray you are right. Most of your citizens don’t own a gun. There’s nothing in France’s constitution that protects

your right to “bear arms”. So it will be di_cult for unarmed citizens to mount any attack. When France activates the National

Guard and goes into lockdown it will be hard to do anything. In the USA, there are more guns than people. It will be a bloody

battle here.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nothingsound, well... maybe. The French police are absolutely brutal, they are famous for it. As has been said by many people

many times France is like Nazi Germany with better food. They are not wrong. Bar owners and restauranteurs have been

threatened with €45,000 Qnes and 10 years in prison if they serve non-injected people. Non-injected people cannot enter or

leave France as of 15th October. And French politicians voted for all of that. And the great French legal system buried its head

and abandoned the constitution.

Without a bloody revolution France will be lost and if Dr. Reiner Fuellmich does not win hands down in Germany then Europe is

lost. All of it. France, yet again, is the battle ground and we have to do everything we can to support them. Macron must face

trial for treason, as must his cabinet, the European Union Commission President and the heads of all French media outlets. If

not the monsters will never be defeated and will continue to rampage and destroy everything before them
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rhythman
Joined On 5/13/2021 9:38:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHO, NIH, etc thought pattern: Well, we've allowed CRISPR gene editing technology to proliferate unchecked and now labs all over the

planet can create deadly, infectious viruses as well as vaccines that mitigate those viruses. How can we protect people from these

new threats? We need to leverage the same technology, create robust, billion-dose vaccine production and deployment infrastructure.

The way to establish that is with a highly infectious but mild virus. We will mandate yearly vaccines to everyone, including in[uenza,

anti-cancer, etc mRNA sera we now have identiQed. So in order to save potentially billions of people, there will be some deaths in the

old and/or inQrm population.  This virus was released intentionally!

Great Reset thought pattern: a ~100% vaccination rate against an infectious, mutating virus with a leaky, prophylactic vaccine like this

will ultimately, over decades, select for deadlier and deadlier virus strains. At some point, people will have to stay vaccinated against

this or die! Initially we'll require them to have digital certs in order to receive their vaccine update. Then we'll require them to get

"chipped". At some point, any rebellious factions will be denied the vaccine. Ultimate population control. But it doesn't end there. At

some point beyond that, any person that doesn't do what we tell them to will not get the vaccine! Slavery!
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LexiPWC
Joined On 12/6/2018 1:00:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, I believe the vaccine is NOT the END GAME, its only a tool in the greater plan to destroy democracy, world wide. The pandemic is

a means to an end. It's di_cult to control an orderly sociality, but chaos is easy. Cities in the US are killing each other, the boarder is

just a line in the sand, people are Qghting within families & friends, medical workers are walking out so the average person has limited

medical care, our healthy military people are getting sick limited our ability to Qght, healthy people don't want to join the military or

police due to vaccines, food is getting harder to get to shipping & lack of workers, and government control is growing with no one

stopping it. If you wanted to convert every country to communism, this would be your perfect plan; down to using their own $$$ to

make the change. Think about it, if the US falls, what happens to the UN and other countries. COVID and the vaccines are just a tools in

this Qght to convert the world into a single communistic party. People need to stop letting governments use it as a tool and start

saying as well as acting like "What Pandemic, that was so 2020".
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@LexiPWC you are absolutely right. Vaccine is NOT the end game. The worst is still yet to come. “It’s the end of the world as we

know it, and I feel Qne” song from REM
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to be involved in state and local governments who exist to serve we the ppl!
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"into a single communistic party" some call it communism, I call it Judaism Rabbi Stephen Samuel Weiss, NYC, 1935
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Britain now has long lines of cars at gas stations. People waiting hours to fuel their car and unable to do so.  Not a peep from one

person I know here. Food shelves decimated, empty for nearly a month, again not a peep from the Brits.  The silence is deafening.  If

the people do not speak out,  this government, which like most other gov’t who accepted handouts from you know who, will continue

to ride rough shod over the citizens til every last one drinks the koolaid.
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Gerry.Coogan
Joined On 12/8/2020 6:30:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where are these long queues? I haven't seen any in here in Scotland. And I haven't seen any shortages in my local

supermarkets.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exmouth123, Yes queues in Scotland too for fuel. This morning I went to two petrol stations both had a sign up saying sorry no

fuel the third one I tried this had fuel I was lucky. There are some products missing from shelves in the supermarkets too. The

government are blaming it on shortage of delivery drivers, who knows if that's true or not, so many lies are bombarding us by

MSM and politicians. The government in Scotland and the rest of the UK and probably the rest of this world at this present time

are all corrupt, you can't believe a word they tell you.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was never about a virus. The virus - real or imagined - was brought about to achieve the goal of “vaccination”. Only, these aren’t

vaccines. They’ve quietly changed the deQnition of vaccines to Qt this new frankentechnology. People need to start questioning this

whole narrative! Start with: what exactly is in these jabs that they want to push for a so-called virus with extremely high survival rate?

What’s in them? Let’s start seeing signs at protests asking “what’s in the jabs?”  I’ve been saying since April 2020 that this was never

about a virus. The world does not lock down for viruses! And after all this time there are still brain washed people complying. And their

compliance allows for further tyranny.
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Mr.Charlie
Joined On 9/19/2021 9:14:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe this is a possibility. I wouldn’t doubt it at this point. This is all speculation of course but maybe even the Jab will remove

your eternal salvation... It goes into the origins of dna and how dna is the creators signature in every cell of your body. So your

body is God’s dwelling and the Jab alters your dna amd you now become a creation of man rather than God and your body is no

longer his dwelling and now your are eternally damned. Quite interesting. Abomination of desolation

https://youtu.be/R7riorRThrY
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legendlina
Joined On 2/5/2011 11:15:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MrCharlie~WOW, that video link was profound!  I have been contemplating the whole concept of contaminating “my temple”- I

am so sure these inoculations are nothing Our God approves of.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah......we been in World War 3 for quite some time.....since the 911 scam where nuclear weapons were cleverly used and the 'patriot

act'  signed  mit was an o_cal WWIII.....amazing the power of TV and the internet as THE GREATEST Propaganda tool ever.....backed

up by unknown moneys spent on roadside "advertisting'  and radio  and how much subliminal brainwashing is unknown....usually in

Games and cellphone chats ....And don't forget tyhe power of 3g-4G & 5G and 6G on your brain... along with Gaggle and Yafool and

dozens more...along with 'Da Evening News , sports and weather"...newspapers magazines .....news[iers and the like.....

Kids sitting in schools being virtually  'cooked' with unknown radiations and subliminal messages...and 'teachers' spewing out rhetoric

thay thay have been TOLD to tell KIDS what to KNOW....its been going on for many years...... Brain Washing at its Finest !!!!!

Propaganda Premium!!!!!!!!     ~~~~~~ ans people have been Gobbling this up without question so so long its NOW

FACT!!!!!!!!........Just like the BIG LIE that Hitler wrote about.....   www.historiography-project.com/.../biglie.php   as did Joseph

Goebbels    www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/joseph-goebbels-on-the-quot-big-lie-quot   and many more used the BIG LIE   to 'convince the

masses'  ......like Priests and ministers and rabbis and politicians and governments and the schools and universities and TV and

newspapers and text books and 'documentaries and TV News and even YOU'
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah..anyone with more that 6 brain cells can see  how much bullsh! have been shoved in da face.....when Eye Witnesses  at

911 saw there were no planes , but were censored and the Pentagon there was no plane and a missile  engine found.....but no

747 parts found......hummm....but all the evidence was 'conveniently removed'  ....another unlawful act5 by the

government...how much  sh!t do millions need to have shoved down their throats befor  they 'Wake Up"  ....But Now.....millions

are getting Multiple JABS.....

Man, I can't understand the TOTAL Lack of brain cells....and when Parents  hand their Kids over to be "Jabbed"............I am

shaking my head....Im just can't believe how STUPID  millions of supposed to be 'educated' people really are !!!!!!!!!!! WOW!! I

have several old textbooks from the 50s - 70s  and reading thru them ..again I can't beleive  the vertual LIES school kids have

been 'Taught"  using the  "all you know is , the LIES you have been TOLD to KNOW!!!!!!! and these are textbooks  still being used

today...only with a new cover..still the  same  BIG LIES inside.....the same twisted lies and inaccurate 'facts' ......yeah the Big Lie

 ..over and over and over and over and over..for generations....and yes its now a 'Fact"  ..........lol......
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I been following many of these for years  :......    Mercola proudly supports these charities and organizations.    Organic

Consumers Association    National Vaccine Information Center    Mercury Free Dentistry Regeneration International  

 Grassroots Health Nutrient Research Institute    Fluoride Action Network    Center for Nutrition Advocacy    Cornucopia Institute

   Alliance for Natural Health USA    Institute for Responsible Technology    Organic and Natural American Botanical Council  

 IFOAM - Organics International    Companion Animal Nutrition & Wellness Institute    MRSA Survivors Network    Rabies

Challenge Fund    American Holistic Veterinary Medical Foundation    College of Integrative Veterinary Therapies and have used

much of this knowledge from these and others  live a better life......... Thank YOU all !!!!!!!!!!!! From an Old Man on

MyMountain................smilin'   :)    .....BTW its looks like its gonna be a Nice Day :) for a Bike Ride on my GodOlde...3 yearold

 RadRunner from www.radbikes.ca

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/28/2021 4:28:11 AM
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There may be more going on.  The Father of Lies has access to the spirit/ mind to 'blind' people.  The man who penned the

classic "Amazing Grace" was a former slave owner.  If you recall the telling words: "I once was blind but now I see..." PRAY AND

CONSIDER A FAST. I think we'd all better do it really quick.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrob, absolutely right! But mass hysteria is extremely di_cult to overcome. Collective paranoia creates a shut down of

common sense, logic and reason. It's like ground elder: once it takes hold then the battle is lost. What we can do is wait for the

totalitarian dream of these monsters to implode, as such regimes always do. How to speed up the process of this implosion is

what we need to focus on. As they have done, so must we. Divide and conquer, divide and conquer.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrobb, very apt links! If only the moronic masses could read!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MORE  on the 4G-5G  slaughtering off wildlife   www.saferemr.com/.../EMF-wildlife.html  now whats it doing to you and your

Kids  sitting under this 6 hours  a day  in school at unknown powers and frequencies ???  and what are you doing about it?????

 NOTHING.....just like taking  your children to get Jab(s)..........you bast rds should be executed as  NASTY NASTIest

parents.....TRASHING your own living family... what are you "loving , caring Parents 'gonna tell your kids when they are virtually

destroyed by the same ones that are soposed  to love your kids??????    WFT kind of parents can do this??? THE VACCINE

DEATH REPORT – Millions Have Died From The Injections read it from stopworldcontrol.com      

 www.stopworldcontrol.com/report
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zolorazor
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:00:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you! I added the transcript to my website since I thought this was one of the most powerful videos I have seen. Wish I could

share the video! TY!
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iver01
Joined On 8/4/2021 4:27:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try this for the video. pastedownload.com/6/#url=https://rumble.com/embed/vk58d5/?pub=mboot  Then follow the

instructions to save the video via "Save link as..."  Cheers
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Politicians and judges don't take the shot they mandate on others. There it is. The tipping point.
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jdarb
Joined On 2/20/2008 10:31:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Politicians and judges don't take the shot they mandate on others. " Include the CEO of PQzer that says he very healthy and

does not need to be vaxxed. What does that tell us?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's just the tip of the iceberg, Hercster. The people that are the most vaccine hesitant are PHD's and Asians! How can that

be??? They represent most of the scientist on this planet. So the Asian PHD Scientist have an even lower vaccination rate than

African Americans. It's like 10% for the African Americans and 6% for the Asians. The Asians with PHD's is less than

1%.....FOLLOW THE SCIENCE! NOT!
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Bigdetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Problem is, such a high % of the population already have some concept of Armageddon, so such behaviours conQrm to an extent, that

they are already expecting some variation of "end of times" And in case you are in any doubt, what has been the fundemental cause

behind all mans inhumanity to man....the "R" word, and I bet a % even here will Qrst think of the word Republican lol...but will soon drop

it. Such is the nature of constant mental bombardment. How many here still have an active memory regarding a "Mars A Day Helps

You Work Rest And Play"...Talk about sugar coating the ugly truth....yes, and people swallowing it.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rothschild... Apparently, he doesn't want to share the Holy Land with the so-called 'choosen ones'... Well, the Middle East is

littered with so much depleted uranium, from wars he paid for, perhaps it's Qtting he lay in the bed he made...
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A quick note on Pearl Harbor and 9-11, the U.S. government lured the Japanese into attacking and they also ran the inside job known

as 9-11. That means just about any attack against Americans during our nations' history, outside of the War of 1812, was carried out

by our own government. Can we even call them our own?
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and6079
Joined On 2/16/2021 8:59:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With regards to 911, chemical analysis of dust collected from the 2001 towers collapses found nanothermite - bunker busting

technology that the USA did not announce until 2004 in the context of killing Bin Laden in the caves and underground bunkers.

 The chemical analysis is here: benthamopen.com/.../TOCPJ-2-7  .  And there was tons of other evidence.  If 911 was dealt with

we would not be where we are today. And for those not familiar with the War of 1812: "On August 24, 1814, as the War of 1812

raged on, invading British troops marched into Washington and set Qre to the U.S. Capitol, the President's Mansion, and other

local landmarks. The ensuing Qre reduced all but one of the capital city's major public buildings to smoking rubble, and only a

torrential rainstorm saved the Capitol from complete destruction."

www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/generic/August_Burning_Was..
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travelerrn
Joined On 7/6/2021 8:23:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WA state has now said they will pull licenses of any healthcare professional that give "false information" about Covid or the vaccines.

 Of course they decide what is false.  Being a very ultra liberal group, any doctor or nurse will be likely to lose their license and right to

work if they tell the truth.  Funny how a communist group can decide what is true and false even with evidence against their stance is

all over.  Sickening
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi!  I am currently reading the new court case Qled on August 5, 2021 in New York regarding the Commissioner's (Dr. Howard Zucker,

MD) mask mandates for the unvaccinated. It is called William Ouweleen vs Howard Zucker, Commissioner of the NY State Department

of Health. This case is so insightful. I got it on the Children's Health Defense website, and they support this case. I am on page 25 of

40 pages. Will Qnish it this evening. Whoever researched this case did a superb job of citing plenty of evidence showing the

Commissioner's  numerous violations of human rights. Great case!  I suggest you read it. This could be a "test" case for other states,

too. I enjoy reading court cases. Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician now retired)
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RE: GM mosquitos AND Covid-19. To creators/enablers of GMOs, Pestilence, vaccines meant to harm: First you force mandatory jabs

on us ― men, women, and children ― injecting mRNA and host of deadly toxins you wrongly & deceivingly call a 'vaccine' for an

artiQcially lab-fabricated virus designed to kill ― both that have maimed and killed countless and with unknown long-term

consequences on the rest, and now you want us to fear every mosquito that carries another or same lab-contrived virus and/or

whatever you did to it, to do whatever you designed it to do to us, to jab us and infect us anytime and anywhere. Both constitute

Bio-terrorism!

What is wrong with you people? What do you really want? – an Environmental Collapse, an economic collapse, a complete breakdown

of society and human civilization? Do you want to destroy all of Earth? If you really want to wipe us all out, why don't you just drop

Atomic bombs on us and get it over with? We condemn your jabs and all your GMOs, and your evil efforts into turning man and every

Wild creature under the Sun into a GMO! We condemn your mandate vaccinations and your cursed G5 towers that you force down our

throats without choice, without referendums! Who wants to live in such a twisted and screwed up ugly World? We didn't ask for these

damned creations of yours, nor did we ever allow them, nor did you ask for our vote on them.

We don't want to submit our opinions and petitions but our votes. We are not under your command you are under our service, so

represent us fairly, honestly, and justly. If you wish to dabble with God's Creation and experiment on all of humanity and on all Earth's

creatures and infect them with your frightful monstrous abominations, then do it to yourselves but leave the rest of us alone. At least

give the public the rightful referendums they deserve. You have deQled what is Sacred. Damn your mandatory jabs, your NAZI

experimentations, and forever damned your GMOs and all their creators and enablers
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RE: GM mosquitos & Covid 19. To geneticists, ‘doctors’, politicians, legislators, enforcers, enablers and all who create and enable

pestilence and push vaccine mandates and GMOs on both the Natural World and the human world: GM MOSQUITOS ― This is

Bio-terrorism! Nobody asked for GM mosquitos or GM anything -- so why franken-design them? No necessity requires it. No reason

explains it. So why Qx what ain't broken, unless there is some other devious deceiving destructive motive behind it? Who gives you the

right to decrease an insect's Natural population, let alone permanently alter its Nature- (God-) given genetic makeup, even if you Qnd

the animal bothersome?

If one complains about bountiful Rainfall it doesn’t mean the Rainfall should be permanently ‘altered’ or eradicated, does it? Or so it is

with annoying weeds, animals, or even bothersome people? Furthermore, what segment of the population actually asked you to go to

this length that crosses all kinds of red lines – moral, safety, Biological, Environmental, and where are the referendums on these

critical issues that threatens survival of Life on Earth? What's the real purpose, to infect more people and animals with more viruses?

Lab geneticists need a job? Corpses Inc need more proQt? Find another job like the rest of us! Find another way to make $$ but not at

our expenses and the expense of Earth.

Did global 'elites' set out to assault the hand that feeds them? You should be prosecuted and jailed for crimes against Nature and

against humanity! Where are the Politicians, Lawmakers, and Judges and the Justice System when you really need them? One assault

after another! When is enough enough! When does it end? Antichrist Redesigning Nature is a 'grave' WARNING to the World, who thinks

he's the Grand Goat Architect of THe Universe. Ouch! Look out! Greedy, insane, and evil Destroyers of Earth and man on the loose!
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Urge all to see this video and share as widely as possible:

awakecanada.org/the-complete-documentary-of-what-is-happening-in-this-..   It's long but very clear on how we got to where we are

today.
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What a powerful, moving speech! I read the text last night, and later I also listened to and watched the video.  What a gem, a hero, she

is!  I wish every American would listen to this speech with their full attention, and deeply ponder her message in their mind and heart.

 Thank you, Barbara Loe Fisher.
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THANK YOU Dr Mercola  for your unwavering  support for truth and justice and the Qght against tyranny! Sadly, I must report that my

poor brother, my best friend succumbed to death from this EVIL agenda. After 35 days in the hospital, after their [at out REFUSAL  to

follow the  FLCCC TREATMENT PROTOCOL  aka  the I MATH + PROTOCOL, He died  He was on a bipap machine the whole time. They

would not administer ivermectin, IV Vitamin C, they refused to administer nebulized hydrogen peroxide  or Budesonide.  My brother

was fearful of what treatment he was receiving, fearful of death at their hands, they brainwashed his adult children to accept and go

along with their agenda. Unfortunately before I could get to see him, his lung collapsed, his heart stopped as they were putting the

ventilator tube in. CPR resumed his heart, they reinstated his lung, got stabilized then his BP plummeted and he died. Thank you

FOUCHIE and cohorts, you have another victim to add to the roster!
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Excellent piece of writing as usual from Fisher.  For all those here who are saving pdfs of these articles before they are taken down,

you may not want to assume that this page will display and then save the references as usual.  For me, Sources and References

displays the hyperlinked “See all references” - and that link goes to a separate page listing Fisher’s references. It’s quite a good list and

you may wish to make a pdf of that page as well before the link to it is taken down. The url directly:

mercola.Qleburst.com/PDF/References/forced-vaccination-was-always-the..  Sending continued strength to all.
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This is a great list, but so far I cannot Qnd a reference to the Forced Vaccination. If I try to type out the URL you posted (it's

incomplete, so I did my best to Qnish it, coinciding with the name of the article), I get an Error 404 code. Were you able to see

the exact article we're referencing? Thanks in any case, artist.jill - all info is helpful and welcome.
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@nomogmo - thanks for your response.  Is this the article you're talking about from the references? 134 Fisher BL. The National

Electronic Vaccine Tracking Registry: History of Forced Vaccination: How The Plan To Force Vaccination Gave Birth To The

National ID, A Government Health Records Database, and the End of Medical Privacy. National Vaccine Information Center July

1999. It's here and it displays for me: www.nvic.org/vaccine-laws/tracking-system-and-privacy/the-national-ele..   Let me know

if you access it.

Or are you asking about accessing the references page?  I was able to access it.  I'm running MacOS Big Sur and Safari and for

me the url that I pasted above to the references displays partially within my comment but is hyperlinked and and contains the

full address.  I was able to follow the link successfully to the page.  For me this is how urls in the comments section here seem
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full address.  I was able to follow the link successfully to the page.  For me this is how urls in the comments section here seem

to display, just partially.  I had just copied it from the url bar and pasted it here, and the link works for me, but if I have pasted it

incompletely, the main thing is to get it from the references section at the bottom of this page. Let me know if I answered your

question and let me know what you end up Qnding!
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If the non-vaccine is so effective, and those who take feel so safe, shouldn't that be good enough for them?  if they are comfortable in

the idea that they are protected and safe, and that this shot is the saving grace miracle they think it is....then why would they care if I

have it?  just take your shot and move on...you are protected!   same thing goes for the masks.  if you think it protects you from getting

covid, then wear it!  enjoy breathing in your own stinky bad breath and germs!  go ahead and get zits and cavities and all the other little

nasties mask wearing provides.  If you think it's so effective at preventing you from getting ill on a plane,  then what do you care what

the person sitting next to you is doing?
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Most of the Biden Administration is in bed with Fauici, Gates, and Big Pharma. There will be HUGE rewards for everyone

involved that gets these jabs into people's arms. Biden thinks he is going to score a really big kickback in the way of MILLIONS

of dollars from PQzer and others. Fauci, Gates, and Biden are like used car salesmen working for commission. The vaccine

wasn't selling so Biden mandates them. That equals guaranteed commission! Just follow the money!

The governments with the highest vaccination rates are the most corrupt. They are expecting huge payouts from PQzer. Then

you have the masks. Again, who does the Biden family have the closest ties to? CHINA! It is well documented that China was

buying up all of the PPE from around the world, including the US's PPE, just prior to the WHO's announcement that there is a

pandemic. So now we have no PPE. So the FDA gives EUA for masks that may or may not have anything to offer for protection

and may even cause future illnesses like mesothelioma. None of these masks were tested. Where did all of these unapproved

masks come from? China! We still have these masks being imported. There's no telling what's in them that will cause health

problems down the road.
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100% correct also imo jam.
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Thank you NVIC!  After watching your video today, I decided that the $ I donated yesterday was not enough and today I’m sending

more.  We all need to support these brave folks who are being persecuted to bring us this information.  Everyone can send something.

 My husband lost his job in August because he refused to give in to his companies ridiculous forced vaccination mandate.  This cause

is near and dear to our hearts.  Thank you Dr. Mercola for matching our donations.  This allows people like me to feel like we are

making a difference.
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I am in the Northeast.  In addition to writing my legislators (which takes place on a regular basis), what else can I do?  I can't just sit

back and watch everything I love collapse at the hand of vulgarly wealthy evil.
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Writing elected legis people is useless, solely on your own. You must organize with others. The most powerful in[uence on the

Legis is to give them $$$$ for re-election providing the Legis person VOTES your cause; ...this is what the BigPh, defense

contractors, et al. lobbyists do...START by Qnding out who your congressman is accepting money from, its public knowledge.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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This is World War IV or V, maybe?  There was the 'global detente' which caused wars not meant to be won in Korea and Vietnam since

the elite powers behind the curtain are about money, power & control....NOT liberty; while communism was propped up, coddled &

experimented with behind the Iron & Bamboo Curtains by the corporatists & much money was made in the arms race (including the

biological & genetic, communication, propaganda, psych-sorcery: chemical & otherwise;  and nano technology advancing &

acquisitions).  Corporate, UN banking & communism teamed up to take the smaller & third world nations into bondage, while black ops

involving cocaine & opium made a few unprincipled people obscenely rich & pumped drugs ----legal & non----into the planned dumbing

down & demoralization of formerly free biblically in[uenced nations not entirely given back over to the humanist lust, Qlth & idolatries

from which they'd once been freed.

Then when the tipping point was reached, & folks were catching on, in the Qrst & third world alike....we had the Qnal gold disappearing

& new world order signaling reversal of the arrest of the Turks invasion of the West at Vienna 9/11/1683;  & the renewed fascist

Eastern -Western elite crafted unity of 9-11.....and a 'global war on terror' that mysteriously didn't target terrorists, but rather the

citizens of free democracies of any color of skin (Homeland Insecurity, & redeQned 'racism'), while destabilizing the Middle East &

destroying the ancient Jewish & Bible Christian enclaves yet remaining there.  World War IV.

And, here we are WW V.  Same planners.  Same targets.  All that changes is the sophistication of the attack, & how low in depravity

men are willing to sink without the Schoolmaster Law or even an honest acknowledgment of truth, natural law & history.   2 Peter 2-3.

The rest of John 3:  & this is the condemnation: that men loved darkness more than light, & would not come to that light because their

deeds & desires were evil
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JGB123
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Ok folks, we ALL know what the problems are.  I am begging, please can we start thinking on terms of solutions.  Turn your thought

process toward Qxing this gigantic problem.  I wouldn't know where to begin, but I do know we Must begin.  Any and all ideas welcome.

 I for one will never take this injection, so that is my starting point.  Almond posted a while ago about being self reliant and I am also

looking at that more seriously.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Only if these perps are held to account does any of this change. They have only become more emboldened because they have

seen no one is holding them accountable. Trump "could have" Qred Fauci on the spot back in March or April of 2020 and

re-placed with a non biased ethical person like Atlas, but he did not. Just imagine that one move alone where we would be at

this point in time. The # 1 issue we face is the lack of real accountability on any level of substance
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moony77
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I agree with you!  I’m PA and trying to Qgure out how to get involved in state and local governments. The NVIC is going to be my

starting point after I make a Qnancial contribution 

✌
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Have you befriended your local sheriff? is he a constitutional sheriff? where do u buy your food? Who's your banker? Get in with

a local credit union, NOT a big NYSE-traded bank...  GO to solari.com,  TODAY, and learn from C A Fitts, the founder, ex HUD

o_cial with the Bush Admin. She walking the talk. She moved back to Hickory Valley, TN to live a better life
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM
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JGB123, a point I have been pushing for months! It is no use asking the people who imposed this disaster on us i.e. politicians,

to Qx it. They created it! We have to organise, become self-su_cient, self-reliant, stock our larders and be there for one another.

Form support groups but in SECRET! Switch your mobile phone off and NEVER have it in the same room where you are talking

with someone, same for the computer. Find the shops that will serve you, check out how to get about without your car. How will

you communicate when they switch off the Internet, as they apparently did in Australia for three days? Start to formulate

survival strategies. NOW!
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Barth13
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One solution is to just sit back and wait until all the pro-vaxxers start dying form the shot. Then the companies will be running

around like crazy looking for people who can do any work. Similar to the COBOL programmers brought back out of retirement

for the Y2K problem.
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CMT367, thanks for some good practical solutions!  How do I Qnd out if my sheriff is constitutional?
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM
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Well this was pretty clear from the start. Yesterday my mom’s partner passed away they say from Covid. Don’t buy it for a second He

had a fall about 2 weeks ago and was home resting. A house doctor had stated his oxygen saturation was low they took him in where

he was put on oxygen and he apparently tested positive. He had 1 injection of AstraZeneca but I warned him about taking a second.

He had a bypass few years ago and was diabetic, but was managing it. A friend had wondered if they gave him a second dose in

hospital. I would not be surprised.

The level of evil in all of this is unprecedented. A professor out of the UK had said that the vaccinated should quarantine over the

winter months or risk serious illness. And the vaccinated are a danger to the unvaccinated. Clearly if this as they say is a pandemic of

the unvaccinated, but yet they won’t admit the jab is an epic failure. Doesn’t stop transmission, reduce hospitalization or death. I knew

in my gut the worst place for my mom’s partner to be was in hospital. She had the virus(not conQrmed) and I got NAC, Quercetin and

zinc and she bounced back. I would have treated him the same way. It just seems oddly suspicious that he goes in for pain

management and needs some oxygen and low and behold he passes away.

The vaccine considering he’s older and is metabolically unhealthy would be Catastrophic for him. We have been so conditioned to

believe health comes from an injection or a drug when that is the furthest thing from the truth. Nutrition, movement, sun, community

and gratitude gives us health. If it didn’t exist 100 years ago we don’t need or want it. Look at how many diseases plague us today and

it all boils down to money.  And another red [ag should be a company that isn’t liable for damages or death. Go back to the basics and

take control of your health.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Greek, sorry for your loss. If they are saying his death was caused by Covid-19 it means they most likely put him on a ventilator

and gave him Remdesivir. Remdesivir causes kidney/renal failure. You retain [uid. Then your blood pressure drops. That's when

you basically go into congestive heart failure and your lungs Qll with [uid and you drown to death. They put the "cause of death"

as Covid-19 induced pneumonia. No the cause of death was Remdesivir induced kidney failure which the induces congestive

heart failure. This would especially be the case for anyone who has already just had heart surgery. I would be looking for a

lawyer and sue for malpractice.
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM
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#VaccineHolocaust
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Gertrue
Joined On 3/15/2019 6:27:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I cannot read this article. Like Israel the USA is an invaded nation built on the genocide of indigenous peoples and on enslavement of

those, of white irish people and of black people from Afrika and elsewhere. It is also a nation that invaded many sovereign countries

and murdered millions. Never charged for warcrimes committed in Germany against concentrationcamps, ferries taking survivors to

Denmark or german civilians with their bombings of infrastructures and industries whilst their allies Qrebombed Dresden, 600 degrees

Celsius melting the foetuses inside pregnant women and their bolsjevik allies raped women, men and  children dead or alive

sometimes 100 times per woman. The seed of the evil that is unfolding or reaching completion now.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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In 1945, General Patton said, "We fought on the wrong side." A year later, he was dead. Just like MLK, "died" in a "hospital." The

main problem is that the taxpayer is still paying for intrusions out of which only the "elite" (aka. mass murders) proQt. Moreover,

the taxpayer is now Qnancing their own enslavement, murder by lethal injection, and mass surveillance.
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This was a hard read, harder that Dr. M's article, for me.  Because you're right.  But... aren't we making amends?  Isn't society

demanding it?  When you talk about war crimes in Germany in the camps, are you speaking of Germans?  Or Americans?  The

rest is horriQc.  I too am aware we go to countries, I keep wondering when people will ask what their personal response would

be if we were under attack the way we do it in other countries :( War is not pretty, it's the game played by 'upper management'

and I think it's a game played to keep people in check.  When things get too unruly, boom, war happens.  Or a great depression.

 Or.. a virus.
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Watching too much MSM?? So, what should the US's response had been? They attacked us Qrst. Remember "Pearl Harbor"?

Prior to being attacked in Pearl Harbor the US was not involved in WW2. We may have supplied some of our allies with needed

ammo, but we weren't actively engaged in a war. Pearl Harbor changed all of that. The Korean war was just a continuation of

WW2. Japan’s Imperial Army was occupying S. Korea at the time. They basically had control over S. Korea. It was Japan’s last

holdout. It is why Korean’s still hate the Japanese to this day. Back then, Japan was the equivalent of China today. So the same

country that attacked the US during WW2 was ruling over S. Korea.

We needed an alliance in Asia that is close to Japan so we could monitor Japan and the surrounding countries. We didn’t want

another Pearl Harbor. So having S. Korea was critical in “keeping the peace”. Now our last 5 presidents have done everything in

their power to undermine all of the hard work their predecessors have done to ensure our safety and security to include pissing

off Canada! We broke an agreement with Canada by shutting down the Keystone pipeline construction. Canada was supposed

to seek restitution. Each war after the Korean war was the result of NATO. If some communist dictator invades a NATO ally we

are obligated to respond. This was to keep communism (Soviet Union) from spreading.  We seem to have lost focus on all of

this.
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Gertrue, How interesting that those who pontiQcate and self-righteously point their Qngers and scream about the "genocide of
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Gertrue, How interesting that those who pontiQcate and self-righteously point their Qngers and scream about the "genocide of

innocent indigenous peoples" shove their heads up their arses and steadfastly refuse to acknowledge the fact that indigenous

people waged war against, murdered, and enslaved other indigenous people over many centuries before Caucasian people

encountered them.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gerture, How true - Britain's has a dark past too. Man's inhumanity to man, and its still going on.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is one heck of a Dart Game...and we are the Target and the Prize.  Do not become the Bullseye! Educate yourself to the prior

attempts to the seizing of Liberty as that which is taking place "Now". The inoculation's of children with adult "doses" is an unethical

AMA/FDA/CDC criminal act in itself. Why has this not been highly discussed and warnings broadcasted?  There is so much mounting

evidence that this has been a Blueprinted and well documented tax payer funded operation against the entire age range of American

citizens.  They have boasted the Tyrannical deployment. Commanded that it's "not about your freedoms"!!! Paid the cronies

unimaginable dollars to spew venomous non-sense 24/7/365 to discount truth. Done so much damage to un-unite the nation so that

an evil group can "Dip their beaks" at will!  Ok Toto....time to pull that curtain back wide open to reveal that "Wizard" once more. He's

back!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FULLY AGREE.  How can this be a one size Qts all shot?   Those vials are HUGE!  that is a LOT of [uid going into your body.  TWO

DOSES no less, PLUS "boosters".... And those needles.  I feel so bad for these kids.  12 year olds getting the same dose as a 325

lb. football player???   wow.   so when it all started it was "seniors" should get it.  then it was (something like) 30-50 age group

was Qne.  then it was PREGNANT WOMEN!!  had no problem simply DECLARING that was safe!  Really???  3 years ago pregnant

women were still being advised to not even take a dam aspirin! so can you say MAJOR red [ag (but i digress).  

Then it was 18 and over and now, within less than a YEAR, it's "oh yea, go ahead and jab your TWELVE YEAR OLD".   The pace at

which they are running this BS drug pushing campaign is almost unbelievable.   I bet by Jan. 2022 they will be giving this poison

to NEW BORNS.   RIPPED right from the womb and before they even hand that baby over to the mother - VACCINE VACCINE

VACCINE.   Oh and still at the same dosage as the 325 football player.   so yes, WWIII it is.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wallguy, I don't recall the exact span of the age groups, but they are doing age speciQc sized doses for the covid-19 vaccine. I

think those age 5 to 12 get 50% of the adult dose. Those 2 to 5 get 25%......something like that. I didn't put it in long term

memory.
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grilly111
Joined On 10/29/2020 10:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are The United Satans of America . . the Land of the Enslaved . . !
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They?  Probably 1/2 are Qghting like hell NOT to be the United States of Guinea Pigs.  We're no Israel, Australia or New

Zealand... or Italy, Germany (and their in[uence in the US with US workers and demanding they get vaccinated) ... I think the list

goes on and on as they are stamping the WHOLE WORLD with this vaccine. So my question is, "They?"  Where are you that

you're lucky enough to be escaping this sh*t show?
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PaulCardin
Joined On 2/14/2021 3:31:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please don't self-censor. Pearl Harbour is highly likely to be the only exception here. If we're going to be moral and reasonable, let's

face up to the increasing likelihood that no external agency was involved in 9/11. Or will it take another 20 years to quell the fear of

retribution and muster enough civilised, mature inquiry? 

🤔
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

9/11 was absolutely an inside job.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, PaulCardin, terrorism is always based on fear, misinformation and ultimately menticide. On September 11, 2001, an attempt

was made to terrorize the American people into passing the unconstitutional Patriot Act. This allowed the United States

government to spy on all Americans and violate constitutional privacy rights.

Now the same thing is happening, the menticide makes the zombies come like sheep to the enclosure where they will be

sacriQced. Yes, it is terrorism through biological weapons that are called vaccines. The American people face a new invasion of

freedom with passports of immunity, which are true passports of sickness and death. Everything has been planned since the

201st event and perfectly orchestrated at the Davos meetings, to slowly lead us all to medical terrorism, to sacriQce lives. It is a

genocide for the globalist elites to assume absolute power over the population
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

C me shine….aren’t all wars?
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PaulCardin, You said, "Please don't self-censor. Pearl Harbour is highly likely to be the only exception here." One cannot censor

oneself, for censorship is a governmental act.  Do you mean that holding one's tongue, and government censorship are rightly

called for in a "Pearl Harbour" situation ??
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pearl Harbor was forced on the Japanese, no choice due to blockades, The A bombs were just to show what psychos were

running the USG,  just as Germany didn't want WW1 or 11. They were impediments to the NWO Plan. As the nutcase Churchill

said, the purpose of WWII was to destroy the German and Japanese people.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One thing i will "never forget" is how tv/media showed pres Bush at almost the exact second when those planes hit NYC.   He

just "happened" to be hanging out in some kindergarden (or other grade school class, and i forget where, but i bet it wasn't

anywhere near NY or DC!)...anyway, he was reading a story book or some such thing.  Remember?  and someone came into the

room and whispered in his ear about what was going on.   Like wow...What better spot to plant the president in when something

like that was about to go down?  And able to get it on Qlm right then and there (being what he was doing in the classroom was

so NOBLE and all, naturally the cameras were there).  Please.  

Ever since i saw that clip i always had that question mark in the back of my mind (as I'm sure did others), but the more time that

goes by,  and the more I read after all this time, the less of a question mark it is.   And here we have a huge MONUMENT to it

too.  Actually monuments all over the country.  What we should have done was rebuild those two towers,  EXACTLY how they

were, and TURNED OUR BACKS on the terrorism instead of PLASTERING REMINDERS everywhere.   I'm sure there still could

have been plenty of ways to honor the VICTIMS, without acknowledging the terrorists - whoever they were.   IMO
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are also in a media war, where freedom of speech is being taken away from all of us including Dr. Mercola, there is so much

evidence that people are being injured and are dying from vaccines, it has been going on for a century. It is in peered reviewed papers

luck pub med, and VAERS . If we lose our freedom of speech then communism has spread in our countries. Just saw this today Globe

and mail. www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/09/29/youtube-ban-joseph-mercol..
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

m.youtube.com/watch  I Pet Goat 3
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Clh8735
Joined On 4/14/2017 9:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HEY!! Listen please to this awesome caring doc explain how to deter viral infections.. especially covid! Amazingly common sensed !

www.facebook.com/groups/309700403618466/permalink/563531711568666/
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen, call it what it is... The culmination of the tenets set out in "Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars" and weaponized 5G is instrumental in

this attack, its been used to cause illness in the [u vaxxed, The obese, and the vaccine injured, they've called it 'Covid', but it's a binary

weapons system, including the death shot vaccines.
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SheWasAsking4It
Joined On 9/29/2021 1:15:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

9/11was an obvious false [ag. The U.S. Gov't couldn't keep track of all their lies, tripping themselves up.

And the U.S. knew Pearl Harbor was going to happen and stood down to allow it.
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Clh8735
Joined On 4/14/2017 9:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please read…. And pass along! www.stopworldcontrol.com/downloads/en/vaccines/vaccine-death-report.pd..
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Mixedmedia_Queen
Joined On 7/12/2009 1:13:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Miss Barbara....you are a gift to the world! Thank you so much for all the work you've done for so many years despite how di_cult

at times that it may have been for you. You are a hero and have so moved me with such a powerful speech.  May God and His Holy

Mother protect you always.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another important read - share with everyone you can www.infowars.com/posts/damn-you-to-hell-you-will-not-destroy-america-r..
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JimHazz
Joined On 2/18/2009 9:18:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I loved this commentary.  For me, watching it is much more impactful than reading it.  Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for providing the video

version of it.  She is great!
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cne6141
Joined On 11/26/2018 10:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for all you do!  Have followed you for years since I went to your clinic, and how anyone can try to destroy a man

who has done nothing but try to make everyone as healthy as they can be is beyond my comprehension.  I have helped so many people

with your suggestions with so many things.  Please keep doing what you are doing, and followers please spread the words he speaks

to everyone you know.
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altierokgmail.com
Joined On 10/24/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RUSSIAN HACKER got into sputnick jab data base andthe jab does HAVE SENSORS. People's location and body activity is monitered

via 5G.  !! Dr Carrie Madej warned about this. There is graphene oxide in these jabs . Spartacus {scientists} wrote a document on covid

that covers everything. Its a "criminal conspiracy} where the people involved in making the jab are the same involved in majing the

bioweapon and suppressing treatments. This is in depth scientiQc info and proof with references. web site HAL TURNER RADIO SHOW
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ghfnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There seem to be some scientiQc mind’s commenting here, I would like to ask if anyone that is within the research community has

heard or read of any research involving the adverse effects of the vaccine involving obesity? I wondered what is it about obesity that

can cause death, outside of not being physically Qt. The one thing I know about fat is that toxin’s are stored there due to the body not

having the ability to eliminate them, so they are stored in with the fat. This is one of the reasons that a person should not do too rapid

a weight loss, as it releases these toxins into the blood stream and it can cause heart failure. Now if all of that is correct, can the

vaccine be causing the release of these toxin’s, hence the heart failure? Just thinking out loud.
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strohbeckgmail.com
Joined On 5/12/2020 1:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awesome
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The biggest issue here is ignorance. Any educated population would have scoffed at the tyrannical President Biden when he came out

with an "executive order" which supposedly ordered private businesses to ensure vaccination - or else. They would know that in a

republic it is the LEGISLATORS which pass the laws. The media - including Mercola.com - unthinkingly repeat - or at least don't correct

- the falsehood.
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Awol92
Joined On 9/16/2021 7:59:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stuff is depressing
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ted.rocks2
Joined On 4/16/2012 3:08:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow! Awesome! I got chills as Ms. Barbara gave her impassioned speech Thanks! I've written to my Senators to No Avail. They're

among the "Woke".
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Clh8735
Joined On 4/14/2017 9:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

devinenews.com/dr-richard-neel-encourages-forget-about-sleep-read-the-..
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.naturalnews.com/2021-09-28-new-york-initiates-medical-martial-law-..  This is an over-the-top report about New York from Mike

Adams.  I don't recommend that you read it because it's seriously [awed.  But I think it would be a good idea if he started getting some

cease and desist comments because he qualiQes as a total scare monger.  What he's doing is not constructive or productive, other

than to really upset people.  The most relevant question I see about Mike Adams is this:  IS HE CONTROLLED OPPOSITION?  He

certainly is starting to fall into that category according to his recent reports.
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't Qgure out how to reply to responses to my previous post, so heartfelt thanks to all... It gives me great hope!   Unfortunate to

think we need to have people start dropping dead from the jab, but would deQnitely provide the wake-up call needed.  Til then, we all

must stick together.
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Easy! You reply to yourself.
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Maritt! And thanks to all the brilliant minds with great suggestions.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

from  stopworldcontrol.com     read for your self ...    dated today  

 www.stopworldcontrol.com/downloads/en/vaccines/vaccine-death-report.pd..
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When will Fauci be indicted already? All I want to see are feet swingin' in the breeze...and they all deserve it.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RE: HIGH ALERT GM Mosquitos in your/our area & Covid-19. Dear neighbor: You have until Sep 30, 2021 to add your name to petition

at www.protectnaturenowcoalition.org/takeaction   Tel: 641-209-1765 Email: info@responsibletechnology.org Institute for

Responsible, Technology, P O Box 469 FairQeld, IA 52556. This impacts your family's, friends', and Nature's health directly, profoundly,

indeQnitely. And to: EPA - Robert McNally of pesticides-mosquitos 703.305.7090 mcnally.robert@epa.gov. EPA.gov regulations.gov

1-877-378-5457 (toll free) 703-454-9859. A Call to Action: Help Stop GE Mosquito Releases in Florida and California and USA.

September 24, 2021: Despite strong opposition, the EPA approved the release of genetically-engineered (GE) mosquitoes in the Florida

Keys, and now plans to approve a similar release in California. Oxitec, the company that’s doing this under the guise of helping human

health by reducing mosquito populations, has already released GE mosquitoes Aedes aegypti in Brazil, Cayman Islands, Panama and

Malaysia — alleged to reduce their population to lower incidence of diseases they can transmit (Dengue, Zika, and Chikungunya.) Not

only have previous trials failed to reduce disease rates, results proved that safety assurances by Oxitec and EPA were false.

On today’s 9-28-2021 radio show (one that took over Rush Limbaugh), Pres Biden was asked, when will this coronavirus ‘pandemic’ go

away? He replied, 'when 96 percent of the public is vaccinated.’ But now, Singapore, one of richest places on Earth, 100 percent

vaccinated public – the COVID-19 is going through the roof. Marin County, north of San Francisco, fully vaccinated county, COVID-19

infections are going through the roof with not enough beds in hospitals to meet the need. Singapore is just south of Malaysia where

GM mosquitos have already been released, as have several ‘unnamed’ counties in California -- e.g. Marin? A nurse called in: “this is not

about the pandemic but about control
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The woman who broke this story, drowned in a pool at a hotel. Another Clintonicide.
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csnnkalk
Joined On 10/7/2010 1:29:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look at the War of 1812.
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laz2663
Joined On 12/16/2015 1:29:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AWESOME PRESENTATION.... PLEASE....SEND THIS TO EVERYONE YOU KNOW!!!!!!! OUR FREEDOM DEPENDS ON IT.
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LenMac
Joined On 8/4/2021 4:08:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Joe Mercola, thank you for this article!!!!  Spread the word!!  Claim our rights and our freedom NOW!!
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wpmars
Joined On 9/7/2013 3:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IF THE GOVT poisons citizens , on purpose , it will not be the Qrst time. 10, 000 people died from drinking tainted alcohol during the

depression.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about killing off 150,000,000? It's hard to convince people on either side of politics that all the governments of the world

have decided to murder off most of their citizens and enslave/torture the remainder. Experimenting on them to turn them into

Human 2.0. It sounds crazy. A year ago I'd have laughed.
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Taking freedom for granted?  Try taking its illusion for granted.  With such noble lies as defending the free world, the U$ war machine

has been laying waste to lands and peoples non-stop, and calling it peace, democracy, rule of law, blah, blah, blah.  All for imperial

interests of ruing elites who exploit subject masses of human labor as cannon fodder with myths of patriotism and American

exceptionalism.  

The Third World War has been steadily waged since at least the end of WWII (which was won primarily by the USSR), when the US

corporate state picked up where the *** (supported by the former before, during, and after the war) left off, institutionalizing the MIC

and deep state to exercise superpower dominion over neocolonial Third World vassals of Pox Americana while its blowback

established the creeping fascism that has reached its logical extreme with the Homeland's 9/11 and covid coups.

It's class war with which we must reckon to Qght our real enemies, the same which betrayed the revolutionary spirit of '76 with the

constitutional coup "freedom-loving founders" conspired behind locked doors to engineer for genocidal continental expansion, slave

economy, centralized control over currency and commerce, and monopolization of military force.  It's as citizens of the world that we

the people must join the struggles of humankind to live free.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WWIII started in 1948. I found out that this is when it became a "crime" to advocate for overthrow of the national government.

The whole big concern about the Jan. 6 "insurrection" came from the "law" passed during that year. Any country which was

formed after a revolution should know that such a measure is unjust, by nature. A person can defend his person or property with

whatever means necessary. In the same way, a nation can "defend" itself against an immoral government - through just

revolution. The fact that it is possible for a person to lose his livelihood over refusing to submit under coercion from the federal

government to an injection of a toxic serum into his body certainly justiQes a revolution.
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drleonard
Joined On 8/3/2009 1:04:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, Barbara, I sincerely thank you both.  You are "servant heroes" in this world.  I pray that you will get and read the book,

Not-Two Is Peace.  This book provides the "answer" to how to bring real and lasting world peace.  It is radically different from anything

you've likely read before.  Contact me for a free copy at gm@grandmedicine.com.
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Godzil
Joined On 9/28/2021 4:02:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can I Qnd the Dr Fleming interview video anywhere?  

Thank you
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greenskycomcast.net
Joined On 11/25/2020 1:18:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have written to Sen. Warren saying that the American Nazi Party would welcome her as a member. Please let her know your thoughts.

  www.warren.senate.gov/.../shareyouropinion     Thanks all.
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Malasmom
Joined On 7/15/2016 6:57:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From a REligious perspective: "This body doesn't belong me to..I'm a tenant in it..  This body belongs to God, and I need to take car of it

the best way I see Qt..."  From speciQcally a Christian perspective, "THis body is God's temple of the Holy Spirit".. Great point that a

(regretfully) vaccinated man from my Church  pointed out...
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entan_ms
Joined On 6/17/2013 6:46:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As far as I can see nothing is stoping them. Thay continue thay march no mather what.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Pull apart from the mess. Not sure they will let us, but hiding in self sustaining colonies outside their cities is mentioned as a

possibility on the WEF. They will try to hunt us down no doubt. But that will take time. Eventually I pray this wickedness will

implode. Too many are okay with this nightmare. They will be happy as slaves and locked up in prison cities forever. Or until it

collapses so they die, since they'll be too dependent on their owners to care for basic needs. "Screw my freedom. Save me from

the scary Sni�es with only a 99.7% death rate! The deadliest plague ever known to humanity. Waaaaa! Save me Big Brother. I'm

a lazy, stupid coward who is insanely risk averse and want a Sugar Daddy Bureaucracy in charge of the life I reject responsibility

for." They made their bed. Let them die in it.
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tenajyebba
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If you have ever carefully looked at an 8 1/2 by 11 xerox of The Declaration of Independance then go Qnd an image and study it. It is

posted on a window I walk by all the time so I have now looked at it hundreds of times and FINALLY I GET IT! The script is elegant and

its language also elegant. But oh the names below. So few, so very few. A handful really who signed with their lives immediately at risk

thus making them PARRHESIASTES. Defying the King - the tyrant - a number of Davids throwing what looks like a mere stone at

Goliath the enormous British Empire. That's exactly what it looks like. The Metaphor Qts. How dare they?

How courageous they were these few, so very few. More like Henry the V's St Crispin's Day. Understand we are the last bastion in

Western Civilization to turn this around. Just us. That's all. That's it. We are the ONLY country in the world ever FOUNDED on freedom.

Others may have evolved into it, but we were FOUNDED on it. The only thing protecting us now from what has happened to the

onslaught on Europe is THE GOVERNORS OF OUR STATES who are in disagreement with COVID 19 Regulations AND ARE WILLING TO

STAND FIRM AGAINST THE "PRESIDENT PUPPET" IN THE WHITE HOUSE. That's all folks. Still just a few.

Perhaps the same number that signed the Declaration. Not so very many. They are our heroes, our Prince Valiants, our Nathan Hales,

our Thomas Paine's, our John Hancock's, et al.   et al. Not many at all. European states have only one head of state. This is why they

are impotent now. We are not. But just barely. Cuidado. Please just get this and understand your part in it and what you can do. I am

old, 87, a tiny woman and this is what I am doing right here, right now, banned from twitter who used to be able to swing great deeds

alas no more.
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This could certainly use some spelling editing. Sorry. Consider them typos please. I used to teach spelling long long ago.
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Could this be in the shots?: newsazi.com/look-at-this-tiny-winged-microchip-the-size-of-a-grain-of-..
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Justin Trudeau has this very same plan in mind for Canadians. Canadians are even more obedient than Americans but there is a hard

core resistance and we must push back before we get re-set permanently. Never give up!!
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Joined On 6/26/2020 9:45:54 AM
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GOOGLE: Senior US Army O_cer Calls Out the Lies, by Joss Wynne Evans, AFFIDAVIT OF LT Col. THERESA LONG M.D. IN SUPPORT OF

A MOTION FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER. This was published by Patrick Byrne of http://www.deepcapture.com  today ... I,

Lieutenant Colonel Theresa Long, MD, MPH, FS being duly sworn, depose and state as follows: 1. I make this a_davit, as a whistle

blower under the Military Whistleblower Protection Act, Title 10 U.S.C. § 1034, in support of the above referenced MOTION as expert

testimony in support thereof. THIS IS A POWERFUL DOCUMENT THAT EVERYONE SHOULD DOWN LOAD!
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You have outdone yourself on this piece. Thank you.
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Gerry Coogan, I found your post very interesting with one exception- WInston Churchill. I am 75 years old, I was born after WW11

ended but a lot of my family parents grandparents uncles who were in the wars etc thought him a war monger. People are allowed

differing opinions. As I wasn't born then I can't say either way and of course history always has heroes, depending which book you are

reading at the time. I respect your opinion also.
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The 'ONE SIZE FITS ALL' is preposterous! There is no such thing. I for one cannot breathe after one very common

spice...curcumin/cumin.
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This version of Spartacus Letter is easier to read than the link on centipedenation (no black background)

www.theautomaticearth.com/.../spartacus
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Joined On 2/25/2015 5:12:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recently read in the book Virus Mania, I believe, that the Spanish Flu of 1918 was not transmittable from person to person. This is

also discussed in Suzanne Humphrey's beautiful book, Dissolving Illusions. Yep, That people were given as many as 20 vax-seens

around that time in history, to prevent all kinds of diseases. This is never mentioned?! WHAT?!  US soldiers were literally pin cushions!

 The symptoms of the '[u' mimicked the scope of diseases they were injected with.  They were treated with aspirin in high doses

causing them to bleed out.  

Now what do we have?  Weakened immune systems from annual [u vax-seens, tDAP for adults pushed by OB-Gyns, stress, bad food,

sick kids and demented elders to care for.  STRESS.  I loved the title of this article, exactly what I have been thinking.  I feel like my

home is being attacked right now.  That any  time the CCP and all the 'enemies' coming thru our borders and my own Govt will be at my

door and our soldiers (being disarmed by the fake President), police told to stand down and our 2nd amendment being stripped so I

can't defend myself.  This is INSANE.  Why is it taking so long for people to wake up.  

Our country has been invaded and if we don't do something NOW we are toast. We have been mass infected with bio-weapons for

years now.  Plum Island spewed out Lyme, West Nile, Duck encephalitis.  Animals and birds distributed it all over the world insect

vectors gave it to everyone! Yes that's you.......Now they moved the Bio Weapon lab to Manhattan KS, the center of the US to spread

more faster.  Until and Unless we get our Free Speech and Media back FAST its all over. Thank you everyone here for posting your

comments. I so appreciate what I have learned from you.  Love and Light  GOD BLESS!!!
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Thank you Dr. Mercola. This is an incredible article . You've said it all. I pray that it's read by millions of people.  God bless  you.
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They left out the most important point for me and many others.  "Imagine if you believe the vaccinations are 'the mark of the beast'

and your soul will be sent to eternal damnation if you get one"?
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If we want change then we have to Qrst change the Qnancial challenge our current system has involved. Because the lawyers in this

Congress are infamous for taking care of themselves Qrst and the hell with everyone else. Witness: They are exempt from the jab . . .

These people have sold out! And that is very apparent to anyone educated in how things work in D.C. Will they sell Dr. Mercola out and

throw him under the bus? I think that is very likely to happen. The media is at this point owned by about 6% of the rich population of

this country. And the Congress allowed that to happen. Money talks. In this particular case the people shelling out that money expect

to get exactly what is happening.

The likely things that will make people immune to this lab piece of work will be banned. Only because the masters of this plan want it

so. I think the handwriting on the wall is very apparent to anyone of even average intelligence. If it were not so, then the criminals

responsible for sending fatally diseased people into nursing homes to infect everyone else would be in jail. Near as I can tell none of

these people are in jail for manslaughter. A jab worse than the disease? They are laughing at us all the way to the bank. The insult is

they control the situation. Only if and when they are in a position to also die will any of this change. And that is likely to happen soon.

IF a real cure was found tomorrow. Have no worries because it will be buried as soon as possible by the proQt making industry

responsible for the current problem. That also is likely as  several doctors using the right combinations of supplements have a track

record of cures. If they did the same thing in any hospital in the country they would be closed down and their license to practice

medicine taken away. That is the fact that no media wants to call attention to. Close down the corrupt FDA and start over. Cause the

one we have now is not working out so well.
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EXCLUDED FROM MANDATE—PQzer and Moderna employees
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, cause their drugs are massively contaminated!
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A little off topic, but really not.  Is there a place online for social gatherings geared towards unvaccinated people "in your area?"
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try Meetup.com. You can start a group there also, if Meetup allows it . They might not
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My state has rejected the Vaxx Pass. Not sure what stunts Dementia Joe will pull in the future though.
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I just received this terrifying message from the White House in response to a petition I sent regarding vaccine passports. I’m not sure

of the petition as there’s been so many that I’ve sent. They say they are deQnitely coming to our door to vaccinate us. I can’t seem to

paste it here. I’ll try another way.
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Dear (my name), Thank you for taking the time to write to me about the COVID-19 pandemic.   We are emerging from a year of

isolation, pain, fear, and loss into an era of joy and hope and closer to independence from this deadly virus.  Because of the

historic vaccine effort and heroic work of frontline and essential workers, more and more people are getting vaccinated and

America is coming back together.

We see it in the transition from silent to crowded streets; from empty arenas to fans back in their seats; and from families

pressing hands against the window to grandparents hugging grandchildren again.  We are traveling again and seeing one

another again.  Kids are going back to school and businesses are opening and reopening again. But the Qght against COVID-19

is not over as we see with the dangerous variants that have emerged.  At the same time, the science is clear:  the best defense

is to get vaccinated.  While the virus hasn’t been vanquished, it no longer controls our lives or paralyzes the Nation and it is

within our power to make sure it never does again.

That is why the next phase of our war-time effort against COVID-19 is to get unvaccinated Americans vaccinated.  We are going

neighborhood by neighborhood to help answer questions and administer shots where people are.  We are sending more vaccine

doses to family doctors and local pharmacies so people can get vaccinated by health care providers they know and trust.

 Businesses are offering vaccinations at work places and providing paid time off to make it more convenient.  We are also

deploying more mobile vaccination units at special events this summer, like festivals, concerts, and sporting events.
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Continued: In addition, we are stepping up our preparations to respond to the outbreaks we are seeing among the unvaccinated.

 We are mobilizing COVID-19 Surge Response teams comprised of experts from the Federal Emergency Management Agency,

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and elsewhere across our government.  They will help states prevent, detect,

and respond to the spread of the virus among unvaccinated people in communities with low vaccination rates. My

Administration is doing everything it can to lead a whole-of-government response at the Federal, State, and local levels to

defeat the pandemic.  But we need everyone to do their part to Qnish the job.  As we do, I think about all those we have lost to

this virus and the families they leave behind. We can’t get complacent now.  I will keep your letter in mind as we, as a Nation,

end this crisis and get back to our lives and loved ones.  Sincerely, It was signed Joseph Biden
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Tell them to come to my door. I have a SURPRISE!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmm. Dementia Joe has downsized HIS army of soldiers who refused the jab or seemed to loyal to the Constitution. He could

supplement them with foreigners but... New Hampshire and Texas are planning on seceding. I predict others will follow. 28

states have rejected his dictates. In addition to sending armed strike teams door to door to jab or directly murder innocent

citizens it looks like he may be sending them off to various states to Qght them breaking away. Spreading the forces of evil thin

as they get blown away in a painful, costly guerilla war. The senile demoniac talks a great game, but he'll have more on his plate

than needle raping everyone. He already failed to keep his promise of needling half of us before July 4th. My friends and I had a

huge celebration without DICKtator Joe's permission. Drop dead Joe Biden! Do America a favor. Fall down the stairs and break

your neck.
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quinine
Joined On 6/16/2010 8:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First sentence of this post is false.  During the War of 1812, the British Burned Washington D.C. and they burned the Capitol Building

and the White House.  That happened on August of 1814.  New York and Baltimore were also raided by the British during the War of

1812. American repulsed the attacks and the Northern  part of the war of 1812 ended in 1814. During the Southern part of the War of

1812 the Spanish occupied the city of Pensacola, Florida and  General Jackson laid siege to Pensacola causing the Spanish to

surrender after 2 days.  In 1815 the U.S. defeated a British invasion of New Orleans again by General Jackson.

Mexican forces invaded Brownsville Texas in April of 1846. Pancho Villa and his Villistas  invaded Columbus, New Mexico March 9,

1916. The Japanese occupied two Aleutian Islands in 1942.  Truly people should do some research before making a claim in the Qrst

sentence that is FALSE!  I didn't even have to do research to remember the War of 1812 or the Mexican American War. Maybe just

maybe more people should remember their History classes and their Government classes before they post.
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quinine
Joined On 6/16/2010 8:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

why would I need HCQ? I am a small sustainable farmer. I raise almost all of our own meat which includes chicken, duck, rabbit,

beef, goat and pork. Goat, chicken, duck, and beef grown on rotational grazing.  I raise all of our own eggs and I milk my own

goats every morning.  I have a big garden from which I can and preserve food for us to eat veggies throughout the year. I even

have a small greenhouse.  I stay home most of the time because I am busy with our farm.  I take a few supplements.  I doubt I

need to buy more crap like HCQ.

By the way asking if I have a store of HCQ on hand has nothing to do with the fact people can't even remember their History

classes or bother to do research to make sure they got their facts straight.   "In 1814 we took a little trip along with Colonel

Jackson down the mighty Missisip."" There was even a popular song about Jackson going to New Orleans to defeat the Brtitish.

 I guess we were pissed off because they burned the White House and the Capitol Building when they invaded Washington D. C.

LOL But you know no one has ever attacked the US on our on soil except for Pearl Harbor and 9/11.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget all the people that fought to keep their land before it was taken from them. Native Americans!!!
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ALB5426
Joined On 8/16/2020 11:15:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the MSM controls what the vast majority of Americans see as news, it's hard to Qght against that message. Most people do not

do as we do here on this site and look at the data ourselves, they believe the headlines hook, line and sinker. If Lester Holt says it's

true, then it must be true. Insanity. Sadly for me, most people near me, including family and friends, trust Fauci and Lester. Hard to

Qght the battle by yourself, online cohorts can't really help in that way.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So True. That's exactly what I told everyone leading up to the Nov 2020 election. I said Trump would lose! The only reason he

would lose is FAKE NEWS! Even most of Fox News was against Trump. Hannity and Judge Jenean were the only two people on

that network who would admit to being a Trumpster on LIVE TV prior to the election! All the rest of them were too chicken$h!t to

admit it even if they did agree with him. Then you had their superstar, Megan Kelly. She was more outspoken against Trump

than most of the other network's news anchors. I was like "WTF?..........when are they going to Qre this b!tch?" So Trump never

had a chance. They are using the same tactics to promote these vaccines they used to prevent Trump from getting

reelected......more FAKE NEWS. Fox is doing the same thing to promote the vaccines that they did to prevent Trump from getting

elected. They are enabling the other networks to promote more Fake News by not calling out these vaccines.
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vikkkk
Joined On 2/6/2010 9:10:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tasa.americanstatenationals.org  State citizens outrank, federal citizens who volunteer to be U.S. Citizens. U.S. Citizens have no

access to the constitution. U.S. Citizen is a creation of congress.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to clarify your argument. What is the membership of  tasa.americanstatenationals.org ?
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Shell_
Joined On 9/11/2021 3:40:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You say… “ During the civil rights movement of the 1950s and ‘60s, the most profound statements were made by those who sat down

in the front of the bus, or in a chair at a segregated restaurant or other public place, and simply refused to move.141”… Unfortunately, I

am not sure if you have seen what is happening in Melbourne, Australia, but the violence I am seeing by police is unprecedented. To

stamp their authority,  they are arresting anyone who Qlms what they see on the street, protestors who peacefully sit down are simply

picked up and arrested.

Because of the laws just created giving police massive powers, protests of any magnitude are discovered and shut down before they

even begin. I could go on and on but I think we will have to become even more creative at protesting. I saw a photo of a truck with

electronic signs on it that had messages of no vaccine passports etc. People are really trying over here but as with everywhere, we are

in a minority… hopefully they can’t arrest everyone!
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Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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...and lemme guess, the US Military won't do Sh!t to help the citizens of that country.   A very developed, wealthy country with

Western customs, language and values!   Now being suffocated literally!!   It's unbelievable that could even be happening there.

 Of course yet another thing you don't hear or see on the brainwasher idiot box. In fact, now that the US Military is practically

under siege themselves with this administration, it is bad news for the rest of the world, when we used to step in, try to get

things turned around, etc. etc.   INSTEAD what are we seeing now?  

LEAVING "secured" Afganistan that was making PROGRESS, albeit slowly but surely.  In SHAME and WITHOUT REASON OR

DIGNITY NO LESS.  Now?  It's a disaster which is an understatement.  Also,  MANDATED VACCINES for all military - ZERO

choice.  And so no country left now willing  to "police" the world-like we have traditionally done.  Very sad. And now in our own

times of trouble, being "mandated" literally to death by our own government,  who's left to step in and help US now?  What

countries willing to intervene on behalf of OUR citizens???    (insert sound of chirping crickets here)
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Lee1959
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thx Gerry.Coogan.  Excellent history lesson.  You are right about Winston Churchill.  I read about his life in an old encyclopedia.  Truly

a great and super energetic man.  If anyone wants to be inspired, read one of his books.  I like to memorize quotes from some of our

great American presidents.  This one from Lincoln, “America will never be destroyed from the outside. If we falter and lose our

freedoms, it will be because we destroyed ourselves.”
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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Lee1959, You and everyoone else would beneQt from reading Thomas DiLorenzo's two books about Saint Abraham Lincoln.

With their plenitude of fully documented facts, they will disabuse you of the propaganda you were spoon-fed in grade school,

high school, and in college US history courses, about the alleged "Great Emancipator"--who wasn't.
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After starting this article, I recalled reading that 4000 doctors had Qled a lawsuit standing up to this (BS) sorry. I could not extract

where I had read it; but these are 2 others: globalpossibilities.org/10000-doctors-1000-lawyers-Qle-suit-against-c..  ~

www.paulcraigroberts.org/2021/07/20/americas-frontline-doctors-Qle-fe..  If the vaccination of ALL is so damned important, why is

the upper crust of government exempt?

I grew up in a life of hearing things and living things that stuck and in[uence the way I think today, we all do. I was kept home during

kindergarten 1 day because they were vaccinating all the children against polio, thanks mom. Other things I will not highlight because

they are mine and not open for argument, discussion yes; but there is always 1 in a group that must argue. We are going to gather on

what's left of our farm to till, plant and survive. Many have educated from books throughout history without the need to do 2 hour bus

rides every day to learn.

I read today that brain dead students at FSU in Gainesville signed a petition to abolish the Constitution of the United States. I wish this

type were escorted to the door to Qnd their place elsewhere in the world. This is the United States of America and that is our blanket,

so go freeze elsewhere. We are now entering a time that our fore fathers had the insight to fore see, #2A. Yes the old timers may not

have the youthful energy that the youth have; but we have something far greater, spirit. We also have lived long enough to not fear

dying. Something stressed previously in these discussions, fear. Fear defeats you before you even get a chance to defend. I pray that

all treasonous elite politicians and branches are held accountable … and then executed. Send them to the gates for judgement.
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Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM
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I've seen some slides on bitchute that show stainless steel in the vaccines.   That can't happen by accident.  Same with the graphene

oxide.
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM
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I Love the way Barbara speaks
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM
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We, the citizens control this more than we know and the Govt knows it so they hide behind a Covid for an excuse.  This controlling all

of us by the Govt will never happen because its so easy to go around, sidestep, whatever they require we must do or be punished.  Any

doctor or grocery store that will require you obey or not come in will just simply hear an"OK, see you" and have all their customers go

elsewhere, usually to a smaller neighbor store or doctor that thinks like you do. Same with the Govt threatening to do harm to you, one

thing to threaten but who will carry it out against their neighbor, church members or kin folks?

Require Gov contractors to meet these stupid requirements? never happen because for you to be working on a project means it needs

to be done and the money to do it is already sitting there to pay you for it. What will they do since you are under contract that binds you

both, if you simply disagree and stop work and leave the project partially done. If that money is not used before the time period it goes

back to the Govt and that project dies which means all those getting paid by the Govt stop getting paid!  Remember we the citizens

have a lot of strength if we will just have the nerve to say NO and Qght back. Those that want to force uss have a lot more to worry

about and overcome than we do.  Put a tree in our path and we will simply walk around it.  USMC strategy "Observe, Adjust, and

Overcome". It works!!!
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Sophie26
Joined On 3/3/2021 9:26:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think this speech is right up there with MLK's "I had a dream."   What a powerful speech that has left me with tears in my eyes. If this

doesn't wake the sleeping sheep up nothing will. I hope this  is watched by thousands of Americans. Barbara Loe Fisher is a hero!!!
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is just wringing his hands with glee on how his plan is going. He is a major shareholder in all drug companies, funding the

Wuhan Lab and now the "vaccines," owns more land in this country than anyone (and possibly the world with a goal he has openly said

to "control the food supply"), Fauci is his employee (on Gates Foundation board of directors), is a eugenicist and has openly said 3/4 of

the population needs to be eliminated and vaccines are the fastest way to population control, is a good pal of George Soros who

comes to his compound frequently (to plot how to destroy us and control who is left). I haven't decided who the Antichrist is - either

one of them but Soros comes from Europe. And read the Rockefeller Lockstep Report from 2010 - they all tie together. This is deeper

than anyone can comprehend and has been planned for decades. David Rockefeller said some decades ago something like "we have

everything in place and there's nothing you can do about it." I just don't know if we can win.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Federal Govt. owns more land than anyone in the USA. Walk the Appalachian trail to really see what I mean. 2 inch by 6 inch

white stripe marks the way.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We CAN and WILL win. Don't give up. ORGANIZE and ACT. The TWO go together. There's a formula to be followed.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was planning to move to a different place UNTIL the new place wanted me vaccinated (PQzer? 2 shots?). My present place has not

mandated anything. The vaccine police are getting stronger so remain aware.
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LynnLandes
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:52:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There should be a massive effort to address our diets and wild medicinal plants, particularly the Plantain/Plantago. It improves just

about every illness or condition. Also, avoid foods that increase mucus production, while eating foods that boost immunity as well as

detox. We have to be aggressive in protecting our health because we're all being affected by the bio-weapon called COVID-19 and the

bio-weapons call COVID vaccines, as those who got vaccinated are shedding it to the rest of us who didn't.  Health Alert Philly dot org
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vancewilliams
Joined On 8/21/2021 1:36:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

where are the references?
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2 heartening pieces from the U.K. twitter.com/.../1441090554654126091
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DanielBW
Joined On 2/16/2021 9:31:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow!  Thank you Dr. Mercola!  You ARE a modern day Hero!
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mohair3
Joined On 8/31/2021 8:50:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always wondered about all the advertisements for drugs on tv...now the drug advertisements are even on the internet and even on

Food Network!!!  It's medicine for heaven's sake, why are they advertising medicine, when only a doctor can authorize the medicine.  I

just feel that is odd, and I don't know what beneQt the drug companies get from advertising to people who can't just go buy that drug in

the store.  Is it to brainwash us to accept the new medicines?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think those ads should be removed just like the ones for cigarettes were removed years ago. They just want to push drugs on

us so we will ask our drs for them. Pharma wants to rule the world
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mohair, Ever how many medicines being advertised I notice number of whiskey ads match it. Wonder if there is any collation!

LOL
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It all began in the 1980's. The Regan Administration deregulated everything healthcare related and the FDA started allowing Big

Pharma to advertise on TV. This was a clear violation of ethics and con[icts of interest laws. Now, no one on the news can give

a bad report on anything concerning Big Pharma. If they do, they will be Qred. No one complained and did anything about it

because proQt margins went through the roof! This was the beginning of the end for the healthcare system, MSM, and the FDA.

No one respects or trusts them now.

Today, everyone knows of someone who has been injured or killed by a pharmaceutical product or an incompetent

doctor/surgeon. I avoid all meds made after 1980. That includes vaccines. It got so bad in the late 1980’s that Francis Boyle

wrote the “U.S. Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989”. What he witnessed under Regan was so alarming that he wrote

this in a last-ditch effort to prevent what we are witnessing today. Bush signed it into law. Boyle pretty much predicted all of

this. The GOF research that Anthony Fauci and the NIH funded breaks our on Bioweapons act that was signed into law in 1989.

Technically, this mRNA vaccine would be classiQed as a BIOWEAPON under the Bioweapons Act of 1989.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An old short timely billy goat video from 2020 www.bichute.com/.../eFLQu0bcuCwY
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ZERO ACCOUNTABILITY
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always felt that WWIII would not be bombs, that it would be bioweaponry.   Just made sense.   They want to murder most of us,

especially those that do not comply, those that read history and know what this country is made of.  Those that respect others'

God-given rights and our Constitution.  Easy to bring in a bunch of illegals who believe everything is for "free".  Little do they know they

are just guinea pigs, part of the plan and that they too will Qnd all about fear and succumbing.  I personally want to thank everyone on

this site who submits such great opinions and links.  God Bless you all!
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fra,  Same to you!  Never forget most countries are made up citizens of the same blood. We differ here in America, we are Curs

and nothing will bite you and Qght back like a Cur dog or person that so many others have found out to their peril.
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MauricioJr
Joined On 9/25/2017 6:15:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An excellent article for Americans to think about, Brazilians should also wake up to these issues and that is why I will bring this

information to my nation.
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jdarb
Joined On 2/20/2008 10:31:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The following video from Awake Canada is probably the one video we all must watch and distribute as much as we possibly can

awakecanada.org/the-complete-documentary-of-what-is-happening-in-this-..  Some sheep will still be in denial of it's content.

Hopefully most will wake up to defend our rightful freedoms. PLEASE WATCH and let it reach as many people as we can!
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rehearsals are happening for the "Cold Winter" all over the place. In England, they withheld gasoline and diesel, creating an artiQcial

shortage. Predictive programming about "solar [ares" is happening. In Hungary, there was no electricity for a day, and solar activity is

the one to blame! (2 on a scale of 5) Coming to your neighborhood soon!
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astonished, You're right, same happening in Scotland. I am so grateful for Dr. Mercola's articles, sanity and truth, A very rare

quality in the UK. I wish we had more like him and Barbara Lee Fisher and all the other experts he interviews,  we could do with

more in our UK.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The jab is just the beginning. Your status and your freedom will in time depend upon showing proof of anti-racist training, being an ally

of the sodomites and transvestites and participating  in regime loyalty rituals. The purpose of the "vaccines" is to create an Other,

which is essential for totalitarian rule, against whom the people can be directed as with the Jews under Hitler, the kulaks under Stalin

and the followers of Emmanuel Goldstein under Big Brother.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone noticed that the "injected" have become a pastiche (imitation) of a human being? Sometimes I think I am watching "The

Invasion of the Body Snatchers". The "injected" seem to have lost their connection to their spiritual soul being. In 1917 Rudolf Steiner

Foresaw a Vaccine that Would ‘Drive All Inclination Toward Spirituality Out of People’s Souls

www.renegadetribune.com/in-1917-rudolf-steiner-foresaw-a-vaccine-that-..  ~

www.academia.edu/45155676/Rudolf_Steiners_Prophecies_for_the_21st_Cent..
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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Yes I have noticed. It’s as if they are turning into soulless zombies.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You think you've touched on something here... something very important.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The jab isn't good for people. But I observed this insanity long before. Early last spring, months before the jab came out, I saw a

woman curse two frightened children for being unmasked. Flew into a scary rage, wished them in Hell and almost had to be

physically restrained. Not JUST the vaxx causing this.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM
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gameoncanada.org/your-rights
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM
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🛡

 Loi Kouchner (March 4, 2002): Article 111-4: ′′ Every person shall make decisions concerning his health with the healthcare

professional and taking into account the information he provides him / her. The doctor must respect the will of the person after

informing them of the consequences of their choices. If the person’s willingness to refuse or discontinue treatment puts his or her life

at risk, the doctor must do everything to convince him or her to accept the much needed care. No medical or treatment can be

practiced without the free and informed consent of the person and this consent can be withdrawn at any time. ”

🛡

 Salvetti stop (2002): No medical treatment is mandatory in the European Union: ′′ As a non-voluntary medical treatment, mandatory

vaccination is an interference with the right to privacy, guaranteed by Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights and

Fundamental Freedoms ′′ (Salvetti v Italy-ECHR decision of 9 July 2002; No. 42197/98) 

🛡

 French Civil Code: Article 16-1: ′′ Everyone

has the right to respect their own bodies. The body is inviolable ′′

🛡

 Council of Europe resolution 2361 (28 January 2021): advisory opinion: the Assembly urges member states and the European

Union: Article 731: ′′ To ensure that citizens are informed that vaccination is not mandatory and that no one is under political, social or

other pressure to get vaccinated, if he or she does not wish to do so personally ′′ Article 732: ′′ To ensure that no one is discriminated

against for not being vaccinated, because of potential health risk or for not wanting to get vaccinated ”
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is how they invaded our state. Be warned..... This is happening everywhere. How a Tiny Communist Party Took Over the Politics

of a Whole American State www.theepochtimes.com/how-a-tiny-communist-party-took-over-the-politic..  The dots and their

relationships are all connected. Chris Murphy, Lamont, Blumenthal, Jim Himes, Jahana Hayes,CT Alliance for Retired Persons of CT (a

Communist Party front), Rosa DeLauro (supporter of Joel Fishman, Reverend Scott Marks, Blair Buttichini (sp)), people on the armed

services committee all tied to the CT Communist Party. The dots are now connected.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Civilisation is founded upon the rule of law. here in the UK I profoundly believe in the full independence of our police and courts . . .

that, eventually; the rule of law will prevail to set us all free from these crimes against humanity.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here, in America, we are blessed by local sheriffs, who are elected. They usually refuse to enforce unconstitutional edicts.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chris, where are the voices of these constitutional, civil rights and civil liberties lawyers heard? The basement of their clubs?

The rule of law was wiped away by the acts of the British Prime Minister and his cabinet. (What, I wonder, have they been

promised?) And the independence of the police? Which country are you referring to? Not the UK. Margaret Thatcher ended that

lovely idea and each year the police are being given more and more power to oppress perfectly law abiding citizens. And what of

that odious little man in charge of electronic hate speech i.e. anything said against the o_cial pack of lies is against the law.

The British Government, the BBC and several others have committed treason, plain and simple but do you really believe any of

them will ever see the inside of a courtroom? Let reality bite!
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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Chris Coles Let's hope that prevails. I'm focusing on that too.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watsonandco Everyone You need to bone up on these web pages:   www.[emingmethod.com/for-humanity  ~

www.[emingmethod.com/international-criminal-court  ~

21a86421-c3e0-461b-83c2-cfe4628dfadc.Qlesusr.com/ugd/659775_f7cc9a4b3..  It is too easy to believe that no one cares;

when in fact, there is much going on in the background. For every corrupt individual, there will always be thousands of honest

people doing their best to put the record straight. You need to start to believe that the truth is coming out and it has become

impossible to hide it any more.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no real law. Just tyroanarchy. None of the "mandates" issued on whim help people. But they allow shop lifting and

violent assaults in streets. Wonder if we would beneQt from tiny "shadow governments" on a local level. Even real ones if the

elections were secure. Look to local authorities we can trust for leadership and pull away from the crazed tyrants. In practice if

not theory.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bing.com/videos/search?q=coronavirus+vaccines+could+become+mandato..  You will be granted your God-given rights only

once you are vaxed.  Even then, your freedom will be an illusion.  it will be temporary in an attempt to coerce people into getting vaxed.

 This alone tells you how desperate authorities are for you to participate in The ReSet.

The Biden administration keeps moving the goalpost.  Recently he stated that the new target is 98%.  How many people who will suffer

serious adverse effects and death will be forced to be vaxed--and murdered to achieve this number?  A sign of a Godless state is no

moral standards.  They change the laws and regulations on the basis of expediency.  You can never trust a liar.

The long arm of govt will reach out to in[uence business owners to enforce their own mandates and limit access to the unvaxed.

 Without proof of vaxination, you will not be able to enter a grocery store, receive medical care, attend a funeral of a loved one or travel

far from home.  In China, some dissidents are restricted to about a 5 kilometer radius.  I am not sure what the distance is in Australia,

but it is essentially a lockdown situation.  It will be even worse if the only currency is digital and you are only allowed to buy or sell

based on vaccination status.  You will not even be able to order online.  This is the plan the global tyrants have for free people.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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In learning the mandates of the WHO (and of course Bill is telling them vax is the only way - here's your $$ if you tell the world

this) ... we are bound, as members of the WHO, to do what they say.   Do you think that's the case?  They're running the show

over Biden's head?
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loves... I do not consider myself a subject of the WHO...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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The really bad part is that none of the deaths in the USA are being attributed to the vaccines. Some people die within hours of

getting the shot. Several die within 3 days. A few die after 2 weeks. All causes of death, according to the experts, is Covid-19. If

that is true then we have ADE (antibody dependent enhancement). If it isn't true then why did they test positive for covid-19?

That should be investigated! Who is looking into this anomaly? NO ONE!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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We will see where the political and medical tyranny of Biden and Fauci ends. New York will declare a state of emergency in

response to the government-induced healthcare worker shortage. So many medical employees across the Empire State have

resigned or been Qred for refusing the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) “vaccines” that there are no longer enough doctors and

nurses available to care for patients. New York Governor Kathy Hochul, a Democrat who took o_ce after Andrew Cuomo's

resignation:

“I am monitoring the sta_ng situation closely, and we have a plan to increase our health care workforce and help alleviate the

burdens on our hospitals and other health care facilities,” Hochul said. Declaring a state of emergency would allow the state to

bring in health care workers from other states or countries, as well as those who’ve either recently graduated or previously

worked in the industry, according to Hochul. The state is also planning to train national guard personnel in order to deal with the

expected sta_ng shortages. nationalQle.com/new-york-to-declare-state-of-emergency-due-to-nurses-..  (27 September 2021)
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Revelation 13:17 New Living Translation And no one could buy or sell anything without that mark, which was either the name of

the beast or the number representing his name. These are biblical times, indeed!  The prophecy of the apostle John is coming

true right before our eyes

🙏
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Guillermo and all... Yes, the state of NY has a plan--just like they plan to send in substitute teachers to support their already

failing school system. Can you imagine the chaos if many classes were taught by substitute teachers--no continuity in

education?! It is no secret that students try  to take advantage of substitutes. Likewise, do you really believe outside health care

workers can immediately step into hospital health care positions? Firing experienced employees and then calling for

out-of-state workers and national guard to take over is an admission of failure.  

I am only recently becoming aware of the extreme duress parents who refuse to vaccinate their children on schedule. So many

recommended vaccines only recommended, not req. Many families no longer have pediatricians or family doctors. None are

available where they live who will even seen a child who is not completely vaccinated even in an emergency situation. Patients

are being refused to being seen for not getting recommended vaccines that are not even legally required!  Being older, I have

lost touch. I have not yet been confronted with this. I am in a better position  than most to have a heart-to-heart discussion with

my doctor if he intends to pull this nonsense with me at my annual educational visit. (There are doctors I mentored when they

were young.) I can still get lab work done anonymously for cash at point-of-service, which pretty much meets my needs.  

My strategy has been to acquire letters of medical exemption in case I need to go to court, even if doctors are unwilling to sign

the state exemption form. I am trying to protect myself for mandates that may occur. The bottom line is that all systems are

collapsing. Need to be self-reliant. Keep UTD on dental and visual care and have extra eyeglasses on hand. There are some very

nice and durable safety glasses that are reasonably-priced.  Nice enough to be considered fashionable. Ask if free scratch

coating within (2 year?) warranty.
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Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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GUI - in other words, AVOID NY HOSPITALS LIKE THE PLAGUE!!   I'm surprised her plan didn't include to bus in some of the

Mexican immigrants from under the bridge to provide their "healthcare"!   Wow.  NY sure knows how to get people to LEAVE!

LOL!  No wonder there was a fb post where they declared Cuomo as FLORIDA'S REALTOR OF THE YEAR!  lol!!
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GUI and all-- Where would out-of-state health care workers come from?  Do they want to live in NYC with the high cost of living?

 Do they want to pay NY taxes?  Travel?  Be away from home for an extended period of time?  Many of the previous health care

workers who went to NY got screwed.  Once burned, twice shy. Or will they send in national guard, many of whom are young and

inexperienced.  It is likely that there will be a greater shortage of specialized/experienced employees, not the kinds of positions

easily Qlled by warm bodies.  

Maybe they will hire immigrants who do not even speak English.  Not just border-crossers.  Possibly also workers from former

iron curtain countries, who may do the absolute minimum and lack compassion. Have you heard the expression, "You make

your bed and you must lie in it"?  Result of bad governance.  NY has done just about everything they can to make the state

unlivable.  Yet, I am afraid, many places like it will get much worse.  People do not dream of dependency. Ask them what they

want.  It is liberty and opportunity. P.S.  My husband said he just heard on the news that NY intends to bring health care workers

in from the Philippines and Ireland.  So, it looks like my assumption was right.  Prob the other countries, too.  The goal of

democrat governors to contribute to the increase of non-American born voters?
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Many Helathcare workers took the exorbitant money offered to travel across the country to care for the sick. The taxpayer

stimulus given to hospitals paid for their transportation and living expenses!!! Many are heart broken, burned out and sick,

seeing the already broken healthcare system collapse before their eyes.  There’s only so much , before the inevitable is on our

doorstep.  This medical industrial complex has been exploited to its last drop of life.  

It’s long overdue and happening around the country that ppl have turned to direct pay physicians outside of the MIC.

Naturopaths, Homeopaths and Holistic medicine are here to serve us and have always been part of the American landscape,

where it’s roots still live!  This is an opportunity to call out the much needed destruction of corruption and build the world we

need.

Also, Catherine Austin Fitts of the Solari Report would be a great person to audit the taxpayer stimulus packages going to

industries, hospitals, schools, big tech, Pharma, etc, that are responsible for enforcing tyranny. The federal government is using

big business to do their dirty work and take away our rights. We  have every opportunity to stop it! Every bit of tyranny at the

hands of big bro has been unconstitutional.  Spend whatever dollars you have wisely!
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Never believe a liar. Don't depend on anyone or anything you know to not be dependable. Working is often easier than avoiding

work.
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LovestoSing6 I refuse to follow the WHO. Not my government! Less so than Dementia Joe. As a Christian, I reject globalism.

WHO needs to go the way of the Tower of Babel.
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Dr. M, this is by far, your best work.  I humbly say "thank you".  The human suffering that is happening to so many people who are

losing their employment and for what?  This article should be printed in every newspaper op ed in the nation right now.  (I know, not

happening)  WE MUST KEEP OUR SANITY FOR THE SAKE OF OUR LOVED ONES.  Most people have been walking around hypnotized

for years even before this abomination came to this world.  There's still time and I will continue to spread the Good News.
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Once voter fraud is released hopefully a few Americans might begin to understand that the government is illegitimate and are

criminals of the worst kind, perhaps they will understand they no longer need to listen to the criminals iron rule.
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After the two generals gave clear knowledge of the  'hammer and scorecard' routine in the fraud, I tried having that conversation

with people, but they didn't care about fraud.  They didn't understand why we were pulled from the UN and WHO - they just saw

chaos and wanted their 'safe' feelings back... they wanted it back and didn't care how it was done. Still, though, in their minds

they think Biden won fair and square - but if it was fraud, meh, that's okay too. And if we end up behind the iron curtain (which

we are as of now with our rights being trampled on).. they'll say, "it's for the greater good..." just like they think with these

vaccines; they're safe and effective, but only when everyone has had the shots ... and boosters .. and [u shots ... and keep those

masks on and social distancing and kids and babies need them too.... oh jeeze, anyone see a problem with this?
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awt1907
Joined On 8/3/2011 10:47:58 AM
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God gave us brains-to use them. The people selling that a boy can be a girl and vice versa, are the same. People who are demanding

we take this vaccine. I don’t think I’ll be listening to ANYONE who thinks giving sex changes to children is normal. Who’s with me?

 Thank you and major kudos to Dr Mercola for still getting this information out. You are a Qghter, and I order all my vitamins and

anything else I can through your website, to show support.
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The elite believe in a mixing of the sexes while God's Word is exactly the opposite.
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I was thinking about moving UNTIL I found out the new place wants a vaccine - 2 shots PQzer??? Now I will not go.
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Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM
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awt,  Good question and comment. It reminds me of Senator John Kennedy asking "How many sexes are there" and the

stumbling around trying to get around answering him.
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Awt1907, I can't get my head around that either. Suffer the little children  - its a sad world.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My son had a friend who told his mother 'God made a mistake, I am a girl not a boy.'  He refused since pre school to play with

boy toys or listen to boy stories.  When he came to my house at age six, all he wanted to do was look at my clothes, and feel

fabric, being so intrigued with velvet.  It was obvious that this child felt and acted as a female.  Nature makes mistakes, at least

I would consider it a mistake to be joined at the head or back to a twin.  The problem is that many teens are identifying as other

genders or as plural as a way to deal with emotional con[ict, which takes away from the real plight of children like my son's

friend.  Incredibly tragic for children in that situation.
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Marc52
Joined On 11/6/2013 2:00:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is nothing less than a coup against the American people. It will be put down, though, at this point, it may bring much pain and

suffering. When this coup is stopped, there must be trials, and people must be help accountable. Fauci, among others, needs to be

brought up on murder charges. Businesses that sided with the communists against the American people need to be punished severely.

Those involved in this war against America must pay the price of this betrayal, and history must record it. It must serve as a warning to

all who would try this again. After the Holocaust, people said, "Never again." Sadly, they let down their guard and again fell for the left's

lies. After this is over, we must demand that this will never happen again.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What can be done:  1. Focus on your local government (not state, but county) and stand up against the tyranny. Visit town hall

meetings and give voice to human dignity: we are not slaves and not the property of any government!  2. Stand up against your

colleague, who has been purchased/intimidated and, if possible, initiate citizen's arrest against people, who are violating the

Constitution.   3. Reject those, who are not part of the people, no matter what kind of o_ce they have; the "enforcers" are now

becoming to see that they will be the next victims, once their usefulness wears out.

4. Start a parallel economy; as long as the monsters control the money [ow, they control everything.  5. Build a base that can

operate without electricity.  6. Keep together with like-minded people, knowing that inQltrators will always be with you, but once

they notice that they are also future victims, they will side with you.  7. Get deputized by your local sheriff without payment in

order to protect the Constitution. Sheriffs are elected and most of them are with us!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Demanding "it not happen again" is not enough. Astonished's prescription here is worth implementing. The con[uence of

factors and synchronicities in this C19 crisis can be overwhelming to deal with, so strengthen your resolve to Qght it.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Astonished. Everyone likes to discuss physical battles. But the favorite weapon They will us is the power of the purse.

Instead of getting deputized I may run for the local schoolboard. Keep the kids unmasked.
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have watched unholy tyranny take over this country one step at a time until now it's right in our face.  I lived through a grief with our

neighbor when their unarmed son/ grandson was shot to death by police, when police beat up and robbed someone else I know, and

when they sexually assaulted a young lady I know. They just beat my friend's neighbor so badly he was hospitalized with a cop

stationed outside his room presumably as intimidation. A scientist I know was beat up by police so don't think your station in life will

protect you. They're beating up grandmothers. We're not in America anymore Toto.  Unless we each resolve to take action then we will

all end up force vaccinated or imprisoned, raped, and worked to death as was done in the Holocaust. If that doesn't motivate you I

don't know what will. If you think those same police cracking skulls won't do the bidding of the guy who issues their paycheck then you

had better read the Milgram experiment and face this squarely.

If you know any cops or military you had better warn them that after they have served their purpose they too will be eliminated so they

need to stop viewing the public as the enemy and join forces with them.  They've had their egos puffed up with laws intentionally

passed in their favor (what other job do you know of where you can beat the tar out of a customer, client, or patient and then laugh

about it with your co-workers?) It was done intentionally for the elite to get their goose-stepping militarized police force - straight out

of Hitler's playbook. The elite don't want Americans in their coming plan - they want the Chinese because they're obedient I read. This

has come down to We The People changing one person at a time and taking a stand.  If you refuse to act or do your part you'll only

have yourself to blame.  “None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free” ― Johann Wolfgang Von

Goethe
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liv4ever
Joined On 8/2/2021 3:18:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

World War One has not yet ended...Revelation 12:7 says 'war broke out' not 3 wars broke out
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SpiceOddity
Joined On 7/28/2021 2:34:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beautifully said, Dr. Barbara Loe Fisher. God bless you. Thanks, David48, for pointing out who wrote the article. No forced vaccination.

Not in America. Not on our watch. Do no harm. Those authorities who force the investigational gene therapy on fellow human beings

must be held fully accountable; even if they don't yet understand the harm they do, there is NO excuse for their ignorance. Life is

precious.
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david48
Joined On 8/25/2009 9:10:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article was written by Barbara Loe Fisher.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

no forced attendance at government "schools" Let us not forget that the pledge of allegiance was written by a

Communist/socialist [francis bellamy, 1892] Let us remember that all government "schools" are socialist
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somplsboy
Joined On 12/6/2020 7:51:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What 'we' are facing now is analogous to the American colonists who had to challenge the tyrannical standing army of King George

and his brutal demands of that period. Men and women of that time (no different to us now) determined to risk everything they

had-property, employ, security and their lives to push back against the aggression. Had they not, they would have been rolled for sure

and very nearly were! It should be no surprise that in their 'Declaration of Independence' (one of the greatest documents the world has

ever seen) they made speciQc mention to 'destructive' government and the...{ 'Right' (obligation) of the People to to alter or to abolish

it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall

seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.}

I don’t believe the tyrants pushing this agenda have an appreciation of ‘here, the people rule’ and the amount of Qght that they will be

facing from the descendants of those who chose to be independent and free. They may have prevailed with leveraged buy-outs and

mergers and acquisitions and ‘making money’, but none of that really ‘exists’- it’s all contrived. Self-determinism, democratic

principles, liberty and justice will carry us far into the future. Tyrants, despots, monarchs, (add sociopathic billionaires) are from our

immature past and have no place in our future!
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SpiceOddity
Joined On 7/28/2021 2:34:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said, somplsboy. Thanks for pointing out that our rights are also obligations. In fact we have an obligation to Qght for our

rights and freedoms; there is no other way to preserve them.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

somplsboy, So you support "democratic principles", huh ?  You ought to educate yourself about democracy and why the

Founders of the USA were rightly opposed to it and established the USA not as a democracy, but as a Constitutional Republic.

Since you are not paying me to teach you, I will leave it up to you to assume your cognitive responsibility of educating yourself

about it.
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You will all lose unless you demand PCR cycles data, the fraudulent pillar holding up this tyranny
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think d-dimer can tell you if your blood has SMALL clots. What to do then I do not know.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YEs, thats a good Qrst step. I started saying this MONTHS ago...nobody's listening, so i stopped saying it...
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"great-america" has ended its existence. America is getting to look more and more like Hitler's Nazi Germany. Disgusting president.

Disgusting government. Totalitarism has always failed. Nazi Germany paid. Soviet Union paid with millions of people who died during

1990s following the collapse of USSR. The same fate should be expected for U.S.A.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nazi Germany failed because of external military forces. Soviet Union failed because of external economic forces. But this time,

there is no external force of any kind to end this budding dictatorship. Referring to God, justice, etc do not give any concrete

approach to end it. What is really left?
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totalitarianism has to fail so long as humans stay human. The deQning characteristic of the condition of being human is a

freedom of will that predicates on a certain uniqueness of intelligence. No other creature on the planet has this. So long as we

humans don't surrender our unique humanity for a mess of reset pottage, totalitarianism cannot but fail. This is what the great

intellects of reset agenda don't get. They are totally alienated from the human condition and think they are a special creation

when they are not. They will all end up the way Hitler and his henchman did, and if you ask me, I think they are already running

scared. Intellect alone cannot give ascendency. Intelligence is many faceted and all facets need to be integrated and in balance.

The risk of unbridled intellect is hubris. The fall when it comes will be cataclysmic. America can be great again.
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SpiceOddity
Joined On 7/28/2021 2:34:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo, ProximaC!  Humans are free.
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes but we have to save ourselves - there will be no allied forces coming to rescue us. It's God and us at this point.  I

recommend we take up fasting at least one day a week.  It was done in biblical times during times of great danger and need. I'd

say that about sums up where we're at.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ziniovius, I believe you are right but their downfall is going to take a while. These monsters are on a roll. I bet they are looping

the loop with their success. I doubt they ever imagined it would be this easy to enslave the vast majority of people. Boy they

must be laughing all the way to their next billion. What we can do to speed up the implosion of their totally evil plan is divide

them and conquer, bit by bit. A small success here, as the man in Alberta Canada achieved, and another there. Legal challenges,

tough to do but, not impossible. We really must make every effort to divide them.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Good Ship USA has hit a giant reef and is wrecked beyond hope. Too many are in denial. We need to Qnd pieces of the boat

to tie ourselves to or cling as the ship sinks. Nearly every conservative I know says the "vaccine" will end the Covid Pandemic.

The only enemy they dare acknowledge. And they sometimes say, "We'll vote Biden out in 2024." Reality is too darn scary. It sure

is driving me insane. Wrecked my physical health too.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Few people on this planet are as informed about vaccines as Barbara Loe Fisher.  It appears she is also very well informed about the

history of the US and our constitution.  With the death toll from the jabs now exceeding the death toll from covid in the US, her words

are now more timely than ever.  secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-jabs-update-12
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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"When government threatens to take away an individual’s right to employment, education, health care and the ability to enter a store to

buy food, enter a hospital or travel on public transportation, there is no other word for it but tyranny."  No one has a legitimate right,

regardless of one's circumstances, to any product or service, for those who produce and provide them are no one's slaves.  The

sentence above suggests that people are mutual slaves, and slaves of government operators who enforce the enslavement. THAT is

tyranny !

What people DO have is the right to freedom of trade, i.e., the right to be free to enter the market, seek the goods and services they

desire or need, and purchase them from willing sellers through a mutually voluntary trade of value (goods, services) for value

(payment). ANYone who "thinks" they have a "right" to anything that they desire or need--which things they must rely on other human

beings to conceive of, produce, and provide--is just as evil, just as much a psychopath or a sociopath, just as much an advocate of

tyranny and slavery, and the commission of murder to enforce them, as government operators who "think" they have the "right" to force

people to wear a mask and receive a COVID injection.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM
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I saw some people who got the shot GOT Covid.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Anyone who "thinks" they have a "right" to anything that they desire or need--which things they must rely on other human beings

to conceive of, produce, and provide--is just as evil, just as much a psychopath or a sociopath......" Hey, Arthur.... Spoken like a

true Neo-Liberal, competition, not co-operation or interdependence. What would work best in these times? We compete with

one another? UN Declaration of Human Rights:  (contrasts your assertion that no-one has a right to anything) Article 1 "All

human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act

towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood'. AND Article 25  "Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the

health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social

services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of

livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.'
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laislica
Joined On 5/14/2012 8:51:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are there no Sources? ..OK, Now I understand, clicking:    See all comments, DOWNLOADS a PDF I was used to seeing the sources

open in the same page. Oops, sorry.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Use this link to get to the sources:   www.docdroid.net/mQZHyT7/covid-19-the-spartacus-letter-pdf#page=37  Other postings of

the link are error 404
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM
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Exactly, Americans  know nothing about WW2, majority think that US won the war... all America did is used Japanese as lab rats to test

the H-bomb and at the same time to show the word US superiority...  btw, up to this day no one apologized for killing million of

civilians. ..  so please 

🤐

.  Thank you 

🙏

 ... Sorry couldn't pass this and listen further
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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So explain how we should have retaliated against the Pearl Harbor attack? Did Japan apologize to us for that? Self defense is

still legal in this country.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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of course they don't know, they don't teach history in school any longer.  They are out to BURY THE TRUTH so future generations

cannot learn from the past mistakes of humanity.   HINT....GET YOUR KIDS THE HELL OUT OF PUBLIC SCHOOL!!!
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tan2582
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Pearl Harbor is a U.S. naval MILITARY base, total death - 2,403 or about.  What apology?   It was part of the war. Hiroshima and

Nagasaki -  cities with CIVILIANS, total death Hiroshima - 80,000, Nagasaki - 40,000. Don't you think that America tipped over

the scale, considering the fact that up to this day children are born with effects and pathologies?  Japan was about to sign an

act capitulation with Moscow.  (Roosevelt was negotiating with Stalin for Russia to start a war against Japan after WW2 end...  

Fleet Admiral William D. Leahy who served at that time  wrote:

"It is my opinion that the use of this barbarous weapon at Hiroshima and Nagasaki was of no material assistance in our war

against Japan. The Japanese were already defeated and ready to surrender because of the effective sea blockade and the

successful bombing with conventional weapons. In being the Qrst to use it, we had adopted an ethical standard common to the

barbarians of the Dark Ages" And on Aug. 8, 1945 he wrote in his diary: "there is a certainty that it [the a-bomb] will in the future

be developed by potential enemies and that it will probably be used against us."
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Joined On 6/27/2006 11:03:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Imagine what life will be like when this happens to those who reject Jesus and ignore the warnings in God's Word... perhaps including

Dr. Mercola. Revelation 13:15-18 15 He was granted power to give breath to the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should

both speak and cause as many as would not worship the image of the beast to be killed. 16 He causes all, both small and great, rich

and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hand or on their foreheads, 17 and that no one may buy or sell except one who

has the mark or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.

18 Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man: His number is

666.

JESUS IS THE WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE LIFE. All He asks is that you believe in Him and you won't be here when the stuff hits the fan,

you'll be safely with Him and all believers  in Heaven, plus have a new body that will live forever! This jab "thing" is only a preview of the

real horror that is coming during the Tribulation, Revelation chapters 6-19. The Bible tells history in advance.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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You sound just like the Chinese Christians when the CCP took over. "Don't worry. Jesus won't let us experience persecution. He'll

rapture us out before." This was in the 1940's. Guess what? No Rapture occurred. Lots died or went to camps. Including saints

like Watchman Nee. A holier Christian than you or I will ever be.
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Joined On 7/13/2011 6:31:03 AM
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I'm Canadian. A recent study in British Medical Journal showed that people with Down syndrome are dying within weeks after

receiving the vaccine at a rate of about 1 in 7. Down syndrome is deQned as a a genetic immune deQciency. For this reason the

population with Down is not included in any vaccine trials. In Canada Down syndrome is not reason for a medical exemption. I know

my 2 kids with Down syndrome will not survive even 1 dose of this injection. Politicians are threatening to take the unvaccinated

'plague rats' away from their parents on account of abuse. Their literal  words. We have been healthy, living and eating wholesome, and

staying away from the mainstream medical complex for over 15 years, but now I literally fear for our lives.
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m with you. My 3-year old granddaughter developed 22 allergies at four months. She has severe unrelenting eczema.  I fear for

her and my daughter. Lots of sleepless nights. I’m sorry you are going through this. No mother or father should ever have to go

through this.
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Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

evedawn, the opposition to the "vaccination" is starting to gather force in Canada.  Vaccine Choice Canada and Action4Canada

are just two of the helpful websites.  It is against the law in Canada to force anyone to have a "vaccination."  Rocco Galati, LL.B.,

Toronto, ON, is a constitutional law expert and has many cases Qled against the "vaccine" hoax.  If you go on YouTube under

Canadian Government news re Covid 19 "vaccinations," you will see that the responses to the vids are generally 100% against it.

 I am not exaggerating.  Some Canadians are less vociferous than others.  Early on there were a lot of British emigrants to

Canada, which I always attribute the politeness to and it's something I'm not terribly fond of - I like how the Americans are more

transparent and vocal and you don't have to Qgure out what they're on about!!!   Down syndrome children and adults are amazing

and I totally understand why you want to protect them and I would too.  They are deserving for their trust to be returned.  

CBC is basically propaganda.  I choose my Qlms and tv shows that I might watch on the I/T carefully.  We know that the

"vaccine" is a gene-modiQcation/bioweapon.  You know that the CMA (Canadian Medical Association) is now corrupt - but

there's a large group of doctors who've broken away, Frontline Nurses Canada are the same.  It is very di_cult when you have

two kids to protect, but they must never have this shot.  It would be helpful to publish the names of the politicians who coin the

term, "plague rats" - people remember more than you realize.  Any elected o_cial who would make such a statement does not

deserve to be representing the electorate.  We need to know who it is.  If you are afraid of being targeted, you can always send

an unsigned letter with no I/D to the appropriate recipients.  In Canada, we're not outspoken enough.  I'm in Ottawa where it's

close to living on an alien planet.  Passive resistance works - we stopped segregation in the 60's.
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Does anyone have the Vaers covid only injuries and death chart? Their chart is so long and contains all kinds of injuries, I can't Qnd just

the covid breakdown?
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try this … Search results from VAERS: www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/QndQeld.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=CAT&EV..
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Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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Liberty11, You are a profoundly ignorant and defectively educated individual. Malicious, too, on account of your obvious support

of slavery as a means to ends.  You commit the Fallacy of Appeal to Authority when you cite UN Declaration of Human Rights

Article 25: "Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family,

including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of

unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.'

Provided by whom ? You and the Statist authors of that declaration have no rational, civilized answer.

Since all of those goods and services that that declaration mentions, and the high standard of living they make possible, do not

exist in nature for us to harvest from trees and the soil, that means that they must be conceived, created, and provided by

individual human beings by the use of their time and the exertion of their own mental and physical efforts. To claim that one has

a "right" to those goods and services, therefore one has a "right" to the lives and labors of those who are to conceive, create, and

provide them is to claim that one has a "right" to enslave other human beings, a claim that makes a hypocritical, cynical

mockery of Article 1 of that declaration.

Slavery violates every one of every human being's legitimate individual right to self-ownership; personal liberty;

peacefully-acquired private property regardless of type and quantity; self-defense; the ownership and bearing of any type and

quantity of Qrearms and other weapons; freedom of speech and conscience; freedom of association; freedom of

non-association, including peaceful discrimination for any reason whatsoever; and freedom of contract. There is no such thing

in logic and in a free society as a right to enslave, i.e., a right to violate legitimate individual rights.
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Thanks, grandmax! xoox
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GoFigure560
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Add as Friend  Send Message

For those who may have long since naturally recovered from the virus, is there a way to prove they are immune?
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Some have said the zealots do not care. VACCINE!!!
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The crazy, stupid vaxxholes don't care. Impervious to facts or logic as well as compassion and human love.
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“or have an underlying in[ammatory immune disorder that increases your risk for being harmed“ **What disease is dr mercola talking

about here?
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lor4363
Joined On 5/19/2021 11:14:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi all...does anyone have the article saved from 9/12 "what to do about Forced Mandates" if anybody could forward it to me I would be

grateful. I'm not sure if I should post my email or do it privately. Thank you so much
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Set up an alias email and post it on your Mercola proQle. Announce what you want on the personal mini-blog. You'll Qnd free
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Set up an alias email and post it on your Mercola proQle. Announce what you want on the personal mini-blog. You'll Qnd free

legal info on solari.com. Doc Mercola still has the Post; ask him for it. It many take a while to respond
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I looked for mine and it’s gone. I saved it to my brave Qles on my phone.
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grandmax4ever
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This one? What to do about vaccine mandates “Is COVID-19 a Bioweapon?”

media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2021/September/PDF/is-covid-19-a-..
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content from altnews.org, where there are many other archived articles by Dr. Mercola. This is from the "Is COVID-19 a

Bioweapon?" article. What You Can Do if Your Job Mandates the Jab. Flemingmethod.com is a real treasure trove of

information that you can surf through. There, you’ll also Qnd sample documents for medical, religious, legal and Constitutional

exemptions to vaccination that you can present to your employer, educational institution or anyone else trying to bully you into

taking an experimental COVID shot.

He also has [iers you can print out and distribute that lay out your U.S. Constitutional and statutory rights as a citizen, as well

as petitions for the President of the United States, Senate, House of Representatives and state governors, calling on them to

investigate those responsible for this gain-of-function bioweapon. You can Qnd all of those petitions under the “Actions” tab at

the top right corner. Fleming also encourages people to take legal action.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Well a lot of the unvaxxed are exchanging stories and laughing heartily at stories of stupid, hateful vaxxholes who die of thrombosis or

brain aneurisms while getting their precious, life saving boosters. So effective they get hysterically violent and feel unsafe around us

non GMO people. Heard of one Karen Croake who dropped dead a few hours after getting her booster to post on a selQe. Of course

that kind lives for selQes. Not just a vaxxhole but a maskhole. She would scream and get violent at the sight of people breathing freely.

She hated the sight of human faces that much. Her last text was, "D*mn the unvaxxed."  Wonder if her survivors put that on her

tombstone. Quite a legacy to leave.

These vaxxholes will all get theirs eventually. They have been gloating how we'll be denied medical care. Lol. They won't be able to

access it in the near future when they need it most. The nasty POS will develop painful heart conditions so they can't get out of bed. Or

Beri Beri so they never walk again. Or ALS so they are even more paralyzed. If the center or hospital near them isn't closed, they'll be

told, "The booster may kill you. But unless you get it we won't treat your in[amed heart or send a home care aide." How hard do you

think the hateful sociopaths will laugh when THEY are trapped in that kind of situation? And who would shed a tear if the monster

Qnally died? We can't unite with THAT kind. Those like Karen Croake will welcome slavery. Shoot, they will demand it.  They enjoy this

nightmare dystopia and want the suffering to last forever and ever. Those THINGS have proven they aren't even human. Two tiers or

not I never would want those vile, cruel, evil POS anywhere near me again! They can rot in Hell.
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Well, Mrs. Fisher should know that the people of Europe VOTED IN their own tyrannies. The facts today are that in some countries like

Austria, the communist party is WINNING. Yes, they won the elections for the city hall of Graz, the second largest city in Austria...

imagine that. For people that do not know, Austria was one of the few gates to exit or enter the Soviet Union, back in the days... The

Great reset is basically worse than the soviet system... The end of days are here!
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I don't believe that many are voted into o_ce honestly with the -possible- exception of some local elections.  I worked for a

woman years ago who was in politics and she shared some very concerning stories about what went on behind the scenes.
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@gingipw, The people of Europe voted in their own tyrannies? Really? You need a history lesson. In 1925, Mussolini's

Blackshirts marched on Rome and forced King Emmanuel III to appoint Mussolini as Prime Minister, then Dictator. The

Portuguese dictatorship began with a military coup in 1926, eventually leading to nearly Qfty years of tyranny under António de

Oliveira Salazar. ( You've probably never even heard of him.) In 1933, more than two-thirds of Germans rejected Hitler at the

polls but President Hindenburg made him Chancellor anyway. (Hitler's rise was Qnanced and supported in large part by Wall

Street, not least by the Union Banking Corporation of New York, directed by future democratically elected Senator Prescott

Bush, father and grandfather of TWO future, democratically elected US Presidents.)

In 1936, General Francisco Franco overthrew the the Spanish democratic republic in the bloody Spanish Civil War, assisted by

his German Nazi and Italian Fascist allies. Meanwhile, the British democratically elected Parliament appointed the

democratically elected MP Winston Churchill to lead the nation in its LONE stand against the evil, Nazi regime which had

brutally crushed the rest of Europe with murderous savagery. (You may not have heard of Winston Churchill, since he wasn't

American. Look him up. He was by far the greatest leader of the 20th century and probably many other centuries.)

While America was more interested in whether Benny Goodman or Glenn Miller led the best swing orchestra, Great Britain

ALONE was Qghting - and WINNING - an existential battle against the foulest tyranny in history and singlehandedly carrying the

banner of liberty. The Nazi war machine had never been defeated until it lost the Battle of Britain in 1940... while America still

hadn't made up its mind which side it would be on if it got involved at all. Fascist sympathizer and virulent anti-Semite, Joseph

Kennedy, America's UK ambassador advised backing Hitler.
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@gingipw, The people of America had an election in 2020. Now there's a Communist administration in the White House and

both chambers of Congress are controlled by Communists. Is that what people really VOTED IN?
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Europe is antichrist.  America allowed itself to be drawn back into it.  Gerry Kook....or gook, is more like it.  Remaking history at

will & without God or his word.  The Lord knows & sees, & he is, and will judge.  I would comment further but only be censored,

so I will refrain & let the 'victors' who have freed themselves of God & truth 'carry on'.  Fat lot of good it will do them.
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I do not believe that my job will be taken from me. I think I carry too much power of dominion. Even the state where I live did not follow

any of the lockdown demands. I would advise all saints to [ee the North and come South in general terms. The Lord has told me He

has not blessed the soil of the North. He has blessed the soil of the South. Flee to the South. The North will come under full

communism. It will be like North and South Korea. One communist. The other free. Flee to the South saints is what I hear. Flee now.

God will deliver all saints at the time. Because there will be supernatural translation to the soil of the South. America will split in two.

Flee to the South. Even before the translation is what I hear from the Spirit of God.

My feet are moving. Yet, the Holy Spirit tells me I must emerge and take central position. My ministry ends all hierarchal government

of man Qnally raising all saints into full personal individual dominion with none "ruling over" any in the end. So I will not "rise" to any

hierarchal leadership. Rather, I will emerge and move into central position to release full lateral power of equality in the spiritual

maturity of arising full stature. How many steps this will take me depends upon cooperative level of the saints to receive me in my

commission to spiritually birth the full stature move of full transQguration. I am already fully preset individually. So, it is a matter only

of public ministry. My feet are moving to emerge in public ministry.

No one will stop the North from going fully communist. I have heard that myself and can repeat what I heard. Flee South is what I hear

from the Lord. The Lord Himself will protect and defend the Southern soil. I can tell you what the Lord says to me. He says the soil of

the South is forgiven for its former sins of slavery. God will now move to take vengeance on the North for it is the land of carpetbagger

banks that enslaved the South and burned the South. So I could say more.
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Oneder, Already all the folks in the South have the common sense and are not afraid but planning strategy to overcome.
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I was fully prepared to transQgure on the soil of the North. But the Babylonian church hierarchy withstood me and I suffered great

persecution. The full power gift of faith activated in me unexpectedly to me during praise and worship. I can think about the Lord in

one instant personally individually to worship the Lord, and the glory of the power of my salvation comes upon my ❤ in the power of

seeing the Lord in Heaven in full immersive glory of full revelatory power. So. I just instantly "go into mode" to fully transQgure. But

they withstood me desiring hierarchy over me. The soil would have transQgured with me as I stood on the soil. Glory would have

released to fully heal and transQgure every saint with me. I [ed South to escape the persecution of the North.

It was the fulQllment of the dragon standing before the woman. The Lord says I can transQgure only on Southern soil.  Beulah Land.

The Lord says the Northern soil is soil of Babylon of Revelation 18. The Southern soil is ZION soil of Revelation 12. The North is going

to go fully communist. And will burn in Revelation 18 Qre in God's vengeance upon the North for communist deeds  of the Civil War. I

could tell you much. Flee South now. Supernatural translation will occur prior to release of Revelation 18 [ames. But it is best to [ee

South before. The South will remain free in God's blessing. The soil of the South helps the woman here. The soil is blessed by God. I

can release transQguration glory into this soil. I could not in the North.
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The medical drug scam ...all of it is akin to the scam that is global warming ...same end intent of forcing communist control ... its civil

war ! But the question is real ...who is running the USA ...answer its NOT biden ( died in June after a stroke as Johnson found out ) ....

its the US military Generals !For those who know whats going on .... the WH is a military base now and being used to hold Tribunals (

Soros case is ongoing there ) SO many deep state are now dead or held in chains ... democrats mostly ,Rinos and celebrities involved

in the global Epstein inspired child tra_cking...Tom Hanks ,Hillary Clinton ,John Brennan ,James Comey , Amy Coney Barrett ,John

Podesta , Adam Schiff and many more executed ...indeed Bill Clinton was found dead in his cell ( serving life in Gitmo) Friday last !

ALL of this is the kickback of what we know as 'deep state' ... in fact the militia of the ruling classes ( Rothschilds etc ) ... their power is

being taken down ...simply removing their wealth and wealth of anyone who can't explain the source of their money ! Covid was simply

a ruse ...an actual infection no worse than the human race encounters on occasions in life ...BUT we have been indoctrinated over

years to believe that doctor knows best ... they don't ! the term 'doctor' purely indicates that a drug company university course has

been completed ... you join the club ... a club which does not bring health but does make vast proQts ...and does depopulate .... enter a

care home at your own risk ... you are frail BECAUSE of that medical drug system! Finally understand that Cuomo was arrested a while

ago on a charge that he forced care homes ,hospitals etc to place elderly in refrigerated trucks ...killed 32000 that way ! His tribunal (

court hearing )  is now October 20th with we are informed, greater charges ...!
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Wishful thinking. Or maybe you have actual evidence? Even a shred of evidence would do for a start.
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Why are US military Generals forcing covid vaccines on us? Biden may be gone, but nothing has changed.
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We have zero proof of your comment, but I do want to clarify your statement regarding covid 19 being a [u, which is one of too

many sound bites surrounding the plandemic. Our taxes have funded gain of function research for about twenty years, of which

was a short lived “moratorium”. SARS cov1, Mers and SARS cov 2 are genetically engineered corona viruses!  Corona viruses

have been weaponized via one of its “spike proteins!” Now, what was once a cold, is traversing the planet, as it always has but

now carries with it a spike protein that has been engineered to bind to our ACE 2 receptors within our endothelial cells!  These

cells are proliQc within human anatomy. When our immune system responds to this foreign object, we mount an immune

response that goes into overdrive because of the exponentially large amount of spike proteins coded to multiply within our

bodies.

This immune response is causing in[ammation and blood clots throughout our entire bodies called micro-emboli. This is

causing strokes, pulmonary embolisms, heart failure, system organ failure and death. At this moment in time, the death rates

have all been exaggerated to induce terror and fear BUT people as young as 20 and 30 have had strokes, pulmonary Qbrosis and

hypertension and death. I’ve witnessed this all Qrst hand as a registered respiratory therapist caring directly for these early

patients in early 2020. This is no [u!  This is a deadly, weaponized spike protein that has now been engineered in a jab that is

causing the exact same immune response to some ppl. My concerns are boosters that may expedite the process but we won’t

see too many mass deaths at once because this would completely hault their jab program.  They will continue this slower

agenda so they can successfully divide us into two camps! This is GOD’s mercy on all of us, allowing us MORE time than we’ve

waisted over the passed two millennia to open our hearts and minds to SEE what these evil, satanic ppl are doing!  

🙏
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moony77
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Meanwhile, I would be completely remiss if I didn’t mention after caring for these patients for a year without getting sick, I

contracted covid 19 two months after my hospital started vaccinating it’s employees! I was blessed to survive, I truly believe,

because my vitamin D levels had been normal for decades and I’ve always been my own best advocate for living a healthy

lifestyle of yoga, daily exercise and a healthy diet. Pretty simple! Covid 19 affects ppl with co- morbidities, such as obesity, heart

disease and diabetes but elevating one’s vitamin D levels to within 50-70 nanograms per milliliter can prevent worsening

outcomes and death!  This is my personal experience!  

When I went back to work I told everyone about my experience in hope they would listen and heed the call that old fashioned

prevention and treatment of covid 19 is possible!   FLCCC Alliance has proven protocols with eighteen month’s worth of

analyses that prove beyond a shadow of doubt, there is treatment for covid 19, hence NO NEED for EUA jabs or death!!!

Godspeed to all of us who do not comply with evil!  We must all take a stand against the treasonous traitors of all governments

on a global scale!   The ONLY way we will succeed at this tall order is with our creator/GOD by our side

🙏
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wil4648
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In the Bible God says "My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge" Thanks Dr Mercola for being a beacon of truth. The problem

most places in the world, like Australia, are having is because they gave up their guns a few years ago. American patriots have been

very calm and restrained so far in this matter. But, the great news is that the US military has done their own investigation of the

election fraud since Pres. Trump signed the Insurrection Act before he left the White house. That left the White hats in the military in

control and they have completed their fraud investigation so it won't be much longer and Trump will be the 19th president of the USA

Republic!
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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Actually, Mercola is sacriQcing himself for us commoners. Here, we can freely share our points of view here most of the time.

LifeSiteNews and Children's Health Defense locked me out in 24 hours and I am still here. Well, those two sites are using

DisQus. which is a forum supervised by Google... So much for the First Amendment... I just wish I could buy his articles with the

comments included for the last 20 years...
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lovestosing6
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Yes Astonished, you and me both!  With comments.
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javonrut
Joined On 12/9/2010 9:37:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wished Dr. Mercola would stop with his right wing, political propaganda and focus on nutritional issues as he has done so brilliantly

for many years. His newsletters basically presents one singular topic that is exhausting to many readers I have talked to. I am getting

my information on Covid 19 from scientists in Germany who are trustworthy and don't have a political agenda. All they want is to help

people to survive this pandemic by creating treatments and vaccinations for Covid 19. Yes, all my friends and family in Germany is

vaccinated and I cannot wait to get the booster shot when it becomes available to me.

Growing up in Germany after the 2nd World War, it is very offensive to me that Dr. Mercola compares the current political measures

taken {due to the pandemic} to the Third Reich and Nazi Germany. What the *** did during the 2nd World War was a horriQc crime

against humanity, and what our political leaders and scientiQc community does today is trying to protect us from a virus that has the

potential to kill us.

The science that Dr. Mercola presents to make his point is [awed and tweaked to support his own agenda. It is unfortunate that he

in[uences so many people not to get vaccinated although this is currently the only protection we have to lead an almost "normal" life.

It is not a perfect solution but there are currently no other treatments available with the same e_cacy.  In the future, I will delete all of

Dr. Mercola's newsletters until he continues to write about nutritional issues etc, and not his political views on vaccinations, science,

and democratic personalities.
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greenskycomcast.net
Joined On 11/25/2020 1:18:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/epidemiologic-analyses-..    There are other treatments with at least as good

e_cacy and much better safety.
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Javonrut, wrong ,wrong, and more wrong. The medical and governmental powers of the world are NOT trying to protect us from

this unnatural virus that is mostly fatal to those with co-morbidities and poor nutritional status.  They are actively suppressing

early and effective treatments that would have saved thousands of lives and are actively killing people with their remdeathavir

and ventilator protocols. Also they are censoring people who speak out about the medical horrors they are experiencing from

the experimental injected products and calling hospitalization and deaths that happen from them in the Qrst two weeks as

“unvaccinated”. Intentional fear mongering fraud.

If you fall for this, then very little can be done for you in the way of nutritional information from Dr. Mercola and too bad for your

obliterated immune system.  I don’t Qnd Dr. Mercola to have a political agenda, he is uniformly against all who would deny

others bodily autonomy and deceive others into self-harm. I stay strictly out of politics as I know our creator is the only power

that will save us, but I also don’t like to stick my head in the sand and not keep an eye on the developing world scene. I agree

that this subject is exhausting and yet every time I have to go to stores or hear a radio or even see signs on the highway shoving

this Satanic agenda in my face I’m reminded that we are on the accelerating slide to the end of this wicked system. The

snowball is picking up speed. Comparing the last year and a half to my previous 57, the rapid descent is astounding.

So go ahead and plunge headlong into oblivion if that is your wish.
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM
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I can see you're a real tough guy. If you think today's vaccines help people en masse lead a "normal" life, you are obviously

unaware of the mode of action of the mRNA vaccines as well as the others that are available.  Have you ever, ever, ever heard of

Ivermectin??? It cures the disease........it obviates the need for dangerous vaccines that have killed millions of people

worldwide. It's track record in India is incredible. Yet, it appears it's not good enough for you.

Why have many of the world's preeminent molecular biologists, immunologists, etc come out in favor of Ivermectin and have

legitimately denigrated these absurd killer vaccines. Heard of Dr Pierre Kory?  Look him up, tell him about your skepticism

concerns and he might well treat you to some science from Kory and his stellar team of researcher clinicians. I think from your

obtuse way of unwarranted criticisms you are seeking attention, nothing else. You'll really "hurt" Mercola and his newsletters if

you delete them. Your mastery of the disease and excellent, cheap solutions to many problems clearly escapes you. I've said

enough. Don't be late for tonite's Mensa meeting......hurry, hurry.
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Bahmio, quit trying to reason with THOSE.

They enjoy this nightmare and want to be locked in isolation forever. Cut off from friends and family for the rest of their "lives."

You can't appeal to reasons or emotions.

It's as though the things ENJOY psychological torture. But more like they are senseless clods incapable of higher emotions. Any

domestic animal is more human than one of those THINGS. They are just begging to be enslaved forever by brutal, sadists. So

don't waste your pity on it.

I refuse to call those creatures "sheep." Sheep are warm blooded animals, affectionate creatures, timid and gentle. Even sheep

aren't stupid enough to mistake the howl of a wolf for the call of the shepherd. If a wolf attacks a [ock the sheep bleat and

scatter. There aren't sheep tackling others and holding them down so both they and the sheep they straddle can be devoured by

that wolf they have taken a bizarre fancy to.

Yep. Dumber than sheep. And with fewer survival skills too.

Vernon Coleman was onto something in calling them "Covid zombies" instead. No warmth, they stand apart and have no

connection even when they lurch in groups, and no humanity. Irrational and senseless they just lurch around, trying to rip the

living apart to devour. Or CONSUME. (Part of the NWO.)
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Joined On 1/12/2019 11:11:49 PM
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So, are the requirements for polio, smallpox, TB, rubella, etc. vaccines an invasion of your privacy?  If the virus has a 99% survival rate,

why the portal morgues and overstuffed hospitals and people with their last dying breath begging people to get the vaccine, because

they were wrong?  You anti-vaxxers and maskers are the reason we are still experiencing pandemic-level infection, and isn't it just

ironic that it is occurring in the strongest anti-everything States?
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I couldn't agree more; well spoken.
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Johman0
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Just spewing the same old fact-free propaganda. Vaxx-tards are the reasons for this not being over by now, their wiped out

immune systems leave them sitting ducks for many things that were kept in check by a functioning immune system (if not

immediately harmed or killed). And yes all forced/coerced injections are an invasion of my privacy. And you know as well as I do

that this current injection is not a vaccine as people think and is even more dangerous than than previous real (but harmful)

vaccines. Many that think everything’s hunky dory after their jab probably got the arm of the trial (yes, you’re a guinea pig) with a

placebo or low dose of the offending substances. Just keep throwing those dice; you’ll eventually come up a “winner”.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rsn9872 brayed, 1-"So, are the requirements for polio, smallpox, TB, rubella, etc. vaccines an invasion of your privacy?" If they

are physically forced upon you, yes, they are. 2-"If the virus has a 99% survival rate, why the portal morgues and overstuffed

hospitals and people with their last dying breath begging people to get the vaccine, because they were wrong?" The virus has a

94.7% to 99.99% survival and recovery rate depending upon one's age, the health of one's immune system, and an absence of

co-morbidities.

3-"You anti-vaxxers and maskers are the reason we are still experiencing pandemic-level infection, and isn't it just ironic that it

is occurring in the strongest anti-everything States?" The "vaccines" don't make anyone immune from SARS-COV-2, which

means that every person who has received the jabs is just as unvaccinated as every person who has received none of them, so

both groups can infect others, especially those who received the jabs, given that the jabs make them more susceptible to

SARS-COV-2 than those who rely solely on their natural immune system.

Please provide proof that portable morgues and hospitals are "overstuffed" with people who never received any of the jabs.

 Please also provide proof that the jabs provide immunity from SARS-COV-2 when CDC has stated that the jabs neither prevent

one from being infected nor prevent one from infecting others. As for masks, none of them provide any protection from

COVID-19 and other viral particles as they are tiny enough to pass through the pores in the mask material as if the masks

weren't there, like mosquitos through a chain-link fence.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Johman0, No over-stuffed hospitals where I live. Lol. I caught Covid and didn't beat the odds. Beating the odds means actually

dying of the virus. With less than .3% mortality rate. No doctor care either. Only 3% feel bad enough to seek it out. I'm sure that

must make any vaxxhole's head explode. They would love for lots of people to die. Including kids. They think Covid deaths are

funny and have been celebrating rising Covid death numbers on FaceBook for well over a year. Often they pretended to be

outraged to make a political point but the laughing and smiling emojis they used showed how happy the prospect of "over half a

million dead before Christmas!" made them. Quite a Christmas wish huh?

Tim Pool used to be a liberal. But he expressed shock and disgust about what cruel sociopaths the militant vaxxers are. Or

vaxxholes as I call them. They used to just be maskholes. Virtue signal with that petri dish rag tied over their faces everywhere

and have a screaming hissy Qt if they catch bacterial pneumonia (diagnosed as Covid of course) and wish death on all those

"anti maskers" even if they stayed far away. I recommend avoiding dangerously unhinged folks as a rule. But of course all those

bacteria and mold spores they joyfully inhaled for hours a day, day after day had no bearing.

It was the fault of some "anti masker" they had never met. Some stupid woman on SM screamed at a friend. In New England.

Said if he ever went out unmasked one of her family--in California--might drop dead of Covid instantly. She calls this belief

SCIENCE. But it sounds more like sympathetic magic or voodoo to me. And if we don't all clap our hands now somewhere a fairy

will die...
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rsn8972 - what's with the histrionic and false statements?  Where's the credible evidence of "overstuffed hospitals"? I see that

you've watched the Crisis Actors too, "with their last dying breath begging people to get the vaccine".  One question - what are

the "portal morgues" that you mention? Do you mean "portable"?  You really are clueless as to how you and the rest of the

ignorant population are being played.  

I take offence, BTW, at you accusing people who don't wear Qlthy face rags or who're questioning Vaccine Safety (I assume

that's what you mean by your vitriolic "anti-vaxxers") of making other people ill.  There is not one piece of credible ScientiQc

Evidence that demonstrates that the Qlthy face rags provide any effective protection.  Perhaps you should consider that the size

of the current virus is around one eighth of a micron.  Mask, even surgical ones, allow particles of this size to pass through.  On

the other hand, there is ample ScientiQc Evidence that demonstrates the biological harm that masks in[ict, never mind the

mental harm.  And you place your hopes on these "vaccines", when even calling them such is Medical Fraud.  

Did you not know that the best way of protecting yourself against any current virus is to strenghten your immune system by

removing all the things that harm it, and feeding it all the things that strenghten it?  Too lazy to turn off the wi-fri or get shut of

your toxic wireless gadgets, Te[on and plastic cookware,etc?  Too mean to spend a few cents a day on high dose Vit D3 and Vit

C and instead you blame those who've made the effort to Qnd out the facts for themselves?  I feel sorry for you.
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